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Top Picks
Echinacea x SunSeekers® Salmon  #A11616 ✂ ~ o
S, Jun-Sep, H18-24", W16-22", Z 4-9
(‘IFECSSSAL’ PPAF)–Semi-double to double, fragrant blooms open salmon 
pink with yellow highlights, fading to light pink as they mature. Dark crimson 
cones add nice contrast. Vigorous plants have excellent branching.  PP
$15.95 3+ $14.45 each 

a isia  rg n  las ’  #A10 1  ✂ ~ o
S/PS, May-Jun, H32-38", W32-38", Z 4-9
A color break-through, blooms have more red tones in them than any other 
Baptisia to date. Dark wine purple floral spikes rise above dark blue-green foli-
age in a fantastic display. A North American native cultivar.  BR
$15.95 3+ $14.45 each
Hos a  in  enea h  ings’  #A1  ✂ 
PS/SH, Jul, H28-32", HF26-43", W78-82", Z 3-9 
(P.P. 33317)–Destined to be the new hero of your shade garden, this majestic 
blue hosta boasts dusty blue, ruffled, heart-shaped leaves. Matures to a 
colossal si e. Bears pale lavender flowers. (H. Hansen )  PP
1 5 3  16 5 each

Hos a  slan  ree e’  #A1 5  ✂
PS/SH, Jul, H12", HF28", W18", Z 3-9 
(P.P. 27151)–Improved variegation and thicker leaves make this plant 
superior to its predecessor ‘Paradise Island’. Broad, bright yellow leaves have 
contrasting lime to dark green margins. Red-speckled petioles bleed into the 
leaves for added interest. Dark lavender flowers. ( alters Gardens 4)  PP
$16.95 3+ $15.45 each

igelia arilan ica agin Ca n’  #A1 3  ✂
S/PS, Jun-Aug, H20-24", W20-24", Z 5-9 
A selection of a woodland wildflower native to the Eastern nited States. 
Dark green, clump-forming foliage bears brilliant orange-red tubular flowers. 
Requires good drainage. Bred by Plant Delights Nursery.  BR

13 5 3  1 5 each

He erocallis  Poin e  Per ec ion’  #A1 60  ~ o
S/PS, Tetraploid, Early-Mid, H26-28", Sev, Re, Z 3-9
Rippling, orange petals and sepals have a wire-thin edge of red which match-
es the pointed, bold red eyezone of these large, 5¾ inch blooms. A strong 
grower, bearing up to 5 buds per scape. (Maryott 5).  BR
13 5 3  1 5 each

n or a ional ols 
e use the following symbols and abbreviations in our catalog to provide as 

much information as possible in limited space. They are meant to be used as a 
guide, but keep in mind that cultural practices, soil, and other factors all a ect 
plant growth. (See opposite page for daylily specific abbreviations).

.......... Designates a plant available only from Roots & Rhizomes.
S ....................... The plant prefers full sun (6 hours or more).
PS ..................... Prefers partial sun or dappled shade (  to 4 hours of sun per 

day).
SH .................... Prefers little or no direct sun.
Month.............. Approximate bloom season.
H ...................... Average plant height at maturity.

...................... Average plant width at maturity.

HF .................... Height of flower scapes (Hosta).
Z....................... Cold hardiness zone range (based on map on page 58 ).
✂...................... Good for cutflowers.
o..................... Attracts butterflies.
     ..................... Attracts hummingbirds.
~...................... Attracts pollinators.
PP..................... Plants are shipped in pots.
BR .................... Plants are shipped bareroot  (without soil).
PPAF or P.P. .... Designates plants with patent rights.
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Daylilies | ea i l or a a
(Hemerocallis) e love perennials, but if we have a passion for one it 
would be the daylily. The color range and substance of their glistening 
blooms is ama ing, and even though each flower lasts only a day, the bud 
count is so enormous they bloom continuously for many weeks. For all 
their beauty, daylilies are tough, long-lived, disease and insect resistant, 
cold hardy, and tolerant of neglect. Add the fact that they attract bees and 
butterflies and you have a perennial that no garden should be without.
Daylilies are hardy in ones  to  under normal growing conditions 
unless otherwise stated. e ship  to 2 fan bare root divisions. ~ o

See the back cover for special discount pricing on some of our overstock 
daylilies. 
Ageless ea   #A1550
Tetraploid, Early, H26-30", Ev, Re, Fra
Beautiful with tremendous eye-appeal and a great garden performer. Lots of 
buds and well-branched. The fragrant, 5 inch cream blooms are beautifully 
formed and have striking, richly ruffled edges of rose-red along with matching 
eyezones and green throats. (Stamile 01)  BR
13 5 3  1 5 each
ea  o ehol   #A15013

Diploid, Midseason, H22-26", Sev, Noc
A multiple award winner with very large, 5½ inch flowers of lemon yel-
low with green throats. An excellent performer in a wide range of climates.
(Sellers 78) HM, AM85, LAA   BR
13 5 3  1 5 each
ee ance  #A1 0

Tetraploid, Midseason, H30-34", Sev, Re
Registered as having an unusual form, the huge blooms measure 7 inches 
across, their orange, ruffled petals arching back to highlight the bold, dark 
maroon eye. Yellow stripes radiate from the center of the yellow throat and cut 
through the eye one. (Maryott 6)  BR
$14.95 3+ $13.45 each

err licio s  #A1
Tetraploid, Early-Mid, H22-26", Sev, Re

ine red blooms are 5½ inches across with a seductive, near black eye one, 
crimped black edge and golden yellow throat. The deeply saturated color of 
this plant lasts well and since it reblooms, bright pops of color can be expected 
for most of the season. Plant on its own as a specimen or in a mixed perennial 
bed. t shines in most any situation. (Heemskerk )  BR
$14.95 3+ $13.45 each

es seller  #A150
Tetraploid, Midseason, H22-26", Sev, Re
Ruffled, yellow petal edges are attention-grabbing, adding profound texture 
to the perennial garden. Blooms reach 5½ inches in diameter and are lavender-
pink with deep veining and creamy-yellow, raised midribs. The eyezone is the 
same yellow as the edges and sits above a lime green throat. (Brecks NR)   BR
$15.95 3+ $14.45 each

e len  #A155
Tetraploid, Early-Mid, H20-24", Dor, Re, Fra
A beautiful rebloomer. Deep purple, 5 inch blooms have vivid green throats 
and are bordered with a white, toothy edge. (Heemskerk )  BR
$15.95 3+ $14.45 each

a lil  A ar s i e
The American Hemerocallis Society annually recognizes outstanding daylilies. 
The following award codes signify a daylily that has distinguished itself in the 
eyes of nationwide garden judges in various categories. 

   A
The Society’s highest honor. Only one given per year. 
This medal denotes winners.

A    A A   
Cultivars are distinctive and all-around good performers. 
Only twelve given per year.

    CH  A  A A
Given to outstanding miniature daylilies.

A    A    A A
Given to outstanding small-flowered cultivars.

A   A  A A
Given to honor outstanding double daylilies.

C     C   A A
Recognizes outstanding eyed or banded cultivars.

P     P  A A
Cultivars honored for consistent fragrance.

AA    A A CA  A A
These varieties perform well in all regions.

H    H A  
The first official stamp of approval beyond the local or regional level.

a lil  A re ia ion Co es
Abbreviations are used to describe attributes relating to a daylily’s
special features. Symbols that apply are listed under the daylily name. 

or A  – Foliage dies back in winter.
e     – Foliage dies back in cold climates and stays 

partially green in warm areas.
    – Foliage remains green in all but the coldest areas.

e   P A   – Plants tend to bloom more than once during 
a growing season.

ra A A  – Flowers are fragrant.
   – Flowers remain open for 16 hours or more.

oc C A  – Flowers open late in the day and remain open all or part 
of the next day.

A  A
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lack ockings  #A15030
Tetraploid, Midseason, H22-26", Sev, Re
Deeply ruffled 6 inch blossoms have an intense deep black-burgundy color 
with even darker midribs. A green triangular throat makes the blooms appear 
that much darker. Plants are vigorous and well-branched. (Heemskerk 06)  BR
$15.95 3+ $14.45 each

lack err  her er   #A155
Tetraploid, Mid-Late, H26-30", Dor, Re
This super-bloomer bears flowers over several weeks, plus reblooms reliably. 
The 4½ inch flowers are bright gold with crimson-red eye ones. f you want a 
high-performance, show-o  daylily, this is it  (Sellers 4)  BR
$15.95 3+ $14.45 each

o l o  Crea   #A1501
Diploid, Mid-Late, H16-20", Sev, Fra, Ext, Re
The blossoms of this exceptional cultivar last into the evening hours. Ruffled, 
double, 5 inch flowers are creamy-white with a light green throat and are of 
superb quality. Plants have good rebloom. (Heemskerk )  BR
13 5 3  1 5 each

ersco ch an  inger  #A15060  
Tetraploid, Early, H30-34", Dor
This plant is a sight to behold. Heavily ruffled and deeply veined, 6 inch blos-
soms are held above well-branched, sturdy plants. Blooms are a gorgeous and 
unusual burnt orange with blended golden undertones. (Klehm 10)  BR
13 5 3  1 5 each

Calico ack  #A15061
Tetraploid, Early-Mid, H26-30", Ev
This heavily budded daylily puts on uite a show. Recurved, slightly ruffled, 
deeply veined petals are yellow with plum edges and eyezones, accented with 
a lime green throat. Blooms are 5½ inches across and never fail to impress. 
(Trimmer 8) HM  BR
$15.95 3+ $14.45 each
Collage  #A1 16
Tetraploid, Midseason, H30-34", Sev, Re
The di erent elements of this cultivar come together to create something pret-
ty as a picture. Light purple, 5¼ inch blooms have a slightly darker eye and a 
golden yellow throat that matches the heavily ruffled edge of the petals. Add 
good rebloom and this is one variety you won t want to miss. (Maryott 6)  BR
$14.95 3+ $13.45 each

Ca cher in he e  #A150 3
Tetraploid, Early-Mid, H28-32", Ev, Re
Lavender purple, 5¼ inch blooms are quite eye-catching, displaying a dark 
purple eye above a light yellow throat. A vigorous bloomer, producing up to 
0 buds per branch. ( . innebrew 0 ) HM, AM08  BR

$14.95 3+ $13.45 each

Chance nco n er  #A1 1
Tetraploid, Early-Mid, H22-26", Dor, Ext, Re, Fra
Beautifully formed, 6 inch blooms of raspberry and rose are embellished with 
lavish ruffling, a gold edge, and a green throat. The very fragrant flowers remain 
open well into the evening. (Stamile 4) HM, LEP00, AM0   BR
$15.95 3+ $14.45 each

ancing on Air  #A15533
Tetraploid, Very Early, H28-32", Ev, Re
An enormous, spider-type bloom measuring up to 11 inches across with long, 
red petals that twist and curl like ribbons. A green throat shines from the center 
of each flower. (Stamile 0 )  BR
$15.95 3+ $14.45 eachCA C  AC
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i a’s Choice #A151
Tetraploid, Early-Mid, H18-24", Dor, Re, Fra
ts heavily ruffled, 6 inch blossoms are hot pink with yellow-orange halos and 

edges, plus lime green throats that draw attention. A vibrant color combination. 
(Heemskerk 2)  BR
$15.95 3+ $14.95 each

o le Par on e  #A155 0
Diploid, Mid, H28-32", Dor, Re, Fra, Noc
(P.P. 227 ) A new twist on a classic favorite. The 2¾ inch blooms are the same 
eye-grabbing shade of deep red as Pardon Me , but they develop extra tepals 
in their centers, reportedly up to 18 per bloom. (NR)  BR
13 5 3  1 5 each
ragon ligh   #A15106

Tetraploid, Early-Mid, H18-22", Ev, Re
A lovely rebloomer. Huge, linen yellow flowers up to 7 inches across sport a 
narrow, blue violet eye above a green throat. Has an unusual, spatulate form 
that adds to its charm. (Hansen 0 )  BR
$15.95 3+ $14.95 each

arl  no   #A155
Tetraploid, Early, H26-30", Dor, Re, Fra
The earliest-blooming white daylily. ream to white flowers measuring 7 
inches in diameter have thick, ruffled petals and bright yellow throats. Sturdy 
4 to 5-way branched scapes result in loads of flowers. Reblooms reliably. 
(Stamile 6)  BR
13 5 3  1 5 each

nchan e  ores   #A1
Tetraploid, Early-Mid, H28-32", Dor, Re
Heavily substanced, deeply ruffled and diamond-dusted 6 inch flowers are a 
blend of pale lemon, melon, pink, and pale orange above a green throat. The 
color mutates throughout the day for a pastel, multi-hued e ect. (Reilly 0 )  BR
13 5 3  1 5 each

in ers ee ers  #A15166
Tetraploid, Early-Mid, H24-28", Ev
The ex uisitely ruffled edges of this bloom are infused with lemon-yellow. 
Petals are deeply veined, butter-cream in color, with a soft pink overlay and 
green throat. Seven inch blossoms unfurl early on well-branched plants. 
(C. Rogers 06)  BR
$14.95 3+ $13.45 each

Han ri ing n he all  #A1555
Tetraploid, Midseason, H22-26", Sev, Re, Fra
Dusty pink, 6 inch blooms have a yellow throat that blends out to a lavender 
and wine purple colored eye. A wine and gold picotee edge lines the petals to 
complete these ex uisite blooms. (Emmerich 07) HM  BR
$15.95 3+ $14.45 each
Hea enl  Angel ce  #A151 5  
Diploid, Mid-Late, H34-38", Dor, Re
Long petals have wavy, crispate edges, forming big white blooms 8 inches 
across with yellow and lime-green throats. Vigorous, long-blooming plants 
have lots of branching and buds. (Gossard 04) HM, AM 0, SSM   BR
$15.95 3+ $14.45 each
Hea enl  ligh  o  Angels  #A151
Diploid, Midseason, H38-40", Sev, Fra

ellow-green, 7 inch, spider-type blossoms float in the landscape. A white, 
wavy edge, green throat, and heavenly fragrance all add up to one gorgeous 
plant. (Gossard 0 ) HM  BR
$15.95 3+ $14.45 each H A  H
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n oo   #A151 6
Tetraploid, Early-Mid, H22-26", Dor, Re, Fra
Huge blooms 6½ inches across are pale peachy-yellow, almost cream, with 
green throats surrounded by striking eyes and petal edges of plum-purple. 
The vigorous plants are heavily scaped with loads of buds and blooms. 
(Stamile 00)  BR
13 5 3  1 5 each
oan enior  #A151

Diploid, Early-Mid, H24-28", Ev, Ext, Re
The 6 inch flowers are lightly ruffled, diamond-dusted and somewhat 
translucent, cream to white with a lemon-green throat. Has tremendous bud 
count and reblooms in many areas. (Durio 77) HM, AM84, LAA 0  BR
13 5 3  1 5 each
ies an  i s ick  #A155

Tetraploid, Early-Mid, H24-28", Sev, Re
Babydoll pink petals give way to a bright, cherry-red kissed eye and slightly 
ruffled red edges with a gold picotee. Blossoms measure 5½ inches across and 
the vigorous plants reliably rebloom. ( . innebrew 0 ) HM, AM0   BR
$15.95 3+ $14.45 each

i e ros   #A1 1
Tetraploid, Very Late, H24-28", Dor, Fra

hite, 5¾ inch blooms are su used with soft green, each flower accented with 
a wide, lime-green center seeping up from the throat. Somewhat translucent 
flowers are lightly ruffled with recurved tepals. (Stamile 0) HM  BR
13 5 3  1 5 each
ong el ’s Cheese an  ine  #A15063

Tetraploid, Midseason, H28-32", Sev, Fra
This fragrant gem is a lovely combination of all things decadent. The ruffled, 
5 inch, deep orchid-mauve flowers have lighter orchid halos and greenish-
yellow centers. (Heemskerk 2)  BR
$15.95 3+ $14.45 each

i nigh  na i e  #A1
Diploid, Early, H18-22", Ev, Re
Deep purple, 4½ inch flowers have a dark purple, almost black eye above a 
bright yellow-green throat. Reblooms reliably, adding wonderful bursts of 
color to the landscape. (J. Carpenter 02)  BR
$14.95 3+ $13.45 each

oonli  as era e  #A1 55
Tetraploid, Early-Mid, H26-30", Sev, Re
Near-white, 5½ inch blooms are engraved with a huge, black-purple eyezone 
and deep green throat. A matching picotee outlines the petal edges. Consistently 
ranks high in the AHS popularity poll. (Salter 2) HM, AM02, SSM04  BR
$14.95 3+ $13.45 each

Perce i e  #A15 66
Tetraploid, Midseason, H28-30", Sev, Re
Rounded, 5½ inch, heavily ruffled blooms are a blend of light orange and pink,  
centered with a triangular red eye. The petals are finely edged with gold and 
match the  golden throat. Bears up to 5 buds per scape. (Maryott 7)  BR
$14.95 3+ $13.45 each
Persian  #A15
Tetraploid, Early-Mid, H28-32", Dor
Large, 7¾ inch flowers are sure to grab your attention with their deep ruby red 
petals and bright, greenish-yellow throats that seem to shine from their centers. 
A real gem in the landscape, this cultivar is treasured for the incredible number 
of buds it produces, up to 30 per branch. (Trimmer 8) HM, AM08  BR
13 5 3  1 5 each
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Prickl  ensa ion #A15
Tetraploid, Midseason, H26-30", Ev, Re, Ext
Heavily crimped, 5  inch blooms are light orange with a narrow purple eye 
above an orange applique throat. In drier climates, the petal edges display 
prominent teeth and tentacles.  (Maryott )  BR
$14.95 3+ $13.45 each
Pri al crea   #A156 3
Tetraploid, Mid-Late, H32-36", Dor
The enormous, 7½ to 8 inch, gold-dusted blooms of hot tangerine-orange 
have narrow, twisted, ruffled petals giving them a rippled appearance. ou 
can count on good branching, high bud count, healthy foliage, and all-around 
great performance. ( . Hanson 4) HM, AM00, SSM0   BR
$15.95 3+ $14.45 each
Princess  #A15 1
Tetraploid, Midseason, H18-22", Dor, Re
A wonderful rebloomer. Bubblegum pink blooms measure 6 inches across, 
displaying light yellow braiding on their petal edges and a prominent dark 
pink eye above a yellow-green throat. (NR)  BR
$14.95 3+ $13.45 each
P r le la e #A1
Tetraploid, Early-Mid, H22-26", Sev, Re
Light lavender, gently ruffled, 5 inch blooms exhibit a burgundy-red edge and 
matching eye one above a green throat. A good bloomer, producing up to 4 
buds per branch. (Heemskerk 5)  BR
$15.95 3+ $14.45 each

 ol  Al in  #A156
Tetraploid, Mid-Late, H22-26", Dor

ashed lavender, 5½ inch flowers have an outline of plum-purple tipping the 
petal edges. Huge, deep purple eye ones surround the yellow throats. Blooms 
for weeks.  BR
13 5 3  1 5 each

 igh  Pro ler  #A1550
Tetraploid, Mid-Late, H26-30", Dor
This near-black daylily shows just a hint of navy-purple-red in sun-

light. A small chartreuse throat shines at the center of the 5 inch flowers and a 
tiny wire edge rims the entire bloom. Plants bear exceptionally well.  BR
$14.95 3+ $13.45 each

he Can ango #A15349
Tetraploid, Midseason, H20-24", Sev, Re
Get ready for a party in your garden. The standout feature of these 5 inch, 
caramel colored blooms is definitely the  inch, heavily ruched, orange-red 
edge that perfectly matches the prominent eye one. (Maryott 7)  BR
$14.95 3+ $13.45 each

iloa  o le Classic  #A15313
Diploid, Early-Mid, H14-18", Dor, Ext, Fra, Re
A highly acclaimed double daylily with sweetly scented, salmon-pink, 5 
inch blossoms. Pie crust ruffling on the petals increases their full appearance. 
Vigorous, adaptable plants rebloom readily. Always one of our most popular 
daylilies. (P. Henry 85) HM, LEP85, MA88, AM , SSM   BR
$15.95 3+ $14.45 each

i ons er re #A155 6
Tetraploid, Midseason, H26-32", Sev, Re, Fra
Fragrant, 6 inch blossoms are produced in astounding quantities; expect nearly 
300 blooms in a season after the plant is established. Flowers are lavender-rose 
with a purple-black eye one, ruffled edges to match, and a yellow throat. A 
gorgeous and unusual color combination. (Heemskerk 2)  BR
13 5 3  1 5 each  
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naggle oo h  #A156 1
Tetraploid, Early-Mid, H36-40", Ev, Re
A tall rebloomer with 6 inch flowers of vibrant, dark orchid-violet with a bright 
green throat. Blooms are edged with white teeth . (D. Hansen 06)  BR
$15.95 3+ $14.45 each

o n  o   Hear   #A15
Tetraploid, Early, H26-30", Dor, Re, Fra
(P.P. 4) Pastel pink, 5 inch blooms have a wide, wine purple eye one 
above a yellow-green throat. A ruffled, wine purple, picotee edge adds extra 
appeal. ( . Meyer )  BR
$15.95  3+ $14.45 each

acecoas  arl  ir   #A1565   
Tetraploid, Very Early, H22-26", Sev, Re
Heavy ruffles tipped with gold trim the petals of this eye-catcher. The flowers 
are a diamond-dusted, rose-melon blend that glows in sunlight. The 3¾ inch 
flowers are super-abundant. ( . innebrew )  BR
$14.95 3+ $13.45 each

acecoas  ea hells  #A15 51
Tetraploid, Early-Mid, H28-32", Ev, Re
An eye-catching rebloomer. reamy, 5½ inch flowers have a wine purple eye 
above a large, yellow throat. The edges of the bloom are lightly crimped and 
outlined in purple. ( . innebrew 0 ) AM0 , HM, LAA20  BR
$14.95 3+ $13.45 each

Storm Shelter  #A15616
Tetraploid, Midseason, H22-26", Dor, Re, Fra
An exciting combination. The 5 inch blooms are mauve with deep purple 
eye ones and wide picotee edges, o set with green throats. (Emmerich 06) 
HM  BR
$15.95 3+ $14.45 each

nlock he ars  #A156
Tetraploid, Midseason, H24-28", Sev, Re

ho can resist the intricate color pattern of this fabulous double daylily  Each 
6 inch, lavender-pink flower is edged with a picotee of yellow ruffles and a 
yellow eye flares out from its center. ery special  (Petit 05)  BR
$15.95 3+ $14.45 each

eins o  r h  #A153
Tetraploid, Midseason, H30-34", Ev, Fra, Noc, Re
Intricately designed, 5½ inch blooms are a rose and cream combo. Over a base 
color of creamy-yellow, the petals are overlaid with a large, red feathered eye 
and accented with raised cream midribs. Crimped petal edges are bordered 
with gold. (D. Hansen 00)  BR
$14.95 3+ $13.45 each

hirling ain o s  #A153 6
Tetraploid, Midseason, H24-28", Dor
Heavily crimped, light yellow blooms measure 5¾ inches and have a 
prominent red eyezone and a double edge of gold and red. Vigorous plants 
are double branched with each one bearing up to 18 buds. (Niswonger 12)  BR
13 5 3  1 5 each
hi e ish  #A15 11

Diploid, Mid-Late, H34-38", Sev, Fra, Re
A very fragrant, near-white daylily. The large, nicely formed 6 inch blooms are 
ivory to pale yellow with raised midribs and light green throats. ide petals 
have loose, wavy ruffles. An extremely good grower. Reblooms in warmer 
areas. (G. Lenington 8 )  BR
13 5 3  1 5 eachC  H  A
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il  Horses #A15 15
Tetraploid, Early, H34-38", Ev, Re
The dramatic flowers are huge, up to 7 inches across, and their flame-shaped, 
black-purple eyes nearly devour the creamy-white petals. The plants are vig-
orous growers and have an exceptionally high bud count. (Trimmer ) HM, 
AM06  BR

13 5 3  1 5 each
in o  ressing  #A15 1

Diploid, Midseason, H16-20", Ev, Ext
Full of charm, this exquisite, near-white daylily has classic beauty. The 5½ inch 
full, rounded blooms have wide, overlapping petals with abundant ruffles. 
The flowers become delicate pink as they age. ( . M. Spalding 8 )  BR
$14.95 3+ $13.45 each

inning icke   #A1 6
Diploid, Mid-Late, H30-34", Sev, Re, Fra
This full, frilly double daylily draws lots of second looks. The 6½ inch blooms 
are vibrant peach shades. Lots of rebloom keeps it flowering late into the 
summer. ( . oiner 5)  BR
$15.95 3+ $14.45 each

ello  a o h  #A156 0
Tetraploid, Midseason, H32-38", Dor, Ext, Noc, Re, Fra
These lemon-yellow blooms are H GE, often over 0 inches across, and very 
fragrant too. The plants are just as majestic in height at over 3 feet and exhibit 
good vigor and branching. The flowers have spoon-shaped petals with wavy 
ruffled edges. (Powell 84)  BR
13 5 3  1 5 each

R�ts & Rhizomes Daylily Mixes
li e e ra loi  a lil  i   #A15

A selection of gorgeous tetraploid daylilies hand-picked to give a wide color 
range and long season of bloom. Our large, dormant bare root divisions are 
bursting with vigor, ready to pop as soon as they’re given a good home. An 
exceptional value.  BR

P C    AP  A  
6 or 5 1  or 51 5

 or 0 5  or 156 5

Pas el Par ai  a lil  i   #A15 3 
This mix of cream, yellow, apricot, pink and lavender daylilies adds a subtle yet 
eye-catching touch to the landscape. They mingle well with almost anything 
and fill in spots where other plants are hard to grow.  BR

a ishing e  a lil  i   #A15
Our Ravishing Red mix is comprised entirely of varying shades of red-
flowering daylilies. This hand-picked mix is spectacular when planted en 
masse.  BR

nse  Cele ra ion a lil  i   #A15 3  
A border of these brilliant orange, gold and yellow daylilies is a breath taking 
sight. e ve put together a collection of our brightest and best sunset colors, a 
sure way to add some dazzle to your landscape.  BR

P C   A  H  A  
6 or 5 5 1  or 5 5

 or 5  or 1 5

Popular Favites Daylily Co�ection

Includes one each of Bestseller (p. 3), Diva’s Choice (p. 5), 
Lies and Lipstick (p. 6), and Joan Senior (p. 6).

#A15 6  (a $61.80 value) 5 5

Double Dandies Daylily Co�ection

ncludes one each of Double Pardon Me (p. 5), Siloam Double lassic (p. 7), 
nlock the Stars (p. 8), and inning Ticket (above).

#A15463X (a $61.80 value) 5 5

 H  
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A ora le iger  #A1500
Tetraploid, Midseason, H24-28", Dor, Fra
Ruffled, 5 inch, gold flowers with red eyes and yellow-green throats adorn this 
midseason bloomer in abundance. Fragrant. (Rasmussen 8) HM, AM07  BR
Ala a a ilee  #A1 00
Tetraploid, Midseason, H28-32", Dor, Fra
Eye-popping, 7 inch blossoms are red-orange with a deeper red band and gold 
throat. ell-branched scapes keep pushing out blooms. Performs well in both 
northern and southern ones. ( ebster 88) HM  BR
Al a s A ernoon  #A1 0
Tetraploid, Early, H20-24", Sev, Ext, Re
Mauve-pink 5½ inch blooms have deep purple eye ones, green throats, and 
bu -colored ruffled petal edges. Flowers hold up in heat and open perfectly, 
even in cool temperatures. (Morss 87) HM, D S , AM 5, SSM 7  BR
A ollo or s  #A1551    
Tetraploid, Mid-Late, H26-30", Ev, Re
These 4½ inch flowers of intense violet-purple have a greenish-yellow throat 
that radiates into the petals to form a lighter eye one. ell-branched plants 
have a long bloom season. (R. . Munson 84) HM  BR

ela gosi  #A1 11
Tetraploid, Midseason, H32-36", Sev
One of the most popular purple daylilies. Deep purple, 6 inch blooms have 
chartreuse-green throats and neatly crimped petal edges. A dependable grower, 
well-branched and heavily budded. ( . Hanson 5) HM, AM0 , LAA07  BR

ig l e  #A1 13
Tetraploid, Midseason, H22-26", Dor, Re, Fra
Magnificent 6½ inch, clear lavender flowers with green centers have wide, 
overlapping, ruffled petals lightly edged with ivory. (Stamile 5) HM  BR

lack Arro hea   #A1 0
Diploid, Midseason, H32-36", Sev, Noc
The spider-type, 7½ inch blooms are light mauve-purple moving toward dark 
purple and ending in a bright green throat. Pale lavender to white midribs 
complete the look. ( . Roberts 02) HM  BR

lack err  Can   #A1501
Tetraploid, Late, H22-26", Dor, Re, Ext, Fra
Rounded, 4 inch blooms of bright golden-yellow are trimmed with pretty 
ruffling and boldly accented with dark black-red eyes. The floriferous plants 
brandish their golden treasures until frost. (Stamile 8 ) HM  BR

l   #A1 13
Diploid, Midseason, H18-22", Sev 
Apricot colored, 2¾ to  inch, double popcorn  flowers with green throats are 
produced in abundance on branched scapes. ith up to 20 buds per scape, it is 
sure to put on an excellent show. ( . oiner 8 ) HM, DFM0   BR
Cana ian or er Pa rol  #A1503
Tetraploid, Early-Mid, H26-30", Sev, Re
Good-si ed, 6 inch, cream flowers have large purple-red eye ones and are 
rimmed with matching, narrow picotee ruffled edges. A small green throat 
completes each bloom. (Salter 5) HM, D S00, AM0   BR
Cherokee ar  #A1506
Tetraploid, Mid-Late, H30-32", Dor
Large, 6 inch blooms have a broadly, triangular form and are bright cherry red 
with a yellow eye and throat. (Santa Lucia 5)  BR

Chicago ol  Coas   #A15056
Tetraploid, Midseason, H22-26", Sev, Re
This bright gold self never disappoints with its profuse display of 6 inch blooms. 

igorous plants multiply rapidly and are heavily branched. (Marsh 75)  BRCH CA   C ACH  A
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Cran err  Co e  #A1 1
Diploid, Early-Mid, H26-30", Dor, Fra

elvety, 4  inch blooms of ruby-red with small green throats are beautifully 
ruffled for overall elegance. Fragrance is an added bonus. (Stamile 85) HM  BR

aring ece ion  #A15105  
Tetraploid, Early-Mid, H22-26", Sev, Re

ni ue coloration sets this daylily apart. The 5 inch blooms of creamy 
lavender-pink are embellished with ruffled picotee petal edges and eyes of 
plum purple. Has exceptional flower production. (Salter 4) HM  BR

o inic  #A1553
Tetraploid, Early-Mid, H28-32", Sev, Re
Large, 5½ inch blooms are striking maroon-red with a black velvet finish that 
holds up well, even in full sun. The deep, rich color is accentuated by a vibrant 
golden-yellow throat. A good grower that reblooms. ( . illiams 84) HM  BR

rea  l e  #A1 6
Diploid, Early-Mid, H24-28", Dor
Produces an abundance of flowers. The 5½ inch blooms are grape-purple with 
darker eye ones and green throats. ( . Hendricks 82) HM  BR

lin laine  #A155 3
Diploid, Midseason, H30-34", Dor, Re
Pastel pink petals showcase shades of lighter pink to white toward the center. A 
yellow halo peeks out from the center of the 5½ inch, double blooms. (Joiner 87)
HM, AM   BR

l es era o  #A1
Tetraploid, Late, H26-30", Dor, Ext
Long-lasting, 5 inch flowers of butter yellow are adorned with deep wine-
purple eye ones and matching picotee edges. Heavy-blooming plants 
produce flowers for weeks. (Stamile ) HM, AM00, D S0   BR

n ra en   #A1 31
Diploid, Midseason, H24-28", Sev, Re
The 6 inch blooms are a blend of purple-blue with yellow centers, cream 
midribs, and heavily ruffled petal edges. (Heemskerk 06)  BR
Exotic Echo  #A15131
Diploid, Midseason, H14-18", Dor
This petite grower uickly forms nice clumps. ell-branched scapes bear 
loads of delightfully ruffled  inch flowers that are a cream-pink blend with 
double burgundy washed eyes. (Sellers 84) HM, ATG , AM 4  BR

inal o ch  #A1 36
Diploid, Late, H30-34", Dor, Fra
This super-bloomer bears an exceptional number of bicolor 4¾ inch blooms. 
The fragrant pink and lavender flowers with bright green throats are produced 
in steady supply right up until frost. (Apps ) HM  BR

ragran  Pas el Cheers  #A151 0
Tetraploid, Midseason, H36-40", Dor, Fra
Sparkling, 5½ inch blooms display shades of yellow, peach, and cream in the 
morning and become near-white by the end of the day. ( lehm 0)  BR

ragran  e ec ions  #A1555
Diploid, Early-Mid, H16-20", Dor, Re, Fra, Ext
A very floriferous, fragrant performer packed with light yellow flowers from 
early summer until frost. Sure to please. (Heemskerk )  BR

eorge e el en  #A15151
Tetraploid, Mid-Late, H20-24", Dor
Five inch blossoms of deep rose-burgundy have a delicately ruffled edge 
and yellow-green throat. Subtle white edging adds a note of sophistication. 
(Belden 7 )  BR
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ol en coon  #A1
Tetraploid, Late, H20-24", Dor, Fra
Brilliant, 6 inch flowers are orange-gold, each petal lavishly ruffled. This heavy 
flowering beauty is an excellent grower and is well suited to the perennial 
border or in mixed beds. (Klehm 88)  BR

olli og  #A1 6
Diploid, Mid-Late, H24-26", Dor, Re
Huge (up to 8  inches) spatulate spider flowers in shades of pink with yellow-
green throats. A real eye catcher. Its reblooming nature is a welcome bonus. 
( ild 8 ) HM  BR

or on iggs  #A15165
Diploid, Early, H22-26", Sev, Ext
Sculpted, ½ inch blooms with ruffled edges are raspberry-red accented 
with a red eye and yellow watermark that extends slightly up the midribs. 

ellow anthers tip red filaments in the green throat. ( rochet 8 ) HM  BR
Ha  e rns  #A1516
Diploid, Very Early, H16-20", Dor, Ext, Re, Fra
A very consistent rebloomer. Lemon-yellow, 2¾ inch flowers are crepe-textured 
and gently ruffled. ery heat tolerant with good foliage. (Apps 86) HM  BR
Holl  ancer  #A1 51  
Diploid, Midseason, H30-34", Dor, Ext
This spider-type daylily has blooms 7 inches across of brilliant, clear red with 
chartreuse throats. Plants are vigorous and well-branched with a heavy bud 
set. ( arrell 88) HM, AM07  BR
H erion  #A151
Diploid, Midseason, H38-42", Dor, Ext, Fra
Scented, 5½ inch yellow blooms last into the evening. Vigorous and long-
blooming. (F. B. Mead 24) HM, AM   BR
ason ark  #A1 36

Diploid, Early-Mid, H22-26", Dor, Ext, Re
ream, 4 inch flowers have dark purple eye ones, diamond-dusted gold 

bands, green throats, and gently ruffled petal edges. ( rochet 8 ) HM  BR
ol ene ichole  #A1 3

Diploid, Midseason, H12-16", Ev, Ext
Blooms 6 inches across are a shimmering rose-pink blend accented with 
deeper pink veining, pie crust ruffling, and green throats that age to yellow. 

ery elegant looking. (Spalding-Guillory 84) HM, AM   BR
as  ligh    #A155

Tetraploid, Early-Mid, H20-24", Sev, Re, Noc, Ext, Fra
The registered description of this daylily is 6 inch blooms of near-white with a 
dark violet-navy eye one above a lime green throat. e have found the color 
varies from creamy-lavender to deep lavender-pink. (Hansen 2) HM  BR

i le iss   #A15 1
Diploid, Early-Mid, H14-18", Sev
Abundant, 2¾ inch, reddish-purple flowers have bright green throats and are 
delicately edged with a fine line of white. ( ruse 75)  BR

ong el ’s er   #A155
Diploid, Early, H14-18", Dor, Re, Ext
The flowers of this daylily hover above the foliage and resemble butterflies 
fluttering in the bree e. Four inch blooms are pink with cream sepals and 
midribs and a yellow-green throat. (Heemskerk )  BR

ong el ’s ins  #A1
Diploid, Mid-Late, H28-36", Sev, Re, Fra
Fragrant, 6 inch, double flowers are a uni ue shade of rust-red, each bloom 
accented with yellow highlights and a yellow halo. Heavy ruffling edges the 
numerous petals. (Heemskerk 05)  BR’  ’  
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MONKEYLULLABY BABY MARDI GRAS PARADE MIGHTY CHESTNUT

NIGHT EMBERS

  C  ’ 

 R&R GOLD VIBRATIONS

’ 

NIGHT BEACON

NOSFERATU

PINK TANGERINE
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lla  a   #A15
Diploid, Early-Mid, H18-20", Sev, Ext, Fra

reamy, pale pink, ½ inch flowers have small mint-green throats. Fragrant 
blooms display a smooth, porcelain finish and dainty ruffled petals. A classic. 
( . Spalding 75) HM, ATG82, AM8 , LAA88  BR

ar i ras Para e  #A1 6  
Diploid, Early-Mid, H22-26", Dor
Rose-lavender, ¾ inch flowers have wine-red eyes, mauve-rose watermarks, 
chartreuse throats, and piecrust-ruffled petal edges. ( roll 2)  BR

igh  Ches n   #A1560
Tetraploid, Mid-Late, H28-32", Dor, Ext, Fra
Strong plants produce 5 to 5½ inch blooms of russet red-orange with deep 
burgundy eye ones surrounding golden-orange throats. ell-branched and 
heavily budded. Sure to stand out in the crowd. (Blaney 4)  BR

onke   #A15 3
Diploid, Early-Mid, H22-26", Dor, Ext, Re

ne of the earliest daylilies to bloom in our fields and also among the last to 
finish. Robust plants are heavily budded and branched. The ½ inch blooms 
are yellow with light cherry-red eye ones and green throats. (Millikan 8 )  BR

oses’ ire  #A1
Tetraploid, Midseason, H22-28", Dor, Re
Bears huge 6 inch blooms of bright red edged with gold. The multiple petals 
are richly ruffled creating a very full look. A vigorous grower with good 
foliage. ( oiner 8) HM, AM05, MA08  BR

e  angerine is   #A15
Tetraploid, Mid-Late, H32-34", Dor, Fra
Large, 6½ inch blooms are pinched at the tips – a unique feature not often 
found in daylilies. The light tangerine orange color adds a nice, refreshing 
touch to landscapes. A heavy bloomer. ( lehm 5)  BR

igh  eacon  #A15 3
Diploid, Early-Mid, H26-30", Ev, Re, Ext
Sunfast, dark purple, 4 inch blooms have black purple halos and oversi ed, 
flaring, lemon to green throats. Petals are bisected by narrow, white midribs. 
(Hansen 88) HM  BR

igh  ers  #A1
Tetraploid, Early-Mid, H28-32", Sev, Re, Fra
A wonderful novelty daylily that consistently bears 5 inch, double blooms of 
dark cherry red. hite picotee edges create a striking, lacy e ect. (Stamile 7) 
MA07  BR
os era   #A1560

Tetraploid, Midseason, H24-28", Sev, Fra
Ruffled, 6 inch blooms are royal purple with dark purple veining and 
triangular, chartreuse throats. ( . Hanson 0) HM, AM00  BR

l  i e ock ’ oll  #A1 3
Tetraploid, Mid-Late, H28-32", Dor
A top notch red daylily. The 5½ inch flowers are rich true red with elegant 
ruffling and heavy substance. A small green throat adds a nice bit of contrast. 
The plants are vigorous, well-scaped and heavy bud builders. (Klehm 03)  BR
Pink angerine  #A15 0
Tetraploid, Early-Mid, H36-40", Dor, Fra, Ext
Huge, 6 inch blooms are a glowing blend of pink and tangerine with creamy 
midribs, light rose eyes, and richly ruffled petal edges. (Rudolph 78) HM  BR

 ol  i ra ions  #A15503
Tetraploid, Mid-Late, H28-32", Dor

The color of these 6 inch blooms is visually stunning. The heavily substanced 
flowers are vibrant orange-gold. Plants have ama ing bud count.  BR

 A  
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 High Ho es  #A15 33
Tetraploid, Mid-Late, H38-42", Dor

Lavender blooms have prominent veining, cream midribs, and a yellow eye, 
throat and edge. Flowers are 5½ inches across and have a crimped edge.  BR

 erial ello   #A15363
Tetraploid, Midseason, H34-38", Dor, Fra

This popular plant bears 6 inch blossoms of rich lemon yellow with attractive 
ruffling, deep veins, and a green throat. Blooms have a lovely fragrance and 
plants are robust, quickly forming large clumps.  BR

 a  n e   #A15 1
Tetraploid, Mid-Late, H28-32", Dor

Rich red blooms are elegantly ruffled and edged with yellow. Blooms are 5 
inches and are classically formed.  BR

R&R Peach Pie  #A15 50
Tetraploid, Early-Mid, H28-32", Dor

A vibrant blend of orange and peach, these blooms have great curb appeal, 
attracting attention no matter where they’re planted. Blossoms are 6 inches 
across and have red banding and yellow ribbing.  BR

 ags o iches  #A156
Tetraploid, Early-Mid, H20-24", Dor

Diamond-dusted, 5½ inch blooms are a melting pot of apricot, melon, and 
pink. A coral band introduces a gold center and olive green throat. Petals are 

uite thick and lavishly bordered with knobby, gold ruffles.  BR
R&R o ch o  erni   #A1565
Tetraploid, Mid-Late, H24-28", Dor

Perfectly formed, 5½ inch blooms have wide, overlapping petals with 
crimped, ruffled petal edges and pronounced midribs. The rich yellow color 
gradually lightens to butter. Heavily branched, vigorous plants.  BR

 o ch o  o ance  #A15655
Tetraploid, Mid-Late, H28-32", Dor

These 5½ inch blooms are a lovely salmon color that shows well from a distance. 
The flower features a bright apricot throat, light midribs and distinctive apricot 
edging on the ruffled petals. ery heavy-flowering and vigorous. An excellent 
landscape or background plant.  BR

 ine ose e  #A15 1
Tetraploid, Early-Mid, H26-30", Dor

Rose -lavender blossoms 5½ inches across display wide, rounded petals edged 
with ruffles and a wire-rim of white. A deep plum halo encircles the bright 
yellow center and green throat. Blooms for weeks.  BR

 H H H P R&R P A  

R&R A   

R&R A   CH

 CH  A C   

R&R CH  

akes he lace o  a ro el  rans lan er  
c l i a or  an  ee er

uts through even tough root-filled, clay soil with 
ease. Made of enamel powder coated, high carbon 
steel and comes with a lifetime guarantee from the 
manufacturer. Blade measures 7¾" long by 2" wide 
with a 5¾ inch handle. Can be re-sharpened.
#5 0 5  ach 3 5

R�t Slayer Soil Knife with Ho�ter
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A o     a lilies 
ur breeding program has been active for over 20 years. Much time and e ort 

is spent evaluating our daylily seedlings. Our breeding goals are attractive 
flowers combined with excellent landscape performance in tough northern 
climates. Our varieties must be vigorous and have excellent branching and 
scape production, providing a long season of bloom. All of our daylilies have 
been evaluated for at least 5 years before they go into production. 

i loi  s  e ra loi
The natural number of chromosomes in a daylily is 22, or diploid, but with 
special treatments the number of chromosomes can be doubled to 44, resulting 
in a tetraploid. Tetraploids are recogni ed for having large flowers with heavy 
substance, strong, thick scapes, and sturdy foliage. Diploids continue to charm 
enthusiasts with their ex uisite flower form, grace, and colors.
DAYLILY BLOOM SEASON: e classify the bloom season as Early, Midseason, 
and Late or a combination of these periods if they overlap. Staggering varieties 
with di erent bloom seasons will provide color all summer.

New 
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e  Pinocchio  #A15
Tetraploid, Mid-Late, H22-26", Dor
One of our brightest red daylilies. Crimson-red, 5 inch blooms are textured 
with dark burgundy veining, the wide petals lightly waved on the edges and 
the golden-yellow throat providing great contrast. (Klehm 87) BR

 i er  #A1563
Tetraploid, Early, H32-36", Dor
These gigantic,  inch, ruby-red flowers have long, spoon-shaped petals that 
lay wide and flat to display large, golden-yellow throats that radiate into the 
midribs. Makes a huge visual impact. (Stamile ) HM, AM02, LAA   BR

 ella  #A15300
Diploid, Early-Late, H16-20", Dor, Re, Fra
A reliable everbloomer that thrives in tough locations. Compact plants pro-
duce a profusion of dark wine-red,  inch flowers with yellow throats. deal in 
massed plantings and in containers. Slight fragrance. (NR)  BR

o h eas  #A1 6
Tetraploid, Midseason, H28-32", Dor, Re, Fra
The warm tangerine-coral, 5½ inch blooms of this exceptionally long-blooming 
daylily are a big hit in any flower border. (Moldovan ) HM  BR

o e  e er  #A156
Diploid, Midseason, H20-24", Sev, Fra
Double flowers,  to 4 inches across, appear in shades of rosy tan with peach 
edges and green throats. (Brown- akes 5) HM, AM 7  BR

or  o  he Cen r   #A1 6
Tetraploid, Early-Mid, H26-30", Ev, Re
Beautiful, 5¾ inch, royal purple flowers with golden piecrust edging and 
yellow-green throats. ts reliable reblooming makes for an extended flower 
display. (Carr 00)  BR

r er’s all  #A1535
Tetraploid, Midseason, H26-30", Dor, Ext
Deep purple, 6 inch blooms are lightly ruffled, each exhibiting a silvery-white 
watermark above the lemon to green throat. (Moldovan 84) HM, AM 2  BR

le Pl s  #A15650
Diploid, Mid-Late, H22-26", Dor, Re, Fra
Light apricot petals with a rose-purple halo are fully double and exude a 
fantastic fragrance. Blossoms are 5 to 6 inches in diameter. ( oiner )  BR

elco e a   #A15 05
Tetraploid, Mid-Late, H22-26", Dor, Re, Fra
Five inch flowers are a blend of peach and pink with tight golden ruffling on 
the petal edges. A golden-apricot halo circles a small yellow-green throat. Vig-
orous, hardy, fast-growing plants. (Klehm 87)  BR

ine err  Can   #A1 5
Tetraploid, Early-Mid, H20-24", Dor, Ext, Re, Fra

lear orchid pink, 4¾ inch blooms display wine-red eye ones and green 
throats. Robust plants rebloom and are widely adapted. One of the best for 
fragrance. (Stamile 0) HM, AM 7, LEP 8  BR

ello  olli o   #A15 30
Diploid, Early-Mid, H10-14", Dor, Ext
As long-blooming as Stella de ro. Bears 2  inch sunny yellow, lightly ruffled 
blooms. Plants grow very uniform. ( rochet 80) HM, DFM88  BR

ello  arine  #A156 1
Tetraploid, Late, H36-42", Sev, Fra
This good-sized plant is very vigorous, with sturdy scapes that produce a 
plethora of buds, up to 30 on each branch. Flowers can measure up to 7¼ inch-
es in diameter and are fully double. Elegantly ruffled lemon-yellow petals are 
accented with a golden edge. (R. Ellison 06)  BR
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Siberian Iris | i  or o al
amed for a Greek Goddess, given as gifts to Egyptian Kings, and linked 

to the French monarchy through its styli ed imagery as the fleur-de-lis, the 
ris has a rich tradition rooted in royalty, and we are pleased to o er a nice 

selection of some of the best. In late spring and early summer, these graceful, 
beardless, 2 to 5 inch flowers provide a wonderful visual display as they float 
atop mounds of narrow, grass-like foliage that stays attractive all summer. 
They’re easily grown in full sun or light shade and humus-rich, moist, slightly 
acid soil, rapidly forming large clumps. Deep root systems make them tolerant 
of both dry and boggy conditions. Perfectly hardy in ones  to . Space 24 to 
6 inches apart when planting. e ship large, bare root divisions. ~ ✂

ellissi a  #A1 00
Mid-Late, H28-32"
Ruffled, white blooms are tinged with green upon opening. The standards 
are white with fringed style arms and crests. The falls display fine green lines 
radiating into the petals from the green flushed signals.  ( arburton 8 )  BR
11 5 3  10 5 each
lack oker   #A1 010

Mid-Late, H18-22"
Compact but vigorous, with unique dark purple falls edged with gold and 
standards lavender with yellow highlights. A truly unique color combination. 
(Schafer/Sacks 13)  BR
1 5 3  11 5 each
l e err  air  #A1 013

Midseason, H30-34"
Blue-violet falls with heavily ruffled edges are broad and circular with a veined 
white signal area. The upright standards are a lighter shade of the falls and the 
sunburst style arms are multi-shaded blue-violet to light blue. (Hollingworth 
6) AM02,  M M04  BR
13 5 3  1 5 each
o n i l iole   #A1 13

Mid-Late, H34-38"
Light violet-blue standards coordinate with falls of a slightly darker shade. 
Light blue style arms display a blue midrib. A vigorous grower producing 
nice clumps, lots of scapes, and a bounty of blooms. ( arburton 8 )  BR
1 5 3  11 5 each
ri al ig  #A1 015

Midseason, H28-36"
Large white to pale yellow blossoms are very eye-catching in the landscape. 

ith the slightest of bree es, ruffled petal edges appear to dance a ig above 
sword-like green foliage. Very showy. (Schafer Sacks )  BR
11 5 3  10 5 each

er An  gar  #A1 15
Midseason, H26-34"
Bright yellow falls and neat white standards form the large, flared blooms. A 
proven, hardy, vigorous variety. (McEwen 76) M M8 86  BR

1 5 3  11 5 each
ersco ch i   #A1 016

Midseason, H30-34"
Lightly fragrant blooms have light yellow standards and contrasting yellow-
orange style arms. The falls are pink over yellow, creating an overall orange 
e ect, and display a golden-orange signal. (Schafer/Sacks 13)  BR

1 5 3  11 5 each
Ca e Co  o s  #A1
Midseason & Rebloom, H27-32"
A special iris that tends to rebloom. Standards are a beautiful light blue-violet 
with darker veining. The falls have a dark blue-violet border and a yellow 
signal that fades toward the edges. (Schafer Sacks 0 ) AM 6, M M2   BR
1 5 3  11 5 each

Char ing ill   #A1 01
Midseason, H24-28"
Falls are deep, violet-red accented with bright yellow signals. Standards are a 
lighter shade of red-violet that beautifully o sets the light blue styles. (Scha-
fer Sacks 04) AM   BR
1 5 3  11 5 each
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i erian ris A ar s i e
 A  A

The American Iris Society’s award for the best Siberian iris.
A    A A   

Cultivars are distinctive and all-around good performers. 

Special Pricing
Caesar’s ro her  
#A1 0
Mid-Late, H28-32"

e consider this our 
never-fail Siberian. 
It’s so vigorous it 

multiplies almost like a weed. A 
row in bloom in our fields is a solid 
carpet of deep violet. hite signals 
and gold hafts accent the flowers. 
(Morgan 2) M M5   BR

3 or 1 5     6 or 5

New 
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Concor  Cr sh  #A1 0
Midseason & Rebloom, H28-32"
Lavishly ruffled, double blooms have blue-violet standards, slightly darker 
falls and a signal that is dark blue heavily veined in white to yellow. A vigorous 
variety. (Bauer oble 0 ) AM 7  BR
1 5 3  11 5 each

Corona ion An he   #A1 5
Midseason, H30-34"
Blooms are lightly ruffled with standards and falls of rich blue, the style arms 
lighter blue with red tinges. Falls arch downward to reveal a creamy yellow 
signal that fades to white. (Hollingworth 0) AM 4, M M 7  BR
11 5 3  10 5 each

C rrier  #A1 0 3
Early, H30-35"
Deep, purple-red falls are highlighted with a large, white signal and a wire thin 
edge of white. The standards are a slightly darker shade of purple-red and the 
style arms show a hint of blue. ery eye-catching. (Hollingworth 0 )  BR
1 5  3  11 5 each
ance allerina ance  #A1 6

Early, H30-34"
hite standards edged with light pink-violet, near white styles, and falls of 

lavender-rose bordered with a lighter band. ( arner 82) AM87, M M8   BR
10 5 3  5 each
go  #A1 30   

Mid-Late, H30-34"
The brilliant sky blue color of this ruffled flower is etched with an intricate haft 
pattern. igorous plants are very heavy flowering. (McGarvey 65) M M72  BR
10 5 3  5 each
inger is   #A1 0

Early, H28-32"
Falls are a blend of pink, brown, and gold, speckled with red purple and 
accented with a bright yellow signal. Standards are light lavender edged in pale 
yellow, with pale gold style arms. (Schafer Sacks 0 ) AM 4, M M 6  BR
1 5 3  11 5 each

ll’s ing  #A1 5
Late, H34-38"

ide, slightly ruffled, clean white flowers of excellent substance display a soft 
green cast on opening. Always a best seller. (McGarvey 88)  BR
11 5 3  10 5 each

Ha  er A er  #A1 030
Early-Mid, H32-36"
Vigorous, husky plants produce an amazing number of large, crystal white 
flowers that are beautifully ruffled with feathered style arms, large yellow 
centers, and consistently perfect form. A real winner  (Hollingworth 06)  BR

11 5 3  10 5 each
High an ar s  #A1 5
Midseason, H42-46"
Deep purple flowers with widely flaring form have semi-pendant falls and 
a small white and gold signal. igorous plants form magnificent clumps. 
(Hollingworth 86)  BR
10 5 3  5 each

Ho  A acio s  #A1 031
Mid-Late, H32-36"
A definite show-stopper. Red-violet standards are paired with blue-violet falls 
which display a prominent, yellow signal and red-violet shading toward their 
gold rimmed, ruffled edges. (Hollingworth 0 ) AM 5  BR
11 5 3  10 5 each

 ee ars  #A1 03
Midseason, H28-32"
Large, blue-violet, star-shaped blooms have 6 falls, decorated with delicately 
veined, white signals. Lavender-blue style arms highlight the centers. (NR)  BR
11 5 3  10 5 each
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erial al  #A1 0 1
Midseason, H32-36"
This multi-petaled Siberian Iris is lavender pink with nearly imperceptible 
yellow-green blazes. Slightly darker veins and speckling on the petals extend 
outwards. Hose-in-hose form. (Bauer oble 0 )  BR
10 5 3  5 each
sa elle  #A1 1

Late, H26-30"
Ruffled, semi-flaring blooms have cream standards, cream and yellow styles 
with curled crests and bright yellow falls that mature to pale yellow with dark 
yellow veining. A strong grower with lots of bloom power. ( arburton 88)  BR
13 5 3  1 5 each
a aican el e   #A1 00

Midseason, H28-32"
The incredible display made by these brilliant red-violet, velvety blooms is 
always breathtaking. Their rich fuchsia to cranberry markings give them an 
extraordinary glow. (McGarvey 8 )  BR
11 5 3  10 5 each
a ir   #A1 0 5

Midseason, H34-38"
You might want to rename this Siberian ‘Bluebird’ as the falls are near cobalt-
blue combining with standards that are a lighter shade of lavender-blue. A 
dark navy signal marks the center of the flowers that perch like birds atop tall 
stems. Develops rapidly into large clumps. (Hager 82)  BR
10 5 3  5 each
e elle  Cro n  #A1 51

Midseason, H24-28"
Deep wine red blooms have ruffled falls with a circular gold bla e that fades to 
white.  (Hollingworth 85) M M   BR
11 5 3  10 5 each
a oo   #A1 0 6

Midseason, H24-36"
The ruffled, multi-petal, navy blue falls are set o  by a gold and white sunburst 
blaze. Plants form substantial clumps that are quite vigorous. (Bauer/Coble 01) 
AM 0  BR
10 5  3  5 each
a  ilac  #A1 53

Very Early-Midseason, H30-34"
The standards and feathered styles form a pale lavender-white cup with large 
purple spots at the base. Falls are darker pinkish-lavender with light yellow 
signals, shading lighter toward the edges. Blooms are very ruffled with semi-
flaring form. (McEwen 0)  BR
10 5  3  5 each
a  anessa  #A1 5

Midseason, H34-38"
Standards and feathered style arms are light red, the ruffled falls deep wine-
red accented with a neat white signal. (Hollingworth 85) AM 0, M M 2  BR
10 5 3  5 each
a ghing rook  #A1 01

Midseason, H34-38"
Electric blue blossoms have a white signal and thin black markings. Plants can 
become uite tall in good, humus-rich soil. ( aite 84)  BR
10 5  3  5 each
ee’s l e  #A1 0

Midseason, H28-32"
Light blue standards have some violet shading. Style arms are light blue with 
darker blue midribs. The medium blue falls are accented with darker blue 
veins and a white bla e surrounding a yellow signal. (Bauer oble )  BR
13 5  3  1 5 each

Sup l  ecessar  rien s i h his
as o se or la

This MR -listed, organic fertili er (4- 2-0) 
contains marine-based bone meal and is an 
excellent source of phosphorus and calcium. 
It is well-suited for use with all perennials. 
Apply 2 tbsp. per square foot and thoroughly 
mix into the top 3 inches of soil.
#510   5  o     15 5

Down to Earth Fish Bone Meal
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a  agen a  #A1 3
Mid-Late, H28-32"
Ruffled magenta blooms have a touch of blue on the shoulders of the falls. Styles 
are fringed and curled providing added depth to the bloom. ( arburton 86)  BR
10 5  3  5 each
arsh allo  ros ing  #A1 05

Mid-Late, H30-34"
Glistening white, ruffled flowers with yellow signals and flaring form are 
exceptionally large, often up to 6 inches across. utstanding. (McEwen 84)  BR
1 5  3  11 5 each
esa Pearl  #A1 055

Late, H28-32"
Lovely pastel flowers are chi on lavender with near white edges and an over-
all pearly sheen. Standards and falls are veined with blue. Near white styles 
have turquoise midribs and a small cream signal accents the center of the wide, 
flattened flowers. (Bauer oble )  BR
11 5  3  10 5 each
iss A le   #A1 056

Midseason, H28-32"
Medium red standards pair with velvety, deep red falls that are highlighted by a 
golden yellow signal. Blooms emit a slight, sweet fragrance. (Schafer Sacks 0 )
AM 4, M M 8  BR
11 5 3  10 5 each

er n lor lan   #A1 06
Midseason, H32-36"
The deep, velvety, navy-purple color is unmatched for intensity. A light gold 
bla e stands out in bold relief against the midnight tones. Graceful ruffling 
adds to the overall elegance. (Hollingworth 2) AM 8, M M00  BR
13 5 3  1 5 each

Pain e  o an   #A1 06
Early-Midseason, H25-30"

ni uely colored, slightly fragrant flowers. Standards are pearl with a red-violet 
wash and veining. Falls are red-violet over a yellow background with a yellow 
signal veined in red-violet. (Schafer/Sacks 07)  BR
11 5 3  10 5 each

Pa illon  #A1 60
Mid-Late, H32-35"
Lavender-blue blossoms resemble butterflies. Sturdy, upright plants seldom 
have borer issues. Tolerant of wet conditions and can be planted in containers 
or in the landscape. (Dykes 23)  BR
10 5 3  5 each

Pa rikash   #A1 063
Midseason, H18-22"
Creamy apricot style arms and standards are stippled and veined with red-vi-
olet. The apricot falls are heavily shaded in red and accented with a bright 
yellow signal. Slightly fragrant. (Schafer Sacks 2) AM 7, M M   BR
13 5 3  1 5 each

Pink Par ai   #A1 06   
Early-Mid, H24-28"
Lavender-pink, ruffled blossoms put on a gorgeous show in the early summer 
landscape. ni ue double blooms look almost like a rose. (Heemskerk R)  BR
1 5 3  11 5 each

Pleas res o  a   #A1 0 0
Early-Mid, H24-36"

ne of the earliest to bloom, putting on lavender blossoms with flared, light 
lavender falls. ontinues the bloom show for weeks. (Schafer Saks 5)  BR
10 5  3  5 each
e rise  #A1 6

Mid-Late & Rebloom, H30-34"
The standards are pale violet, the styles lined with aqua-blue midveins and the 
falls are deeper violet with dark blue highlights. ( arburton 86)  BR
10 5  3  5 each

Back
Again!

Back
Again!
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ik gi ak ra  #A1 66
Midseason, H28-32"
A uni ue variety featuring 4 inch flowers with 6 falls and no standards. Blooms 
are clear violet-pink with a touch of honey-gold on the claws just behind the 
inconspicuous signal areas. (Shidara by Hager 88)  BR
10 5 3  5 each
oaring ell   #A1 1

Midseason, H34-38"
Lavender-rose standards are di used with red-purple veins, the silvery-
lavender style arms flushed with a ua blue. The falls are dappled shades 
of reddish-purple with a white signal and dark veining. (Schafer Sacks 2) 
AM 7, M M   BR
10 5 3  5 each

e  el e   #A1 0
Mid-Late, H20-24"

ne of the fastest growers and most prolific bloomers we grow. The velvety 
reddish-purple blooms have slightly darker shaded, ruffled falls marked 
with a decorative signal. Style arms are lighter reddish-purple. (McEwen 7 ) 
M M80  BR
10 5 3  5 each
haker’s Pra er  #A1 5

Early-Mid-Late, H30-36"
Intricately detailed blooms are reminiscent of species iris. Standards 
are violet with red-violet styles, the falls golden-yellow at the hafts over 
white and strongly defined by delicate violet veins and a solid violet edge. 
( arner 8 ) AM 4, M M 6  BR
10 5 3  5 each
hall e ance #A1 0 6   

Late, H30-34"
A lovely blue and violet bitone. The ruffled flowers have light blue standards 
and darker blue-violet falls with pronounced purple-blue veins that congregate 
in the center. (Hollingworth 2)  BR
11 5 3  10 5 each
hirle  Po e  #A1

Mid-Late, H26-30"
Ruffled falls are very dark purple with a breath of red and an overall black 
velvet sheen. A prominent white signal veined with navy-purple shines from 
the center of the flower. Always a popular favorite. (McEwen 7 )  BR
10 5 3  5 each
il er ge  #A1 6

Early-Mid, H26-30"
e always find this variety lovely and interesting with its light violet-blue 

standards, darker violet-blue falls and blaze of yellow and white. The entire 
bloom is encompassed by a thin silvery edge. A vigorous grower and prolific 
bloomer. (McEwen 7 ) M M78  BR
10 5 3  5 each
k  irror  #A1 0

Mid-Late, H34-38"
An intricate blend of violet and blue. The lighter standards and darker toned 
falls have a concentration of navy-purple veining centered around a distinct 
green signal. iolet-blue style arms are flushed with a ua. ( arburton 86)  BR
10 5 3  5 each
o  in s  #A1 1

Midseason, H26-30"
Delicate ruffling, soft color, and semi-flaring form make this an exceptional 
beauty. Standards and styles are light blue-violet, the wide blue-violet falls 
reflexing slightly to reveal a small white bla e. (Hollingworth 8)  BR
10 5 3  5 each

rinkles  #A1 0
Midseason, H30-34"
Lavender-pink flowers have a di usion of darker, violet-lavender sprinkles 
over the standards and falls. The edges of the flower pale to near white. Pale 
lavender style arms have darker edges, turquoise midribs, and crests peppered 
with dark lavender. ery uni ue  (Bauer oble )  BR
1 5 3  11 5 each
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ncludes one each of Painted oman (p. ), Gull s ing (p. 7),
oncord rush (p. 7), Pink Parfait (p. ), and ncorked (p. 2 ).

#A1 0  (a $61.75 value) 5 5

Popular Favites Siberian Iris Co�ection
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ra err  air  #A1 0   
Late, H28-32"
Large, widely flaring blooms have heavy piecrust ruffling and are an unusual 
shade of crushed strawberry pink, the standards slightly lighter in hue. A 
small white signal and light blue style arms accent the center of each bloom.  
(Hollingworth 2) AM , M M0   BR
1 5 3  11 5 each

n sher  #A1
Early-Mid, H26-30"
A bright and sunny variety to light up your landscape. Light yellow standards 
and pearly, pale yellow style arms sit atop ruffly falls of deep yellow. A green-
veined, yellow signal blends flawlessly into the petals. (Schafer Sacks 0 )  BR
1 5 3  11 5 each

ans in ligh   #A1 0
Late, H30-35"
One of the latest blooming Siberian iris. Very large, pure white blooms make 

uite the statement floating above the grass-like foliage. (Hollingworth 06) 
AM , M M   BR
1 5 3  11 5 each
eal el e   #A1 6

Very Early, H32-36"
Large flowers with superb form are deep purple with a wine-red, satin-like 
finish. Distinguished by its immense si e and rich color.  (McEwen 8 )  BR
10 5 3  5 each
i e  in l e  #A1 1

Mid-Late, H20-25"
Sweetly fragrant blooms have light blue-violet standards that are delicately 
shaded with yellow on the edges and style arms that are a blend of blue-violet 
and yellow. The bold yellow falls have a touch of blue on the petal tips and are 
overall veined with blue-violet. (Schafer/Sacks 10)  BR
10 5 3  5 each

le g  #A1 0 6
Midseason, H32-36"
Slightly arching, sword-shaped foliage quickly forms a tidy clump. Double 
blossoms of rich rose wine start to unfurl from near black buds in June.  
(Bauer/Coble 00)  BR
11 5 3  10 5 each
ncorke  #A1 0

Early, H23-27"
Pale blue standards with pale yellow bases, yellow falls with blue overlay 
and large yellow signals with blue dotting. An unusual and attractive color 
combination. (Schafer/Sacks 02)  BR
11 5 3  10 5 each
elco e e rn  #A1 0

Early & Rebloom, H24-30"
Light violet-blue, 5 inch blooms are gently ruffled and have a yellow signal 
that fades to white. Excellent branching allows it to bloom over a long period. 
(McEwen 76)  BR
13 5 3  1 5 each
hi e A er   #A1 0 6

Early, H24-28"
An elegant combination of colors. Bright yellow style arms stand out against 
light lavender standards. The falls are pink with a wide, yellow margin and 
are highlighted by a yellow signal veined in deep pink. (Schafer/Sacks 01)  BR
13 5 3  1 5 each

i erian ris i   #A1  
Here is an opportunity to plant rugged and reliable 
Siberian iris for a fraction of their usual cost. Our mix 
includes a number of cultivars in a wide range of colors. At 
these special prices the varieties are our choice, but we’re 
confident you will be pleased.  BR 3 or 1 5  6 or 5

Special Pricing

HA  A

A  

C  

H  A

A   H

PP    

C  

A   

ncludes one each of Black oker  (p. 6), How Audacious (p. 7),
Ginger Twist (p. 7), Paprikash  (p. ), and Sunfisher (p. 2 ).

#A1 0 5  (a $64.75 value) $54.95

Colful Creations Siberian Iris Co�ection
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H�ta | Made for the Shade
There’s a reason Hostas remain so popular for shaded sites. Available in 
a range of forms and sizes, they add richness, color, and texture to shady 
gardens all season long, with an added attraction in summer when flowers 
emerge. All are hardy in Zones 3 to 9, long-lived, and very easy to grow in 
any moist, well-drained soil. ✂

H   A i a oon ea ’  #A1 501
PS/SH, July, H12-18", HF24", W30-34"
Deep green, rounded, 7 inch leaves have a wide, lime-gold margin and a 
heavily corrugated texture that o ers excellent slug resistance. A vigorous, 
easy-to-grow selection that can handle some direct sunlight. Bears pale 
lavender flowers. (West 87) PP
1 5 3  11 5 each

H   A erglo ’  #A1 0
PS/SH, Jun-Jul, H18-22", HF28-32", W34-38"
(P.P. 26755)–Large, 10 inch, green leaves have a heart shape, wide, vibrant 
yellow margin, and beautiful corrugation. Plants form impressive mounds 
over time and bear lavender flowers in summer. ( alters Gardens 2) PP
1 5 3  16 5 each

H   A a one’  #A1 03
PS/SH, Jul-Aug, H14-18", HF18-20", W24-28"
Lightly rippled leaves have bright white centers which vividly contrast with 
bold, dark green margins that flame inward. Tolerates more sun than many 
white centered varieties. Bears lavender flowers. (Heemskerk 8) BR
1 5 3  13 5 each

H  lan aginea A hro i e’  #A1 5
PS/SH, Aug-Sep, H22-26", HF18-34", W36"+
A double-flowered form of H. plantaginea, famous for the superb fragrance of 
its large, double white flowers. Leaves are shiny light green,  inches long, 
with smooth texture. (Maekawa 40) BR

1 5 3  13 5 each
H   A lan is’  #A1 00
PS/SH, Jun-Jul, H28-32", HF45", W65-70"
(P.P. 17093)–This sport of ‘Abba Dabba Do’ features a much broader, golden 
yellow margin than its parent. Large, dark green leaves up to 8 inches wide and 
13 inches long have pointed tips and slightly wavy edges that add nice texture 
to the landscape. Bears pale lavender flowers above the foliage. Tolerates some 
sunlight which will further brighten the margin. (Hansen 04) BR
13 5 3  1 5 each

H   en ernooi ’  #A1 10
PS/SH, Jul-Aug, H14-18", HF28", W26-30"
(P.P. 24009)–Remarkably thick, heavy leaves add spectacular texture to the 
perennial shade garden. Intense blue-green leaves have a creamy-white to 
apple green margin. Lavender flowers bloom in mid-summer. (Fransen R) BR

1 5 3  11 5 each
H   ig a ’  #A1 05
PS/SH, Jul-Aug, H22-26", HF36", W34-38"
This large, clump-forming plant is described as one of the best blue varieties 
available. Huge, puckered leaves are cupped and chalky blue in color. Plus, 
they have good substance making them resistant to a multitude of pests. ear 
white flowers emerge in large uantities starting in late summer. (Aden 78) BR
13 5 3  1 5 each

H   l e Angel’  #A1 0
PS/SH, Jul-Aug, H30-36", HF48", W48"+
A premium cultivar with thick, heavily corrugated, blue-gray leaves 16 inches 
long by 2 inches wide. Faster growing than may of this type. Produces an 
outstanding display of hyacinth-like, white flowers. (Aden 86) BR
1 5 3  11 5 each 

ABIQUA MOONBEAM AFTERGLOW

APH

 

AMAZONE

ATLANTIS

Sluggo® Plus
ee  Plan s l g Free, 

an  er ili e a  he a e i e
This improved, non-toxic bait controls slugs, snails, 
earwigs, sow bugs, pill bugs, and cut worms. Made 
from iron phosphate and spinosad, a naturally 
occurring insecticide. Excellent for hostas or any 
perennial plant.
#501   A   1  15 5     s  5

Back
Again!

 A BLUE ANGEL

One each of Captain’s Adventure (p. 23), Dancing with Dragons (p. 23), 
Drop-dead Gorgeous (p. 24), First Blush (p. 24), and Lipstick Blond (p.25).

#A1 3  (an $80.75 value) 6 5

New H�ta Sampler
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H   l e Ha aii’  #A1 10
PS/SH, Jul-Aug, H28-32", HF42-46", W40-44"
Rounded, 0 inch leaves with thick substance and texture flaunt a powdery 
blue hue not found in many hostas and maintain that color for the length of 
the growing season. Bearing white, fragrant blooms starting in July, it makes a 
stately specimen variety.  (Petryszyn 99) BR
11 5 3  10 5 each

H   l e o se ars’  #A1 511
PS/SH, Jul-Aug, H5-8", HF6-8", W10-14"
The thick, rounded and velvety blue to gray-green leaves of this miniature 
hosta curve like little ‘mouse ears’. Plants form small, symmetrical mounds. 
Lavender bell-shaped flowers on short scapes emerge from balloon-like buds 
in midsummer. (E. & J. Deckert 00) BR
11 5 3  10 5 each

H   ri  C ’  #A1 13
PS/SH, Jul-Aug, H10-14", HF18", W15-17"
Small and colorful with round to heart-shaped, cupped leaves of mid-green 
with a very wide, irregular, creamy-chartreuse to white margin. Foliage be-
comes very sti  and seer suckered when mature. Bell-shaped flowers are pale 
lavender to nearly white. Can take up to ¾ day sun. (Aden 86) BR
13 5 3  1 5 each

H   ro her e an’ #A1 50
PS/SH, Jun-Jul, H20-22", HF24-26", W32-38"
Hosta enthusiasts rave about this cultivar that forms a large clump of thick, 
heavily corrugated and puckered, 12 inch long by 10 inch wide leaves. Spring 
foliage is chartreuse with a blue margin, maturing to gold with a wide, dark 
green margin. ear white flowers. The originator s specimen was nearly 2 feet 
tall and 5 feet wide. 2017 Hosta of The Year. (Petryszyn 98) BR
15 5 3  1 5 each

H   lle roo ’ #A1 1
PS/SH, Jul-Aug, H16-20", HF24", W30"+
A sport of ‘Halcyon’ with thicker foliage that has excellent slug resistance. 
Blue-green, 7 inch leaves take on more green tones as the season progresses. 
Bears pale lavender flowers. eep out of direct sun to maintain the blue color 
longer into the season. (Zilis 09) BR
1 5 3  13 5 each

H   Ca ain s A en re’ #A1 5
PS/SH, Jul-Aug, H14-16", HF15-23", W22-26"
Beautifully uni ue variegation creates a charming focal point in shaded 
landscapes. Eight inch leaves with light green margins have an ornate streak 
of darker green that looks to be hand painted in the center. In midsummer, 
pale lavender, tubular flowers are held ust above the plant on green scapes. 
(Heemskerk 09) BR
13 5 3  1 5 each

H   Cherr  err ’ #A1 15
PS, Jul-Aug, H8-12", HF28", W14-16"
A charming variety that forms dense clusters of lance-shaped leaves with white 
centers and green margins set o  by their unusual red petioles. n summer, its 
light purple flowers are complemented by the red stalks that support them. 
(Lachman 91) BR
1 5 3  13 5 each 

H   Color es i al’ #A1 56
PS/SH, Jul-Aug, H13-15", HF20", W20-22"
(P.P. 23770)–Its clear white leaves, lime green margins, and deep green edges 
make it unbeatable for adding a shock of brilliant color to shady areas in your 
garden. Lilac flowers bloom in late summer. (Van Eechaute 07) BR
13 5  3  1 5 each

H   ancing een’  #A1 51
PS/SH, Jul-Aug, H16-18", HF20", W26-30"
Unlike other yellow varieties which emerge yellow but usually turn chartreuse, 
‘Dancing Queen’ emerges bright yellow and fades to soft yellow, retaining its 
wonderful color all season. Pale purple flowers and a lovely pie crust edge 
complete the look to make this a true must-have. (Terpening 05) PP
15 5  3  1 5 each

H   ancing i h ragons ’ #A1 5
PS/SH, Jul-Aug, H16-20", HF25-33", W42-46"
(P.P. 32040)–Wavy leaves in a beautiful blue color appear to dance in perennial 
landscapes. Elongated, lance-shaped, 10 inch leaves hold their color long into 
the season bearing very pale lavender, tubular flowers starting in late uly. 
Provides a nice contrast when planted with other hostas. (Hansen 18) PP
16 5 3  15 5 each

H   iana e e ere ’  #A1 5 0
PS/SH, Jul-Aug, H14-16", HF25", W22-26"

amed after Diana, the late Princess of ales. Shiny, blue-green, oval leaves 
are moderately corrugated and slightly rippled with creamy-white margins 
that extend all the way down to the petioles. A vigorous H. plantaginea hybrid 
with very fragrant, near-white,  inch long tubular flowers. ( ulpa 7) BR
15 5  3  1 5 each
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Includes one each of Aphrodite (p. 22), Diana Remembered (p. 23),
Glad Rags, omodo Dragon (p.25), and Snake Eyes (p. 26).

#A1 1  (a $78.75 value) 66 5

Popular Fav�ites H�ta Co�ection

New 

H   rea  een’  #A1
PS/SH, Jul-Aug, H18-20", HF20-24", W32-36"
Rich, blue-green leaves with a golden-yellow to cream colored center that makes 
them pop in the depths of shade. Broadly ovate leaves are puckered, making 
them twist and twirl. hite flowers appear in summer. (van den Top 20) BR
15 5  3  1 5 each

H   ro ea  orgeo s’  #A1
PS/SH, Jul-Aug, H28-32", HF24-41", W80-86"
(P.P. 33318)–An impressive hosta with gorgeous variegation that is sure to be 
noticed. Large, ovate, 17 inch leaves are stunning green with a wide, contrast-
ing margin of yellow and an overall wavy appearance. Begins bearing white 
flowers in early uly. (Hansen ) PP
1 5 3  16 5 each

H   ar h Angel’  #A1 5 3
PS/SH, Jul-Aug, H14-18", HF30", W38-40"
Large, heart-shaped, blue-green leaves 12 inches long by 9 inches wide are 
bordered with broad margins of yellow that turn more cream as the season 
progresses. Pale lavender flowers top the clump in early summer. Destined to 
be a showstopper as a mature specimen in the shady landscape. (Hansen 02) BR
1 5  3  13 5 each

H   l ino’  #A1 5 5
PS/SH, Jul-Aug, H18-22", HF24", W28-32"
(P.P. 14632)–The spear-shaped leaves have the same striking, chalky blue color, 
nice ribbing, and thick substance of its parent, but are edged with wide, pure 
white margins. Spikes of blue-lavender flowers top the attractive mounded 
plants. (Warmerdam 03) BR
1 5  3  13 5 each

H   ress ’  #A1 5
PS/SH, Jul-Aug, H45-50", HF46-58", W70"+
(P.P. 20774)–One of the largest hosta in commerce to date. Massive, dark green 
leaves measure 18 inches or more in length and are thick, deeply veined and 
slug-resistant. They form huge, upright clumps 3 to 4 feet tall and up to 6 feet 
wide. Spikes bearing violet flowers appear ust above the foliage. (Skaggs 08) PP
1 5  3  16 5 each

H   ire an  ce’  #A1 1
PS/SH, Jul-Aug, H20-22", HF32", W28-32"
A highly decorative variety with thick leaves 10 inches long by 7 inches wide. 
The center of each leaf is almost pure white, set o  by dark green, irregular 
margins. Bears lavender flowers. (Hanson Shady aks ) BR
1 5  3  13 5 each

H   irs  l sh’  #A1 0
PS/SH, Jul-Aug, H12-14", HF26-28", W26-28"
(P.P. 28920)–A truly novel variety. Mounded plants have 8 inch, ovate leaves 
that emerge green with deep red petioles, and a thin red margin. As the second 
flush of leaves start to appear, a red blush  begins to fill in the older leaves. 
Bears purple flowers on purplish scapes. (Solberg 6) BR
16 5  3  15 5 each

H   sie ol iana or i en r i ’  #A1
PS/SH, Jun-Jul, H18-22", HF28", W30-34"
(P.P. 24001)–Strong, vigorous growth can be expected from this bright, eye-
catching variety. Leaves are large and feature vibrant yellow-orange centers with 
a blue-green margin. Lavender flowers appear early summer.  (Fransen R) BR

1 5 3  13 5 each
H   la  ags’  #A1
PS/SH, Jun-Jul, H16-18", HF14-16", W22-24" 
Cupped and corrugated, 4 inch leaves have narrow, green centers and very 
wide, bright yellow margins that almost entirely cover the surface. As the 
season progresses, the margins soften to shades of ivory. Small, light lavender 
flowers appear in early summer. (Lysne 06) BR
15 5 3  1 5 each

H   ne’  #A1
PS/SH, Jul-Aug, H12-15", HF16", W18-20" 
Variegated, 6 inch long, pointed oval leaves have gold centers and chalky blue-
green margins with streaks of green tones between. Foliage is thick and has 
good pest resistance. Bears pale lavender flowers. ( eo Plants ) BR
15 5 3  1 5 each
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H   i i ear in ’  #A1 5
PS/SH, Aug-Sep, H10-15", HF20", W15-20" 
Leaves emerge pure white and gradually develop green veins and margins. 
The foliage has a narrow, twisted form that provides a uni ue look and texture. 
Lavender flowers top tall scapes. (Sligh ) BR
15 5 3  1 5 each

H   o o o ragon’  #A1 5 6
PS/SH, Jun-Jul, H28-32", HF30-36", W80-85" 
Dark green, heavily textured leaves, 12 or more inches long, with rippled edges 
are held on long, arching petioles to form cascading mounds. Light lavender 
flowers. (Seaver 04) PP
16 5 3  15 5 each

H   akesi e C cake’  #A1 6
PS/SH, Jul, H4-6”, HF10-12”, W10-14” 
A charming miniature. The rounded, cupped leaves emerge yellow with wide, 
blue-green margins and mature to creamy white with green ets separating the 
blue-green margin. Lavender blossoms in summer. (Chastain 98) BR
1 5 3  13 5 each

H   akesi e Paisle  Prin ’  #A1 550
PS/SH, Jun-Jul, H8-12", HF22", W28-32"
A stunning, small hosta. The 7 inch, rippled, heavily veined leaves have green 
and cream markings shooting out in a feathered pattern from the petiole. They 
are shiny on top, dull underneath, and lightly cupped. Light lavender flowers 
are held on cream scapes. (Chastain 06) BR
16 5 3  15 5 each

H   i er ’  #A1 553
PS/SH, Jun-Jul, H35-40", HF32-35", W38-42"
A deservedly popular performer. This sport of ‘Sagae’ makes a stunning semi-
upright clump of thick, blue-green, wavy leaves edged with extremely wide 
golden-yellow borders that change to cream in summer. Lavender flowers. 
2012 Hosta of the Year. (Machen 00) PP
16 5 3  15 5 each

H   i s ick lon e’  #A1 65
S/PS/SH, Jul-Aug, H8-10", HF15-20", W15-18"
Vivid yellow leaves on rich red petioles creates a dramatic display. Lance 
shaped, wavy, 7 inch leaves add a pop of color and are adorned with pale 
lavender flowers midsummer. To achieve best color, plant in a location with 6 
hours of sunlight. (Van Eechaute 12) BR
1 5  3  13 5 each

H   agic slan ’  #A1 561
PS/SH, Jul-Aug, H8-12", HF14", W14-16"
A captivating, color-changing variety that o ers excellent slug resistance. 
Pointed, lightly cupped, elliptical leaves begin the season with yellow centers 
and thin, blue-green margins. Through the summer, the margin widens and 
the center darkens until there is only a narrow strip of creamy green down the 
center of the leaves. Somewhat sun tolerant. (Heemskerk 11) BR
15 5 3  1 5 each

H   a i erc s’  #A1 56
PS/SH, Jul-Aug, H8-12", HF18", W14-18"
One of the best yellow hostas. Bright gold, 5 inch, rounded leaves are 
deeply cupped and corrugated. Their thick, leathery, heavily rugose texture 
gives them good slug resistance. Forms a medium-si e mound that makes 
a neat little accent wherever it s planted. iolet flowers in midsummer. 
(Vaughn 91) PP
1 5 3  13 5 each

H   ini kir ’  #A1 66
PS/SH, Jun-Jul, H6-10", HF8-12", W13-15"
(P.P. 26743)–Cute and petite mounds of thick, wavy leaves emerge blue green 
with yellow margins, changing to darker green with creamy white. Proportionate 
scapes of lavender flowers with darker striping form in early summer. Good for 
containers and mixed border plantings. ( alters Gardens ) PP
16 5 3  15 5 each 

H   nchkin ire’  #A1 6
PS/SH, Jul, H3-7", HF6-10", W9-12"
The vibrant yellow, narrow leaves of this miniature make a bold statement. 
Leaves are so narrow that a prominent leaf base does not exist, making the 
leaves appear as though they are flickering flames hovering over the ground. 
An excellent addition to any shade or fairy garden  Lavender flowers appear 
in midsummer. (Goodwin 0 ) PP
16 5 3  15 5 each
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H   e ne’  #A1 0
PS/SH, Aug-Sep, H22-26", HF32-38", W46-48"
(P.P. 19674)–In spring, the foliage emerges bright blue and slowly transitions 
to blue-green through the season. Leaves are uite rippled with a heavy 
substance that o ers good pest resistance. Lavender flowers are borne on 
arching scapes that pair well with the cascading foliage, adding to the overall 
water-like appearance. (Hansen 06) PP
1 5 3  16 5 each

H   igh  e ore Chris as’  #A1 53
PS/SH, Jul-Aug, H16-20", HF29-36", W34-38"
A bright, distinctive hosta. Its huge, 12 by 7 inch, dark green leaves have 
broad stripes of bright white down their centers. Rapidly forms dense, 
cascading mounds of foliage. Bears pale lavender flowers. (Machen 4) PP
1 5 3  13 5 each

H  sie ol iana li e aile  ang on’  #A1 53
PS/SH, Jun-Jul, H22-26", HF30", W48"+
An improved, leaf scorch resistant version of Frances illiams . ts thick, 
corrugated, deep blue-green leaves are 13 inches long by 10 inches wide. When 
leaves emerge, margins are pale green and change to gold with maturity. White 
flowers. ( Harra ) BR
1 5 3  13 5 each

H   ne as  ance’  #A1 1
PS/SH, Jun-Jul, H32-36", HF35-49", W72-76"
(P.P. 30000)–A sport of ‘Dancing Queen’, the dark green leaves of this hosta 
have wide, irregular margins of yellow which mellow to chartreuse as summer 
progresses. The rippled edges and irregular margin give an overall feathery 
feel to the plant. Bears white flowers. (Hansen 20) PP
15 5 3  1 5 each

H   ain o ’s n ’ #A1 5 3
PS/SH, Jun-Aug, H10-12", HF16-19", W21-24"
(P.P. 725 ) A picture can t uite capture the beauty of this variety. A sport of 
‘Obsession’, it features dark green leaves of thick, rubbery-like substance with 
yellowish central flares that lighten by summer. Bears large, lavender flowers 
on red scapes. Slow-growing, but well worth the wait. Perfect for the front of 
the border. (Hansen 05) BR
1 5 3  13 5 each

H   egal len or’ #A1 61
PS/SH, Jul-Aug, H36-40", HF40-48", W36-40"
Like rossa Regal , of which it s a sport, this variety has a uni ue vase-like 
shape that adds grace and form to the landscape. Frosty blue-green leaves  
inches long by 7 inches wide are bordered with narrow, creamy-yellow to ivory 
margins. The foliage has very heavy substance, staying clean and attractive all 
summer. Lavender flowers top ama ing tall scapes. ( alters Gardens 87) BR

1 5 3  11 5 each
H   e ol ion’ #A1 1
PS/SH, Jul-Aug, H16-20", HF20-24", W22-26"
Amazing color pattern. Revolutionary, one might say. Large dark green 
leaves have cream centers that are speckled with light green in spring. 
As the season progresses, spots become darker and more apparent giving 
this plant an unexpected flair. Lavender blooms appear in midsummer. 
(van Ei k-Bos alters Gardens 00) BR
1 5 3  13 5 each

H   isk  siness’ #A1 3
PS/SH, Jun-Aug, H16-18", HF27", W34-38"
A fast-growing sport of Striptease . Deep green, 7 inch leaves have ust a hint 
of blue to them. A bright white strip highlights the center of each leaf and looks 
almost as if it s been painted on. Bears white flowers well above the foliage. 
(Hansen Avent 02) BR
15 5 3  1 5 each

H   o al Cres ’ #A1 0
S/PS/SH, Aug-Sep, H25-28", HF24-41", W50-55"
(P.P. 32067)–This hybrid of classic ‘Royal Standard’ is an improvement in so 
many ways. The dark green 10 inch by 7 inch leaves have a bit of a shine and 
are much thicker, o ering better pest resistance. The 2½ inch, white flowers 
are fragrant and uite showy. Displays good sun tolerance. (Hansen 8) BR
15 5 3  1 5 each

H   nake es’ #A1 56
PS/SH, Jul-Aug, H14-16", HF23-27", W34-38"
Pointed, almond-shaped leaves resemble the eyes of a serpent. They are deep 
green with narrow chartreuse centers that are edged in white. The plant is 
vigorous and forms a showy clump uite uickly. Lavender flowers bloom in 
late summer. (Torvinen 05) BR
1 5 3  13 5 each
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H   or e ’ #A1 5 0
PS/SH, Aug, H14-16", HF20", W22-26"
(P.P. 28897)–A reverse sport of ‘Raspberry Sundae’. Shiny green leaves with 
thin, creamy white margins are held on red-purple petioles that fade into the 
base of the leaf. ewer leaves can also have red-purple flecks at the leaf base 
and along the margin. Upright growth allows these contrasting colors to be 
fully appreciated. Produces lavender flowers on dark stems in late summer. 
(Heemskerk R) BR
1 5 3  11 5 each 

H    an  s ance’  #A1
S/PS/SH, Aug, H34-38", HF48", W60-72" 
A very large, impressive hosta with huge, thick and rounded glossy leaves in a 
refreshing shade of chartreuse-green, becoming gold as the season progresses. 
Bears abundant lavender flowers. Tolerates ¾ day of sun. ( R) BR
11 5 3  10 5 each

H   nn  Halc on’  #A1 5 1
PS/SH, Jun-Aug, H13-17", HF24", W30-36"
A lovely sport of ‘Halcyon’ that o ers nice contrast in the shade border. Thick, 
slug resistant, heart-shaped leaves are golden chartreuse in shade and brighter 
yellow with more sun. Bears lavender flowers. (Heemskerk R) BR
16 5 3  15 5 each

H   i e in a o le’  #A1
PS/SH, Aug, H10-14", HF24", W30-36"
(P.P. 33267) Excellent for lightening up a shaded landscape. Elongated, narrow 
leaves with wavy edges start yellow, transitioning to chartreuse as the season 
progresses. Purple flowers on dark stems appear in late summer, but stay 
closed creating a novel look. (Hansen 19) PP
16 5 3  15 5 each

H   el e  oon’  #A1 0
S/PS/SH, Jul-Aug, H16-18", HF25", W36-40" 
Another highly versatile hosta that can be planted almost anywhere. This 
sport of Abi ua Moonbeam  boasts 8½ inch long, broad, dark green leaves 
with golden yellow margins and a thick texture. Bears pale lavender flowers 
well above the foliage. (Hansen 03) BR
1 5 3  13 5 each

H   ar ick Co e ’  #A1 50
PS/SH, Jun-Jul, H14-18", HF24", W28-32"
Dark green leaves have an interesting rounded and cupped form, heavy 
corrugation, and narrow yellow centers. As the season progresses, the centers 
transition to creamy white. Mounded plants bear white flowers. ( ones ) BR
11 5 3  10 5 each

H   hirl in ’  #A1 50
PS/SH, Jul-Aug, H18-20", HF20", W38-42"
This lovely plant boasts upright pointed leaves that look as though they were 
caught in a wind storm. Ruffled and folded deep green leaves have yellow to 
white centers. Plants are slug resistant. Flowers are lavender. Prefers full to 
part shade.  ( ulpa 8 ) BR
11 5 3  10 5 each

H   hi e o e’  #A1 1
PS/SH, Jul-Aug, H7-10", HF13-18", W10-15"
Make a big impact with this little hosta. arrow leaves are bright green with a 
thick white margin and an elegantly arched form. Pure white flowers appear 
midsummer ust above the mounded plant and are wonderful for the front of 
borders. (Benedict 95) BR
1 5 3  13 5 each

H   hi e ea her’  #A1 5
PS/SH, Jun-Jul, H7-10", HF22", W12-15"
The lance-shaped, slightly rippled leaves of this variety are pure white 
becoming green with white stripes later in the season. This plant is a welcome 
change to the predominately green foliage seen in a lot of specimen plants. 
Flowers are a medium lavender color. (Heemskerk 05) BR
15 5 3  1 5 each

H   iggles an  iggles’  #A1 5
PS/SH, Jul-Aug, H8-10", HF14-34", W35-40"
This variety has a fun name and a charming appearance. Its long, narrow 
leaves are chartreuse green with rippled edges, becoming more yellow in 
locations with more sunlight. Bears lavender flowers. (Hansen ) PP
15 5 3  1 5 each

Hos a  rinkle n i e’  #A1 506
PS/SH, Jul-Aug, H8-12", HF15", W26-30"
(P.P. 29456)–Dark green leaves have a single, prominent wave that contributes 
to the intriguing look of this plant. Creamy yellow margins mature to creamy 
white through the season. Bears lavender flowers above the foliage in mid-
summer. Vigorous and fast-growing. (Hansen 18) BR
15 5 3  1 5 each 
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FIREFLY
AMETHYST

PETER
COTTONTAIL

ROSIE POSIE

SAUCY SEDUCTION

STRAW-
BERRY
SEDUCTION TERRA COTTA

NAPELLUS
HILLSIDE BLACK 
BEAUTY

BLACK ADDERPINK SPIKE

BLUE FORTUNE

SUNNY
SEDUCTION

MANGO TANGO

Agastache ~ o
(Anise Hyssop) Often found in herb gardens 
due to its aromatic foliage and spikes 
of small edible flowers. They are long 
flowering additions to perennial borders 
and very drought and heat tolerant. 
A   lack A er’  #A100
S/PS, Jul-Oct, H24-36", W18-24", Z 5-9
Thick spikes of smoky lilac flowers open 
from purplish-black buds. Repels pests. PP

1 5 3  11 5 each
A   l e or ne’  #A100 6
S/PS, Jul-Sep, H24-36", W18-24", Z 5-9
Lavender-blue, bottlebrush-like flowers. PP 
1 5 3  11 5 each

A   r gosa i le A er’  #A100 5
S/PS, Jul-Oct, H15-18", W18-22", Z 5-9
(P.P. 265 4) This compact version of the 
popular 'Black Adder' is ideal for smaller 
gardens. PP
1 5 3  11 5 each 

A   ango ango’  #A10100
S, Jul-Sep, H16-18", W14-16", Z 5-9
(P.P. 28747) Low growing mounds of green, 
aromatic foliage send up shoots of vibrant 
mango-orange blossoms. Flowers cover the 
top ¾ of the plant. PP
13 5 3  1 5 each 

A   osie Posie’  #A100 5
S/PS, Jul-Sep, H18-22", W24-30", Z 5-9
(P.P. 25857) Easy-to-grow. Green foliage 
becomes covered in bright pink flowers 
with purple calyxes. PP
1 5 3  11 5 each 

Aconi ✂ o
(Monkshood) Tall, spiky plants bear hooded 
flowers held along long stems. Dark 
green foliage is deeply divided. This long-
blooming garden plant prefers rich, moist 
soil. Avoid hot locations and burning sun. 
Deadhead to lateral buds and keep fertili ed 
for second flowering. A mulch is beneficial 
for moisture retention. nce established, 
leave plants undisturbed. Note: All parts 
of this plant are toxic if eaten. When pruning 
or handling, do not get juice from the plant 
into your mouth or open wounds. Wash hands 
immediately after cutting plants back. 

A  na ell s  #A1005
PS, Jul-Aug, H36-48", W12-18", Z 4-8
ndigo-blue hooded flowers. BR
10 5 3  5 each 

Achillea ✂ ~ o
( arrow) ndemanding and easy-to-grow. 
Showy, flattened flower heads are widely 
used for fresh and dried arrangements. 
Foliage is fern-like and aromatic. Thrives 
in any well-drained, average to poor soil. 
Deadheading prolongs bloom period. Divide 
every 2 to  years for vigor and si e control. 
A   ire l  A e h s ’  #A100 1
S, Jun-Aug, H18-22", W32-36", Z 3-8
(P.P. 2 6 ) Lavender pink flowers age to 
light pink. Strong stems and a billowy habit 
make this an attractive landscape plant. BR
1 5 3  11 5 each

A  ar ica Pe er Co on ail’  #A100 3
S/PS, Jun-Sep, H18-24", W28-30", Z 3-8
(P.P. 756) Flu y, white flowers are 
reminiscent of Baby’s Breath, adding airy 
texture to the landscape. Rounded plants are 
very long-blooming. PP
1 5 3  11 5 each

SEDUCTION SERIES
S, Jun-Aug, H18-24", W28-32", Z 3-8
(A. millefolium) One of the most impressive 
Achillea series. ompact, sturdy plants 
are robust and showy, making excellent 
landscape specimens or brilliant additions to 
mixed container plantings. PP

a c  e c ion’ #A1001  (P.P. 20782)
ra err  e c ion’ #A1001

(P.P. 840 )
nn  e c ion’ #A10013 (P.P. 20808)

PRICE OF SEDUCTION SERIES:
1 5 3  11 5 each

A  ille oli  erra Co a’  #A100 3
S, Jun-Sep, H30-36", W18-24", Z 3-9
Peach, tangerine, and orange flower clusters 
mature into earthy shades of yellow, gold, 
and terra cotta. Attractive silvery foliage. PP
1 5 3  11 5 each

Actaea ~ o
( imicifuga) These tall woodland plants 
have large, attractive, divided foliage. 
They re ideally suited as a backdrop in the 
shady flower border. Plant in fertile, moist, 
highly organic and somewhat acidic soil. 
Avoid locations with hot afternoon sun. 

A  ra osa Hillsi e lack ea ’  
#A1113
PS/SH, Aug-Oct, H48-84", W36-48", Z 3-9
Ferny, purple-black foliage is the darkest 
of any Cimicifuga. Fragrant, 2 inch, bottle-
brush flowers are white blushed pink. PP
16 5 3  15 5 each

A  ra osa Pink ike’  #A1113
PS/SH, Jul-Sep, H32-48", W24-30", Z 3-9
Flu y pink spikes are a striking contrast 
with dark burgundy-purple foliage. BR
16 5 3  15 5 each

Perennia� | Per e all  Char ing
The beauty of perennials is that they last season after season 
when cared for properly. The following pages o er a multitude 
of perennial varieties we have selected as the most garden 
worthy available. e feature both tried-and-true favorites and 
some of the best new varieties. ur perennials ship as either 
robust bareroot divisions (BR), or as 2½ or  inch potted plants 
(PP), as indicated in each listing.  

Agastache O�er
Includes one plant each of Black Adder, 

Mango Tango, and Rosie Posie.
#A100 1   (a $39.85 value)  33 5

LITTLE ADDER
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A ga ~ o
(Bugleweed) Low-growing, deer-resistant 
groundcovers. Fills in uickly and is 
excellent for erosion control.  
A   ea here  rien s
Cor ial Canar ’  #A100

PS/SH, May-Jun, H4-6", W16-20",  Z 4-9
(PPAF) A version of hocolate hip  with 
brilliant golden foliage. obalt blue flowers 
o er wonderful contrast with foliage and 
fantastic color in shady areas. PP
15 5 3  1 5 each

Alcea o
(Hollyhock) olorful accent plants ideal for 
back borders and along fences and walls. 
Susceptible to rust. Deadhead back to basal 
foliage after flowering finishes. Flowers at 
the bottom of spikes open first.

P H  
S, Jun-Sep, H60-72", W18-24", Z 3-9
These true perennial hollyhocks have 
richly colored single flowers. Developed by 
German perennial specialist elitto. PP

lacknigh ’  #A1015
ars agic’  #A1015
a ian  ose’  #A1011

P C   P H  
11 5 3  10 5 each 

Alli  ~ o
(Ornamental Onion) Lovely in the 
landscape, these plants are easily grown in 
a wide range of soils, tolerate drought, and 
are not bothered by rabbits or deer. The seed 
heads can provide nice winter interest if left 
to dry. Cannot ship to AK, HI, ID, WA. 
A   illeni ’  #A601 3
S/PS, Jul-Aug, H12-18", W12-18", Z 5-8
A clump forming variety that maintains a 
tidy, slowly spreading form. Rosy-purple 
flower heads draw in pollinators. PP
1 5 3  11 5 each

Als roe eria ✂
(Peruvian Lily) Profuse clusters of fragrant, 
a alea-like, multicolored, 2 inch blooms are 
held upright on lily-like stems. n colder 
areas, mulch the roots or lift them in fall and 
store them buried in slightly moist sawdust 
or peat moss in a cool, dark place. 
MAJESTIC SERIES
S/PS, Jul-Oct, H12-24", W12-24", Z 5-9
Some of the hardiest Alstroemeria currently 
available. lump forming plants make an 
excellent display in containers, borders, and 
landscapes. For best performance, deadhead 
spent blooms. BR

a es ic Henri   #A1013
(PPAF) Lovely, soft apricot blooms. nner 
tepals are yellow accented with darker 
markings.

a es ic o is   #A10135
(PPAF) Deep orange flowers have a yellow 
eye one and dark whisker markings.

a es ic on sorea   #A10136
(PPAF) Blooms are a striking shade of deep 
violet, highlighted with dark whiskers. 
PRICE OF MAJESTIC SERIES:
13 5 3  1 5 each

A   l e ce’  #A10161 
S/PS, May, H12-18", W12-18", Z 4-9
Starry, lavender-blue flowers are a welcome 
sight in spring. Dark green, willow-like 
foliage stays attractive through the growing 
season before turning a nice, bright yellow 
in fall. BR
1 5 3  11 5 each

A   a ernae on ana or  Clo ’  
#A1016
S/PS, Jun-Jul, H24-30", W38-42", Z 4-9
A Storm loud  indeed, this plant puts on a 
striking show from start to finish. Emerging 
shoots are as black as clouds heavy with rain. 
Dark green leaves have lightning veins of 
silver, and star-shaped blooms are like blue 
skies appearing beyond the darkness. BR
1 5 3  13 5 each

Anch sa ~ o
(Italian Bugloss) Bristly stems bear spiral 
clusters of ½ inch flowers resembling 
forget-me-nots. Deadheading promotes 
reblooming. Although usually short-lived, 
plants often self-sow and return for many 
years. orthern gardeners should let some 
seed fall to ensure future plants. Drought 
and deer resistant.
A  a rea o on o alis ’  #A101 6
S, May-Jun, H30-36", W18-24",  Z 3-8
Bright blue flowers are held on sti  stems 
that seldom need staking. BR 
11 5 3  10 5 each

A sonia ✂ o
(Blue Star) Tough, adaptable, and colorful 
native plants form broad, dense clumps of 
glossy, slender, willow-like foliage. Prefers 
evenly moist soil, but can tolerate short 
periods of wetness or drought. 

P H
BLACKNIGHT P H

MARS MAGIC
P H

RADIANT ROSE

MILLENIUM

2018
PERENNIAL 
Plant OF 
THE YEAR

A C H A C 

A C A

BLUE ICE

STORM CLOUD LODDON ROYALIST

New 

A H  
CORDIAL CANARY 

rea  or all 
o ering lan s

This 4-6-7 fertili er increases 
a plant s si e, strength, and 
bloom production at a rate 
that s nearly unbelievable. t contains 
no chlorides, carbonates or sodium  
plus it’s odorless, colorless and environ-
mentally safe. se one capful per gallon 
of water as a regular feed or ½ capful to 
spray directly on the foliage. A one-liter 
bottle makes more than 00  gallons of 
fertili er. 
510 – ach 16 5

AlgoPlus
Liquid Fertilizer
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Angelica ✂ ~
These herbaceous perennials add wonderful 
architecture to the back of the flower border, 
in woodland settings or near streams and 
ponds. Prefers moist, fertile soil although 
many varieties can tolerate dry conditions 
as well.
A  gigas  #A10
PS, Jul-Sep, H36-72", W24-48",  Z 4-8

orean Angelica. Bears abundant 4 to 8 
inch red-purple domed flower heads atop 
tall red stems. Bold, dissected leaves are  
to 2 feet long. Dies after setting seed so cut 
o  flowers before seed matures or allow to 
self sow. Seeds grow rapidly into flowering 
plants. PP
13 5 3  1 5 each

A ilegia ✂ ~ o
( olumbine) These colorful flowers are 
natural additions for spring. The flowers 
are perfectly designed to hold the nectar 
that hummingbirds and butterflies love. The 
fan-shaped foliage is also ex uisite. Avoid 
locations with hot afternoon sun.
A   arl ir  P r le l e  #A0 36
S/PS, May-Jun, H9-11", W8-10", Z 4-9 
( PAS 258487 ) Short stems bear upward-
facing, two-tone blue and purple flowers.   
PP
13 5 3  1 5 each

Ar eria ~
(False Sea Pink) These salt-tolerant plants are 
ideal for edging driveways and sidewalks. 
Dense rosettes of evergreen, strap-shaped 
leaves produce either spherical or cup-
shaped flowers atop slender stems. 
A  ari i a loo s one’  #A10363
S/PS, May-Jun, H8-10", W12-18",  Z 3-8
Bears vibrant purple-pink, spherical flowers. 
A tough, easy-care plant. PP
13 5 3  1 5 each

A  cor a a n ing’  #A103 1
PS/SH, Aug-Sep, H32-42", W36-48", Z 3-9
This uni ue, plant makes a bright accent in 
shade gardens and borders. Forms mounds 
of large, bright gold leaves with reddish-
brown stems. olor will be chartreuse to 
lime green in deep shade. n late summer, 2 
foot spikes of tiny white flowers give way to 
attractive, purple-black, inedible berries. PP
16 5 3  15 5 each

Aralia ~
( apanese Spikenard) A vigorous species 
excellent for the back border or woodland 
shade gardens. They prefer moist, fertile 
soil rich in humus. Plant in a somewhat 
sheltered site that o ers some protection 
from strong winds.

GIGAS
EARLYBIRD
PURPLE BLUE

A
YELLOW

WINKY DOUBLE
BLUE/WHITE

2020
PERENNIAL 
Plant OF 
THE YEAR

Ane one ✂ ~
( indflower) These lovely garden sub ects 
come in a variety of forms and colors. All 
have lush compound leaves and like well-
drained soil, plenty of moisture, and partial 
shade. They may be slow to establish, but 
once settled in they re uire little care. e 
recommend mulching for the winter in 
colder ones. 
A   Honorine o er ’  #A10 01
S/PS, Aug-Oct, H30-50", W24-36",  Z 4-8
Abundant 2 to  inch white blooms with 
golden stamens. 20 6 Perennial of the ear  
BR
1 5 3  11 5 each

A  o en osa o s issi a’  #A10 1
S/PS, Jul-Sep, H30-40", W20-36",  Z 3-8
(Syn. A. vitifolia) Almost shrub-like plants 
with masses of 2 to  inch bright pink 
flowers and dark green foliage. BR
13 5 3  1 5 each 

A   ring ea  Pink #A10 31
S/PS, May-Jun, H10-12", W12-15",  Z 3-7
( Anemo78  P.P. 2 )–Bubblegum pink 
blooms are sterile, so they won t reseed in 
your garden. Sturdy stems hold the flowers 
upright for a great presentation.  PP
1 5 3  13 5 each

A   il  an  #A10 1
S/PS, Jun-Sep, H18-22", W14-18",  Z 5-8
( Macane00  P.P. 2 2)–A long-blooming 
selection to be en oyed from late spring until a 
fall frost. Large,  inch blooms have lilac-blue 
bands on the backsides of their petals. PP
1 5 3  13 5 each

P  A  PROBUSTISSIMAHONORINE JOBERT

A  SERIES
S/PS, May-Jun, H22-24", W16-20",  Z 4-8
(A. caerulea) Sturdy, upright stems hold out-
ward facing blooms aloft, letting the flowers 
really shine. First year flowering. PP

ose  Pink’  #A10
ello ’  #A10 6

P C   A  
1 5 3  11 5 each

A   ong ir  l e ir ’  #A10 63
S/PS, May-Jun, H18-24", W12-15",  Z 3-9
Pri ed for its extra-large,  inch, up-facing, 
blue blooms. PP
11 5 3  10 5 each

WINKY DOUBLE SERIES
S/PS, May-Jun, H12-18", W12-15",  Z 4-8
(A. vulgaris) Double upward facing hose in 
hose  blooms appear to be winking at you. 

ompact si e is ideal for containers and 
landscapes. BR

ink  o le l e hi e’  #A10
ink  o le e hi e’  #A10

PRICE OF WINKY SERIES:
11 5 3  10 5 each

BLOODSTONESUN KING

WINKY DOUBLE
RED/WHITE

New 

A
  P

New 

 A

SONGBIRD
BLUEBIRD
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Ar nc s ✂
(Goat s Beard) Long-lived, attractive plants 
ideal for borders and along water features. 
Some develop almost shrub-like proportions. 
Prefers humus-rich, moist, well-drained soil. 
Tolerates full sun in cool climates.
A   Chan ill  ace’  #A10 55
S/PS/SH, May-Jul, H30-32", W40-48",  Z 4-8
(P.P. 0740) hen blooming, it is so packed 
with lacy-textured, creamy white flowers 
that its attractive, dark green leaves are 
almost completely hidden. A great garden 
specimen and also good in containers. PP
15 5 3  1 5 each

Ascle ias ✂ ~ o
(Butterfly eed) Tough, showy, native 
plants of prairies and wetlands. They are 
superb in prairie gardens as well as formal 
perennial borders and are magnets for butter-
flies. Seed pods can be dried. Emerges late in 
spring, so mark them well.
A  erosa  #A10
S, Jun-Aug, H18-36", W15-24", Z 3-9
ts eye-catching, bright orange flowers are 

irresistible to butterflies. Tolerates poor and 
dry soil. ell-drained soil is essential. 20 7 
Perennial Plant of the ear. PP
13 5 3  1 5 each 

A  erosa Hello ello ’  #A10
S, Jun-Aug, H24-36", W18-30", Z 3-9
A selection with bright yellow flowers. PP
1 5 3  11 5 each

A  incarna a o l a e’  #A10 5
S, Jun-Aug, H40", W25-30", Z 4-9

anilla-scented, deep mauve-pink flowers 
with lighter centers are formed in clusters in 
early summer. Tolerates wet soil. PP
1 5 3  11 5 each

As er ✂ ~ o
(Symphyotrichum) o perennial garden is 
complete without these splendid plants. 
Easy to grow in average garden soil with 
even moisture. Encourage branching and 
reduce the need for staking by pinching 
or cutting back new growth in spring and 
early summer. Grow in moist, rich soil to 
avoid mildew problems.
A  no ae angliae ra e Cr sh’  
#A105 6
S, Aug-Oct, H26-30", W40-44", Z 3-8
(PPAF) Mounded plants become blanketed 
with rich, dark purple flowers in fall, 
practically hiding the green foliage. s not 
susceptible to lodging, a common problem 
in fall asters. BR

1 5 3  13 5 each
A  no i elgii o al ’  #A105 3
S, Aug-Oct, H18-20", W12-18", Z 3-9
Semi-double, daisy-like blooms are a 
luminous shade of deep-red. Has a nice, 
compact habit. BR

11 5 3  10 5 each

As il e ~ o
(False Spirea) olorful, feathery flower 
spikes combined with lush and lacy 
ornamental foliage make these splendid 
plants showstoppers for the summer shade 
garden. Divide every  years to maintain 
vigor. 
A   Ca ccino’  #A106 5
PS/SH, May-Jul, H22-26", W24-26", Z 4-8
(P.P. 24 40) Foliage begins dark bron e and 
transitions to dark green after flowering 
finishes. Reddish stems add additional color 
and hold hefty, white flower plumes. BR
11 5 3  10 5 each

A   Chocola e hog n’  #A106 3
PS/SH, Jul-Aug, H20-24", W18-24", Z 3-8
(P.P. 264 0) Deep chocolate-brown, glossy 
foliage is set o  by bright pink flower plumes 
in mid to late summer. Leaves maintain their 
color well throughout the season. BR
13 5 3  1 5 each

A   Color lash  i e’  #A1061
PS/SH, Jul-Sep, H20-30", W18-24", Z 4-8
( Beauty of Lisse  P.P. 78 6) Brilliant lime 
green foliage outlined in wine-red turns to 
gold in fall. The foliage is a stunning contrast 
to the spikes of pink flowers as well as other 
shade plants. BR
1 5 3  11 5 each

A  si lici olia e  argo’  #A10651
S/PS/SH, Jul-Sep, H16-18", W12", Z 4-9
(PPAF) Produces twice as many flowers as 
others and often reblooms. Shiny, dark green 
foliage o sets the shell pink plumes. BR
1 5 3  11 5 each 

A   aren sii ook A  e’  #A106 0
PS/SH, Jul-Aug, H15-18", W15-18", Z 3-8
(P.P. 247 8) ompact plants produce 
supersi ed plumes of soft bubblegum pink 
accented with gorgeous red stems. Deep 
green foliage has red accents. BR
11 5 3  10 5 each

A  chinensis o lan s  e ’  
#A10600
PS/SH, May-Jul, H20-24", W20-24", Z 3-8
One of the best red A.chinensis types to come 
along in a while. herry-red blooms on dark 
stems look ama ing set against deep green 
foliage. PP
11 5 3  10 5 each

A  chinensis igh  Chocola e Cherr ’  
#A106
PS/SH, Jul-Sep, H30-45", W18-24", Z 3-8
Deep red to magenta pink flower plumes 
add a velvety texture to the back of the 
border or mixed perennial garden. Foliage 
is dark green with rich chocolate brown 
overtones. BR
1 5 3  11 5 each

A  chinensis ision in e ’  #A10631
PS/SH, Jul-Sep, H15-18", W12-15", Z 4-9
Dark red buds open into thick, flu y plumes 
of purplish-red with showy red stems. 
Foliage is glossy, dark bron e-green. BR
1 5 3  11 5 each

GRAPE CRUSH ROYAL RUBY

CAPPUCCINO CHOCOLATE SHOGUN

C  A H  
LIME KEY LARGO

LOOK AT ME
LOWLANDS 
RUBY RED

HELLO YELLOWCHANTILLY LACE

  

New 

MIGHTY CHOCOLATE
CHERRY

TUBEROSA SOULMATE

2017
PERENNIAL 
plant OF 
THE YEAR
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CA C
LEMON MERINGUE

CA C  PA  
SAPPHIRES

CA C
 P  

LEMONADE
A

SAKURA

A A ’  A

 H A

WISTERIA LANE

a isia ✂ ~
( ild ndigo) For large colorful accents in 
the late spring garden, consider these long-
lived, shrub-si ed perennials. Their profuse, 
elongated flower spikes are held above 
mounds of thick foliage. Black, pea-like seed 
pods are often used in dried arrangements. 
Very resilient and drought tolerant once 
established. ot fussy about soil type and 
seldom needs dividing.

CA C  
S/PS, May-Jun, H32-36", W32-36", Z 4-9
These Baptisias are the result of over a decade 
of work by head hybridi er Hans Hansen 
of alters Gardens in Michigan. Selected 
specifically for their uni ue colors and short, 
compact habit, all members of the Decadence  
series will bloom the first year. BR 

ark Chocola e’  #A10 0
(P.P. 0 5 ) Floral spikes up to 27 inches 
long hold dark, charcoal purple flowers well 
above the foliage.

e on ering e’  #A10 36
(P.P. 24280) harcoal-black stems bear eye-
catching bright yellow flowers. ery showy. 

arkling a hires’  #A10 3
(P.P. 27 04) Brilliant violet-blue blossoms 
are absolutely breathtaking. Flowers are 
born on 8 inch spikes and are followed by 
decorative seed pods in the fall that hold 
through the winter. 
P C   CA C  :
15 5 3  1 5 each
  eca ence  el e Pink

e ona e’  #A10 3
S/PS, May-Jul, H42-48", W48", Z 4-9
(P.P. 066 ) Bicolor flowers start yellow 
and age to a dusty raspberry purple, which 
contrasts well with the charcoal colored 
stems. Taller in stature than the Decadence  
series. BR
15 5 3  1 5 each

r nnera
(Siberian Bugloss) These shade-loving 
perennials produce airy clouds of sky-blue, 
forget-me-not-like,  inch flowers that 
nearly cover small heart-shaped leaves in 
early spring. Leaves grow as the flowers 
fade, producing an attractive foliage accent. 
Plants are cold-tolerant and flourish in well-
drained, humus-rich soils. They do best with 
a steady supply of moisture. 

 acro h lla Ale an er’s rea ’  
#A10 0
PS/SH, May-Jun, H16-18", W28-32", Z 3-8
(P.P. 2578 ) This giant-leaved variety has 
silvery foliage similar to that of ack Frost . 
Each leaf can measure up to 0 inches in 
length, and vigorous plants fill containers 

uickly. Deer resistant. PP
15 5 3  1 5 each
 acro h lla il er Hear ’  #A10

PS/SH, May-Jun, H14-16", W12-15", Z 3-8
(P.P. 24685) ni ue foliage is silver with 
narrow green veins, becoming nearly solid 
silver as summer progresses. Bears panicles 
of sky-blue flowers in spring. PP
15 5 3  1 5 each

leia ✂ ~ o
(Butterfly Bush) Abundant honey-scented 
flower spikes help support the dwindling 
numbers of butterflies and bees. Pruning 
stimulates earlier and more profuse 
flowering. ut back to 6 to 0 inches before 
spring growth starts. Plants die back in 
colder areas, but grow back strongly from 
their roots. Cannot ship to OR or WA.

 a i ii is eria ane’ 
#A 1  
S/PS, Jun-Sep, H22-24", W36-48", Z 5-9
(P.P. 278 ) Lavender purple, blooms are 
reminiscent of a wisteria vine in bloom. 
A di erent look from traditional butterfly 
bushes. Beautiful in containers. Seedless. PP
13 5 3  11 5 each

As ran ia ✂ ~ o
(Masterwort) A long-blooming perennial 
common in European gardens. Flowers 
have domed centers surrounded by star-like 
bracts, carried on bare stems above mounds 
of palm-like foliage. ery e ective when 
naturali ed under light, open trees or along 
streams. Prefers moist, well-drained, fertile 
soil. 
A  a or ar o  ea ’  #A10 06
PS/SH, May-Jul, H24-30", W24-30", Z 4-7
(PPAF) lump-forming plants produce 
pincushion-like, two-tone flowers of white 
and deep pinkish-purple. BR
1 5 3  11 5 each

A  a or ar o  ire’  #A10 15
PS/SH, Jun-Sep, H26-30", W18-20", Z 4-7
(P.P. 20284) Burgundy red flowers with 
white centers appear atop purple stems. 

ery floriferous variety with long-lasting 
blooms. BR
1 5 3  11 5 each

STAR OF BEAUTY

New 

STAR OF FIRE

ergenia ✂ o
(Pig S ueak) Thick-leaved plants with 
attractive early spring flowers are an ever-
popular staple in the perennial or woodland 
garden. Plants form nice low growing 
mounds that act as ground covers. Leaves 
turn shades of red to bron e in the fall and 
remain attractive through the winter. 

  ragon  ak ra’  #A10 6
PS/SH, Mar-May, H14-18", W10-12", Z 4-9
Oval-shaped green leaves act as a pleasant 
backdrop for incredibly large flowers. 
Blossoms begin light pink and mature to a 
deeper rose pink with dark pink veining. PP
1 5 3  13 5 each

CA C
DARK CHOCOLATE
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PORTENSCHLAGIANA

A  SARASTRO

DARK KNIGHT

 A
A H

CORAL DAISY

A H  
RED DAISY

A H  
A  A

A H  
YELLOW QUILL

C  or enschlagiana  #A10 3
S/PS, Jun-Aug, H4-8", W10-18", Z 4-8
Dalmatian Bellflower. Low, prostrate 
mounds of small, ivy-shaped leaves and 
clusters of up-facing,  inch, bell-shaped 
violet flowers. Superb in rock gardens and 
terraces. PP
13 5 3  1 5 each

C   o al e ing   #A10
PS, Jul-Sep, H30-36", W16-18", Z 5-7
Long, sturdy stems bear very large bell-
shaped blooms in a luscious shade of dark, 
purple-blue. Great for adding to cut flower 
bou uets. BR
1 5 3  11 5 each 

C   aras ro’  #A10 51
S/PS, Jul-Sep, H15-18", W18-24", Z 4-8
Strong, well-branched plants bear a 
profusion of dark purple-blue, pendulous 
bells all summer. Slow to spread compared 
to some of this type. PP
13 5 3  1 5 each

Car o eris ✂ ~ o
(Blue Mist Spirea) These charming free-
flowering shrubs have a dense, mounded 
habit, aromatic lance-shaped foliage and 
flu y flowers from midsummer into early 
fall. n cold areas cut plants back in spring to 
promote blooming on new growth.
C   clan onensis ark nigh ’  
#A 0 6
S, Jul-Sep, H24-36", W24-36", Z 5-9
Deep, bluish purple flowers are produced 
in abundance through the summer. Green 
foliage has a silvery tint that contrasts nicely 
with the flowers. PP
1 5 3  11 5 each

Cen ran h s ~ o
(Red alerian) Suitable for borders, but also 

uite at home growing in rock walls or stony 
banks. Plants prefer well-drained, poor to 
moderately fertile, alkaline soil. Deadhead to 
prevent reseeding.
C  r er  Coccine s’  #A10 6
S/PS, Jun-Sep, H18-36", W18-24", Z 4-8

lusters of fragrant, star-shaped, carmine 
red flowers produced from mounds of grey-
green foliage. Good rock garden or container 
plants. PP
1 5 3  11 5 each 

Chelone ✂ ~ o
(Turtlehead) These upright, clump-forming, 
perennials are native to wet, woodland areas 
of the eastern .S. They prefer moist, rich 
soils and spread slowly by underground 
rhi omes, forming large clumps over time. 

ot invasive.

Chr san he  ~ o
(Hardy Mum) Few plants surpass hardy 
mums for fall color. e selected varieties for 
their hardiness, superb colors, and excellent 
plant habit. 

A H  
Minnesota-bred Mammoth  is extra-
hardy. True perennials that come back year 
after year, they can survive - 0°F. Re uires 
no pinching, pruning or deadheading. By 
their 2nd or rd year, they can reach 4 feet 
across, with hundreds of blossoms per plant 
making a tremendous impact. PP
Coral ais ’  #A10 0

S, Aug-Oct, H20-36", W20-48", Z 3-9
Large, semi-double, coral pink blooms have 
tufted yellow centers. 

a en er ais ’  #A10 6
S, Aug-Oct, H20-36", W24-48", Z 3-9
(P.P. 8 ) Semi-double lavender flowers 
with yellow centers. 

e  ais ’  #A10 3
S, Aug-Oct, H20-36", W24-48", Z 3-9
Semi-double red flowers with yellow cen-
ters. 

ello  ill’  #A10 5
S, Aug-Oct, H18-24", W18-30", Z 3-9
Semi-double bright yellow flowers with 
uni ue spoon-shaped ray petals. A little 
smaller and later blooming than others in 
the series. 
P C   A H  :
13 5 3  1 5 each

New 

Chelone l onii in  or ga   
#A10 30
S/PS, Jul-Sep, H12-16", W8-10", Z 4-9
( Armitpp02  P.P. 25 50) ery dark green, 
toothed foliage has a bron e sheen which 
contrasts beautifully with the deep pink 
flowers. PP
13 5 3  1 5 each

Ca an la ~
(Bellflower) This group includes both 
low-growers and tall plants. All prefer moist, 
well-drained soil. o special care is re uired 
other than deadheading to prolong bloom. 
C  car a ica el  eac s’  #A10 1
S/PS, May-Aug, H6-8", W10-12", Z 3-8
(P.P. 574) up-shaped, ½ inch blooms are 
light blue with a white center and look large 
when compared to the petite plants. Great 
for the front of the border, rock gardens, and 
lining pathways. PP
13 5 3  1 5 each 

TAKION SERIES
S/PS, Jun-Aug, H16-20", W12-16", Z 3-8
These C. persicifolia types are naturally 
compact making them much easier to tuck 
into perennial borders than their older 
counterparts. Floriferous plants with leathery, 
green foliage produce large 2 to 2½ inch, bell-
shaped, outward facing flowers. BR

l e’  #A10 Lavender-blue.
hi e’  #A10 1 lean white flowers.

PRICE OF TAKION SERIES:
1 5 3  11 5 each

TAKION BLUE

COCCINEUS

TAKION WHITEDELFT TEACUPS
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SAPPHIRE 
A  A

 A  
MERCURY RISING

 A
STAR CLUSTER

A  A
CHARLIZE

P A H A
SHADES OF ROSÉ

SIENNA SUNSET

  P C  
CRAZY CAYENNE

A A  
GOLDEN SPHERE

P C
C A   

P C
  

Clematis ~ o
(Solitary lematis) Plant in fertile, humus-
rich, well-drained soil.
C   a hire n igo   #A 13
S/PS, Jun-Sep, H36-40", W30-36", Z 4-9
( leminov5  P.P. 70 2) Dramatic, deep 
purple-blue blooms appear all summer on 
this compact grower. This clematis can be 
left unsupported to wander freely. For best 
flowering, prune dead stems in spring. PP
1 5 3  1 5 each

C   a   #A 1 13
S/PS, Jun-Sep, H36-48", W36-48", Z 4-9
( Evipo074  P.P. 28407) Free-flowering plants 
produce violet-purple blooms continuously, 
all summer long. an be left unsupported 
to wander freely, but also looks great in 
containers, climbing a small trellis. Prune 
in late winter or early spring by cutting all 
stems down to 6 inches in height. PP
1 5 3  1 5 each

C   iole  ar s ’  #A 13
S/PS, May-Aug, H24-26", W24-26", Z 3-7
(P.P. 0555) Bears small, star-shaped, blue 
violet flowers. f plants are not staked or 
supported by neighboring plants, they can 
grow up to 40 inches wide. Prune ust above 
ground level in early spring. BR
1 5 3  16 5 each

New New 

Coreo sis ~ o
(Tickseed) These sun-loving, perennials are 
not fussy about soil type. They bloom all 
summer and re uire little or no maintenance 
other than occasional deadheading. 

 A  
ver 0 years of breeding work resulted 

in these hardy coreopsis that are incredible 
performers in the landscape with 
exceptionally long bloom seasons. PP

erc r  ising’  #A111
S, Jun-Oct, H15-18", W12-18",  Z 5-9
(P.P. 2468 ) ine-red, ½ to 2 inch flowers 
cover mounding clumps of narrow green 
foliage. Long-lasting, sterile flowers may 
have white tips that appear on the petal 
edges. ery disease resistant.

ar Cl s er’  #A11106
S, Jun-Oct, H24-30", W18-24", Z 5-9
(P.P. 2 0 5) Huge, 2 inch flowers open white, 
developing purple centers and petal edges 
trimmed with purple when temperatures 
are cool. Sterile plants bloom all summer and 
don t reseed. 
P C    A  
13 5 3  1 5 each

C   ea ing a  Charli e’  #A1116
S, Jun-Sep, H10-12", W10-12", Z 4-9
(P.P. 28072) Developed for strong flowering 
and easy care. amed for actress harli e 
Theron. Plants produce an abundance of 
large, frilly, soft yellow, double blooms that 
are sterile and don t re uire deadheading. PP
13 5 3  1 5 each

C   Per a hrea  ha es o  os  ’  
#A111 0
S, Jun-Sep, H15-18", W18-24", Z 4-9
(P.P. 2 20) heery flowers transition from 
yellow near the center to light pink, to 
deep, rosy pink on the petal tips. Plants are 

uite floriferous and the blooms are sterile. 
Threadleaf-type foliage resists mildew. PP
1 5 3  13 5 each

C   ienna nse ’  #A11150
S, Jun-Sep, H16-20", W15-24", Z 5-9
(P.P. 20470) Forms tight mounds of bright 
green threadleaf foliage decorated with 
masses of rust-orange flowers that lighten to 
salmon and peach tones. PP
1 5 3  11 5 each

C   i le  ice  Cra  Ca enne’
#A111 1
S, Jun-Aug, H15-18", W22-26", Z 5-9
(C. verticillata) Threadleaf plants form tidy 
mounds covered with  to ¾ inch blooms in 
vibrant shades of red, orange, and yellow. PP
13 5 3  1 5 each

C   olanna  ol en here’  
#A1110
S, Jun-Oct, H12-18", W12-18", Z 4-9
(P.P. 2524 ) This compact variety is perfect 
for pots or the garden. Produces yellow, 
double, ball-shaped flowers all summer. PP
13 5 3  1 5 each
P C  

S, Jun-Aug, H12-14", W12-14", Z 5-9
At  inches across, the blooms are larger 
than most other coreopsis varieties and the 
plants have a compact, mounding habit 
that stays tidy in the landscape. Rich green 
foliage o ers good mildew resistance. PP
Crea   e ’  #A11115

( Balupteamed  P.P. 28866)
ol   ron e’  #A11113

( Baluptgon  P.P. 28882)
P C   P C  
1 5 3  11 5 each

BLUE HERON  

Cor alis ✂ ~
(Fumaria) A genus of low-growing plants 
with finely divided foliage that lends a grace-
ful note to lightly shaded areas of the garden. 
Plant in well-drained soil. 
C   l e Heron’  #A11 01
PS/SH, May-Jul, H6-10", W8-12", Z 6-8
Red stems and dark blue-green leaves 
contrast beautifully with deep blue flowers. 
Keep moist or foliage may go dormant 
during the summer. A Terra ova urseries 
introduction. PP
1 5 3  13 5 each 

C   l e ine  #A11 00
PS/SH, Apr-Sep, H14-18", W22-26", Z 5-8
( ouriblue  P.P. 25277) Spur-shaped 
flowers are blue with white throats and 
perfume the garden with a honey-like scent. 
Rich green, lobed foliage is vigorous and 
stays attractive all season. PP
16 5 3  15 5 each

New 
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A  C
 H

PINK WONDER
H H A
BOLERO

H H A  
FLAMENCO

 
BLUE LACE

 
DUSKY MAIDENS

  
PINK PUNCH

 
BLUE BUCCANEERS

elos er a ~ o
(Hardy Ice Plant) These ground cover plants 
are very drought resistant. Their green, 
succulent-like foliage forms a spreading, 
mat-like carpet and daisy-like flowers cover 
the plants heavily in early summer followed 
by lighter repeat bloom until fall. Great for 
rock gardens, curbs, and driveway edges. 
They prefer well-drained soil and like it 
sunny, hot, and dry.

  a en er ce’  #A11 1
S, May-Sep, H2-4", W18-24", Z 4-9
A pink eye highlights the center of these 
shimmering, cool lavender blooms. PP
1 5 3  11 5 each
   Ho  Pink on er’  

#A11 1
S, May-Sep, H4-8", W18-22", Z 5-8
( DR  P.P. 26 57) Large, hot pink 
blooms with sunny yellow centers. PP
13 5 3  1 5 each

el hini  ✂ ~ o
(Larkspur) Elegant, brilliant flower spikes 
rise above lobed foliage. Plant in rich, moist, 
well-drained soil. ut back after flowering 
for fall rebloom. Tall varieties may re uire 
staking. Mulch in winter. 

 ela  e  ark’  #A11
S, Jun-Sep, H24-27", W12-18", Z 3-7
(P.P. 2 76 ) A rather novel color for 
Delphiniums, compact plants send up floral 
spikes of coral-red, semi-double florets. PP

1 5 3  16 5 each

HIGHLANDER  HYBRID SERIES
S/PS, Jun-Sep, H36-48", W18-24", Z 3-7
The first multi-petaled, multi-colored 
delphiniums with compact and sturdy 
flowering stalks. Each stalk produces many 
double blooms resulting in a long-lasting 
bloom display in your garden. 

olero’  #A11
Double blooms have multiple layers of blue-
purple petals surrounding white centers. PP

la enco’  #A11 5
Double, purple-red blooms. PP

ee  ensa ion’  #A11 1
(P.P. 20 4 ) Full, lacy-looking blooms are 
mauve-purple with blue-green accents. BR
PRICE OF HIGHLANDER  HYBRID SERIES:
1 5 3  16 5 each 

  H  
S/PS, Jun-Sep, H36-72", W18-24", Z 3-7
Bred in ew ealand, these hybrids have 
excellent form, strong stems that don t re-

uire staking and magnificent heavily-pet-
aled flowers, many of which are double. 
They have improved tolerance to heat and 
humidity and are very cold hardy. PP

l e ccaneers’  #A11 3
Dark, electric blue with black bees. From 
seed, so some variance in color may occur. 
Ht  6-60

l e ace’  #A11 3
Sky-blue with lavender-pink accents. 
Ht  60-72
Co al  rea s’  #A11 66
obalt-blue florets with white bees. 

Ht  48-72
sk  ai ens’  #A11

Shades of pink with brown bees. Ht  48-72
Pagan P r les’  #A11 6

Dark blue-purple flowers with white 
or brown bees. ften double-flowered. 
Ht  48-72
Pink P nch’  #A11 1
ne of the deepest pink varieties available. 

Blooms, are often frilled, with white, 
brown, or pink-striped bees. Ht  6-60
P C     
HYBRID SERIES:

1 5 3  13 5 each

 
COBALT DREAMS

 
PAGAN PURPLES

RED LARK

H H A
SWEET SENSATION

New 

New 

ian h s ✂ ~ o
( arnations, Pinks) En oy these low, clump-
forming perennials in borders and rock 
gardens early in the season when their 
heavy mats of narrow, grass-like foliage are 
nearly hidden by a coat of brilliant blooms. 

ut back after flowering to thicken the 
foliage and encourage rebloom. 
D. x Pre  Po ers  
A le losso  rs ’  #A113

S/PS, Jun-Sep, H8-10", W16-20", Z 4-9 
(P.P. 454) Double flowers range in color 
from white to a dark pink blush. Blue-green 
foliage is semi-evergreen. Provides an 
outstanding bloom display. PP

13 5 3  1 5 each

e ena e oor  ire  soil
Avoid heavy digging and lugging 
cumbersome bags of humus to try to 
repair poor soil. This 00  organic blend 
of concentrated, fully decomposed 
humus and other essential soil additives 
is simply spread over existing lawns or 
gardens and watered in. t s completely 
safe with no risk of burning plants 
or over-applying. 
Spreading  lbs. 
over 000 s . ft. 
gives the same 
result as working in 
hundreds of pounds 
of compost or 
humus. Guaranteed 
to start improving 
soil the season it’s 
applied.
51106–3  ag 5 5
5110 –6  ag 3 5

John and Bob’s
Soil Optimizer

P  P PP
APPLEBLOSSOM BURST
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A CA  P
GEORGIA PEACH PIE

C A  A  
CRUSH PINK

 C A
PINBALL WIZARD

FIREWITCH

P
HELLO YELLOW

BURNING HEARTS

Dianthus continued
  A erican Pie  
eorgia Peach Pie’  #A1130

S/PS, May-Sep, H10-12", W10-12", Z 5-9 
( p 5 Pie45  P.P. 2 00) Large, fragrant, 
single flowers of the palest blush pink have 
coral central rings. Blue-green foliage forms 
a compact mound and is sturdy enough to 
keep the flowers from flopping. Bred for 
season-long performance, its strong repeat 
blooming makes for an extended show. 
Great in the garden, landscapes, and in 
containers. PP

1 5 3  11 5 each
  Cons an  ea  Cr sh Pink’  

#A11313
S/PS, May-Sep, H6-10", W6-10", Z 4-9 
This variety keeps blooming right through 
the heat and humidity of summer, unlike 
many dianthus which take a break until the 
cooler temperatures of fall. Fragrant, semi-
double flowers are pink with a burgundy 
center and picotee edge. PP

1 5 3  13 5 each
  e on Co age  Pin all i ar ’ 

#A113
S/PS, Jun-Sep, H10-14", W10-12", Z 5-9
( P 5 M 08 , P.P. 2 480) Sturdy flower 
stems do not flop, holding large double 
flowers above the silvery-blue foliage. 
Blossoms are bright splashes of white and 
pink and have a strong spicy scent to them. 
Plants bloom from spring until fall. PP

13 5 3  1 5 each
  ire i ch’ e erhe e’   #A1131

S, May-Sep, H6-8", W12-15", Z 3-9 
An outstanding selection of heddar Pinks 
praised for its profuse bloom display, the 
spicy clove scent of its up-facing violet-
rose flowers and its attractive mats of low 
silvery-blue foliage. Blooms heaviest in 
early summer and often flowers again in 
early fall. amed 2006 Perennial of the 

ear. PP
1 5 3  11 5 each
  r i  P nch  Cran err  Cock ail’  

#A113
S, Jun-Sep, H8-10", W10-12", Z 4-9
(P.P. 2860 ) ibrant magenta, double 
blooms are ruffled and serrated. Flowers 
are fragrant and measure 2 inches in 
diameter. They also exhibit excellent heat 
and humidity tolerance. ntroduced by 

alters Gardens, nc. PP
13 5 3  1 5 each
  Pre ier  Hello ello   #A11336

S, May-Oct, H8-11", W8-11", Z 5-9
( p  al0  P.P. ) Mounds of 
blue-green foliage are topped by long-
lasting, buttery yellow flowers that emit a 
wonderful clove fragrance. Sturdy stems 
hold the blooms nicely upright and are great 
for cutting. Deadhead and feed regularly to 
encourage fast repeat blooming. PP

13 5 3  1 5 each 

  cen  irs  Cocon  r rise’  
#A1136
S, May-Sep, H8-12", W10-12",  Z 5-9
( P05 ES  P.P. 8828) Double white, 
½ inch blooms are centered with a deep 

burgundy red eye and have a heavy spice 
fragrance. igorous plants o er repeat 
bloom that goes on from spring to fall. eat, 
blue-green foliage forms thick, smooth, 
uniform mounds. PP

13 5 3  1 5 each

New 

icen ra ~
(Bleeding Heart) These graceful woodland 
plants are known for their arching sprays 
of heart-shaped flowers. ompound 
deeply divided foliage is often fern-like 
and may die back to the ground in summer 
depending on moisture levels and location. 
f foliage dies back, plants will still return 

the following spring. They prefer rich, 
moist, well-drained soil. 

  rning Hear s’  #A11 1
PS/SH, May-Sep, H10-12", W12-15", Z 3-9
(P.P. 207 7) The foliage is a lace-textured 
frosty blue that forms neat, vigorous, disease 
resistant mounds. Heavy flushes of sterile 
magenta-red, heart-shaped blossoms adorn 
this plant in the spring and continue to 
appear for months. BR

16 5 3  15 5 each
  s ec a ilis ol  Hear ’  #A11 1

PS/SH, May-Jun, H18-24", W24-36", Z 3-9
Pink and white, classic heart-shaped blooms 
really pop against the brilliant yellow 
foliage, which tends to mellow a bit as the 
season progresses. PP

16 5 3  15 5 each
  or  Hear s’  #A11 06

PS/SH, May-Sep, H10-12", W12-15", Z 3-9
(P.P. 55 ) lusters of large, pure white 
flowers are held above silvery-blue ferny 
foliage. Heat tolerant. Blooms all summer 
when kept moist. BR

16 5 3  15 5 each

 H AGOLD HEART

 P CH  
CRANBERRY COCKTAIL

C  
COCONUT SURPRISE

ne a lica ion 
con rols gr s all 
season long  e en 
a anese ee les

Apply any time during 
the growing season, 
spring through summer, to lawns and 
even landscape beds. ills grubs or 
larvae of apanese Beetles, European 

rane Fly, Mole rickets, and other turf 
destroying insects. overs up to 5,000 
s . ft. annot ship to  A , T, H , MD, 

T, D .
3 3 –6 l  gran lar ag 1 5

Bonide® Annual™
Grub Beater®
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A PINK DIAMONDS SPRING GOLD A

A C C  

CANDY
MOUNTAIN ROSE

DALMATIAN CREME

DALMATIAN PEACH

DALMATIAN WHITE

SUGAR PLUM

DALMATIAN PURPLE

New 

  rian ’ #A11 16
PS/SH, Apr-Sep, H12-15", W12-18", Z 3-9

herry-red buds open deep pink. Fern-
like, blue-green foliage forms a nice clump. 

early everblooming with deadheading, 
although best flowering will occur in spring.  
More tolerant of summer heat and sunlight 
than many other cultivars. PP
1 5 3  13 5 each 
  Pink ia on s’ #A11 5

S/PS, May-Sep, H12-16", W16-18", Z 3-9
(P.P. 2 80) ncredibly long-blooming, 
this alpine-type bleeding heart bears pink 
blossoms that add a wonderful sparkle to 
the landscape. Blue-green, fern-like foliage 
remains attractive all season, enhancing the 
appeal of this cultivar.  PP
1 5 3  1 5 each
  or osa ring ol ’  #A11 1

PS, Apr-May, H12-18", W18-24", Z 4-9
hartreuse foliage and soft rose pink 

flowers give this selection a uni ue 
appearance. Discovered by award-winning 

 plantswoman Beth hatto. A Blooms of 
Bressingham  introduction. BR
15 5 3  1 5 each 
  s ec a ilis alen ine’  #A11

PS/SH, Apr-May, H28-32", W34-35", Z 2-9
( ariety Hordival  P.P. 227 ) An excellent 
selection with cherry red, white-tipped, 
heart-shaped flowers are held on arching 
burgundy stems above grey-green leaves. PP
15 5 3  1 5 each

Digitalis ✂
(Foxglove) These beloved biennials and 
perennials bear spikes of tubular flowers that 
often display spotted throats. They prefer 
rich, moist, well-drained soil that is slightly 
acidic. n cooler climates they tolerate some 
sun. Biennial types should be cut back after 
flowering, leaving a few spikes to reseed for 
continuity. 

  Arc ic o  ose’’  #A11
S, Jun-Aug, H18-24", W16-18", Z 5-9
( Balroxose  P.P. 00) A long-flowering 
selection featuring beautiful, bell-shaped 
blooms in a delightful shade of rosy pink. 
Deadhead to encourage new flowering 
shoots. Produces flowers every year, unlike 
most foxgloves. PP
13 5 3  1 5 each
 r rea Can  o n ain ose’  

#A11 51
PS, Jun-Jul, H36-48", W12-24", Z 4-9
The up-facing, bright rose pink, tubular bells 
of this foxglove allow for the interesting 
speckled interior to be viewed with ease.  PP
1 5 3  11 5 each

 r rea gar Pl ’  #A11 55
S/PS, Jul, H30-40", W12-24", Z 4-9

losely spaced blossoms result in high color 
impact. Tall spires of pink blossoms have 
deep purple, speckled throats. PP
1 5 3  11 5 each

DALMATIAN SERIES
S/PS, Jun-Jul, H16-36", W12-18", Z 4-9
(D. purpurea) This series is shorter and more 
compact than other common foxgloves and 
flowers in their first year. n German trials, 
they received high marks for their strong 
growth habit, abundant flowers, and lovely 
colors. They form a compact basal clump of 
green foliage. PP

al a ian Cre e’  #A11 5
ream white flowers boast dark maroon, 

spotted throats. 
al a ian Peach’  #A11 65

Thick spikes are lined with bells of peach-
pink accented with tiny orange speckles in 
their throats. Flowers age to soft peach. 

al a ian P r le’  #A11 66
Deep lavender-purple flowers are heavily 
spotted with maroon-purple in their throats.

al a ian hi e’  #A11 6
An improved version of the original. Pure 
white flowers with purple-spotted throats. 
PRICE OF DALMATIAN SERIES:
1 5 3  11 5 each

on’  har  o r lan s

This systemic post-emergent herbicide 
can be sprayed over flower beds, trees, 
shrubs, groundcovers 
and vegetable plants to 
eliminate uackgrass 
and other weedy annual 
and perennial grasses. 
Stops growth of weed 
grasses within 2 days. 
Follow label instructions 
for mixing rates.
5 330–8 oz. 
concen ra e 5

Bonide®
Gra� Beater®

can be sprayed over flower beds, trees, 

Dicentra O�er
ncludes one each of Burning Hearts (p. 6), 

Gold Heart (p. 6), and Pink Diamonds.
#A11 01   (a $52.85 value)  5

Digitalis O�er
ncludes one each of Arctic Fox Rose, 

andy Mountain Rose, and 
Dalmatian Peach.

#A11 0   (a $39.85 value)  33 5
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JULIA RAINBOW MARCELLA
  

RAINBOW MARCELLA
C C
CHERRY FLUFF

C C
HOT PAPAYA

C C
MARMALADE

 C P
BUBBLE GUM

ECCENTRIC YELLOW

CA CH
CORAL CRAZE

 C P
CRANBERRY

FATAL ATTRACTION

 GREEN TWISTER

 
INTENSE 
ORANGE

 
WHITE

 
YELLOW

chinacea ✂ ~ o
( oneflower) Among the most popular 
and widely cultivated of our native prairie 
flowers, they resist heat, drought, insects, 
and disease. Grow in any well-drained soil.

 
These hybrid coneflowers introduced by 
Plants ouveau feature huge, vibrantly 
colored flowers on compact plants. Heavily 
branched plants o er exceptional blooming. 
PP

lia’  #A1163
S/PS, Jul-Sep, H16-18", W15-20", Z 4-8
(P.P. 2462 ) This shorter selection bears big, 
4 inch flowers that open tangerine-orange 
with copper cones, aging to golden-orange.

ain o  arcella’  #A11510
S/PS, Jul-Sep, H16-20", W18-24", Z 4-9
( Rainb2  P.P. 2857 ) This sturdy, well-
branched plant is perfect for borders 
and containers. Blossoms are the color of 
orange sherbet and slowly fade to varying 
shades of pink, giving each bloom a multi-
dimensional look that is uite uni ue.

ello  ain o  arcella’  #A115
S/PS, Jul-Sep, H12-15", W18-24", Z 4-9
( Ech  P.P. 04 0) Blooms are an eye-
catching combination of bright yellow with 
a pink halo. Habit and bloom si e is very 
similar to Rainbow Marcella . 
P C    SERIES:
16 5 3  15 5 each

C C  
These Plants ouveau introductions bred 
by Dutch breeder Arie Blom produce huge, 
double pompon blooms in a rainbow of 
colors. 
Cherr  l ’  #A11565

S/PS, Jul-Sep, H16-20", W15-18", Z 4-9
( Echcher2 8  P.P. 28525) Tight, compact 
plants maintain their habit while continuing 
to bloom all summer long. Blossoms are 
large with lime green centers and creamy 
pink petals flecked with cherry red. BR
Ho  Pa a a’  #A11 6

S/PS, Jul-Sep, H30-36", W18-24", Z 4-9
(P.P. 2 022) Red-orange pompon blooms 
literally si le atop thick stems with maroon 
markings. onsistently double and non-
fading,  inch flowers are accented with a 
skirt  of petals. PP

ar ala e’  #A115 3
S/PS, Jul-Sep, H26-30", W18-24",  Z 4-9
(P.P. 22602) Depending on the age of the 
flower, these large, fragrant and long-lasting 
pompon blooms are a technicolor show of 
gold, apricot, peach, and tangerine. PP
P C   C C  
16 5 3  15 5 each

 C P  
S, Jun-Sep, H22-24", W18-20", Z 4-9
The compact plants of this hybrid series 
all have a well-branched form for superior 
flower production. Bred in the upper 
Midwest to withstand harsh winters. PP

le ’  #A11 0
( Balscblum  P.P. 2 0 ) Large, pompon 
blooms have candy pink, tufted centers and 
flared ray petals. 
Cran err ’  #A11

( Balscanery  P.P. 2476 ) Double, cranberry-
red blooms. 
P C    C P  
16 5 3  15 5 each
 r rea ccen ric ello ’  #A11  

S/PS, Jul-Sep, H24-28", W20-24", Z 3-8 
(PPAF) Bright yellow, double blooms 
command attention. Large blossoms look 
spectacular in the landscape and pair well 
with other medium-tall varieties. BR
16 5 3  15 5 each
  e Ca cher  Coral Cra e’  

#A11503
S/PS, Jul-Sep, H26-28", W26-28", Z 4-8
(P.P. 88 ) ompact plants have better 
basal branching than many older varieties. 
Large, bold flowers are 5 inches across and 
mature from coral pink to lavender pink. 

ear black stems add nice contrast. PP
15 5 3  1 5 each
  a al A rac ion’  #A1153

S/PS, Jul-Sep, H24-30", W18-24", Z 3-8
(P.P. 842 ) Abundant, purplish-pink flowers 
with reddish centers have a double row of 
petals. ell-branched stems are wine-red. PP
16 5 3  15 5 each
 r rea reen is er’  #A0 55

S, Jun-Sep, H38-42", W18-24", Z 3-8
Flowers are a bicolor lemony-green with 
carmine red centers and hori ontally held 
petals. igorous with strong, sturdy stems. 
PP
13 5 3  1 5 each

 
S, Jun-Oct, H15-18", W18-24", Z 4-9
A breakthrough in hybrid Echinaceas. Se-
lected for a vigorous, yet compact habit and 
extremely strong, single flowers. Expect 
abundant blooms from summer until frost.
PP

e ’  #A11 3
( T E H RD  P.P. 2 74 ) Large, bright red 
blooms. Free-flowering. 
n ense range’  #A11 6

( T E H  P.P. 2876 ) Brilliant orange 
blooms o er a commanding presence. 

hi e’  #A11
( T E H  P.P. 0856) Bright white, long-
lasting flowers.

ello ’  #A11 1
( T E H  P.P. 2 22) Blooms are a 
delightfully bright shade of golden yellow.
P C    
15 5 3  1 5 each

Echinacea O�er #1
ncludes one each of Rainbow Marcella, 

Fatal Attraction, and Green Twister.
#A11506   (a $47.85 value)  3 5
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 MAGNUS MOAB SUNSET
PLAYFUL
MEADOW MAMA

P A  P A
ALOHA

P A  P A
BIG KAHUNA

P A  P A
FLAME THROWER

P A  P A
TIKI TORCH

P A  A
TOMATO SOUP

SENSATION PINK

P
CANTALOUPE

H  
STRAWBERRY MANGO

 r rea agn s’  #A1151
S/PS, Jul-Sep, H30-36", W18-24", Z 3-8
Rosy pink petals stand out from coppery-
brown central cones. Plants are vigorous and 
will uickly fill an area with dense foliage 
and brightly-colored blossoms. PP
1 5 3  11 5 each
  oa  nse ’  #A1150

S, Jul-Oct, H12-20", W14", Z 4-9
(PPAF) Large, double blooms are an 
incredibly vibrant shade of orange that 
almost hurts your eyes. ompact plants have 
a nice, upright habit and a very long bloom 
season. PP
15 5 3  1 5 each
  Pla l ea o  a a’  #A1156

S, Jun-Sep, H20-24", W18-24", Z 4-9
(PPAF) Another fine Dutch variety from AB-

ultivars. The bicolor, raspberry pink flowers 
have pinched white tips and red central 
cones. A fine combination sure to attract 
attention in the garden or landscape. PP
1 5 3  16 5 each

  P  anilla’  #A115 1
S/PS, Jun-Oct, H18-22", W24", Z 4-10
( T E HP  P.P. 28788) reamy, 4 inch 
blossoms have a double, anemone-type look 
with light yellow cone florets. The plants 
have strong stems that don t flop. PP
15 5 3  1 5 each
  ensa ion Pink’  #A1153

S/PS, Jul-Sep, H16-18", W16-22", Z 4-9
(P.P. 265 ) Three inch blossoms of intense, 
saturated pink adorn sturdy plants. BR
1 5 3  13 5 each
  oo hie  ra err  ango’  

#A115
S, Jun-Aug, H23-27", W18-23", Z 4-9
(PPAF) Large blooms have a red, central 
cone ringed with red and long, reflexing, 
light yellow petals. igorous, compact 
plants are strong and uite floriferous.  PP
15 5 3  1 5 each
  re e  Can alo e’  #A116 1

S/PS, Jul-Sep, H26-30", W15-20", Z 4-9
(P.P. 248 7) Absolutely the color of a ripe 
cantaloupe. oung flowers look like brown-
eyed, double gerbera daisies, becoming full 
and rounded. Plants have good branching 
o ering a great bloom display. PP
15 5 3  1 5 each

P A  P A  
These Terra ova urseries introductions 
o er summer-long bloom, strong stems 
with lots of branching, and all-around great 
performance in the landscape. PP
Aloha’  #A1163

S/PS, Jul-Sep, H22-32", W24-30", Z 4-8
(P.P. 2 525) Layered petals of yellow flare 
wide and straight around orange cones on 
this summer to frost bloomer. ery fragrant. 

ig ah na’  #A1156
S/PS, Jul-Sep, H20-28", W18-20", Z 4-9
(P.P. 26 5 ) Giant, 4½ inch blooms are 
honey-mango in color with a fabulous scent 
that takes you straight to the tropics. ery 
floriferous.

la e hro er’  #A115
S/PS, Jul-Sep, H36-40", W30-40", Z 4-8
(P.P. 2 2) Two-tone orange and yellow, ½ 
to 4 inch flowers are hot, hot, hot  They re 
fragrant too  

iki orch’  #A11 5
S/PS, Jul-Sep, H28-34", W24-28", Z 4-9
(P.P. 88 ) Huge, 4½ inch flowers are 
pumpkin-orange with wide petals and 
large, copper-orange central cones. Sure to 
ignite the garden  
P C   P A  P A  
15 5 3  1 5 each

Prairie ars  o a o o ’  #A115
S/PS, Jul-Sep, H30-34", W24-28", Z 3-9
(P.P. 427) on-fading, tomato-red flowers 
up to 6 inches across look like flares in the 
garden border. A very floriferous variety. PP
1 5 3  16 5 each

E.  Pri a  a ron’ #A11 0
S, Jun-Oct, H12-15", W18", Z 4-9
( T E HPS  PPAF) ntroduced by Terra 

ova urseries, this petite selection is a 
compact super-bloomer. Able to bloom 
without vernali ation, plants begin flowering 
early in the season and don’t stop until a hard 
frost Single, golden orange blooms are very 
eye-catching in the landscape. PP
16 5 3  15 5 each

P  A A

P A  A

New 

Echinacea O�er #2
ncludes one each of Playful Meadow 

Mama, Aloha, and Big ahuna.
#A1150   (a $49.85 value)  1 5

rea  or i i ing an  lan ing

At ust 2  inches long, you can 
easily fit this little spade into 
tight spaces and use it while 
kneeling or standing. The 
T-shaped design of the 
handle eases stress on 
the hand and wrist. The 
heart-shaped head is 
forged from high-
carbon steel and 
measures 5 inches 
long by 4½ inches 
wide. Made in Holland.
531 5 ach 1 5

DeWit®
Perennial Planter

New 
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RED FEATHERS LILAFEE RUBRUM

BLUE JACKPOT BLUE GLITTER

BIG BLUE

ASCOT RAINBOW

chi  ~ o
Low-growing, basal rosettes of foliage 
produce showy spikes of flowers. Plants 
prefer full sun and well-drained soil that 
is not too rich as this may prevent flower 
formation. 

 a oen  e  ea hers’  #A11650
S, May-Oct, H10-16", W8-12", Z 3-9
This drought-tolerant plant grows well in 
poor soils. Grows mounds of dark green, 
narrow, leathery foliage with flower spikes 
of rose-red florets. Heaviest bloom is in 
spring  deadhead for rebloom. PP
1 5 3  11 5 each

i e i ✂ ~
(Barrenwort) Long-lived, shade-tolerant 
plants have attractive, multi-colored foliage 
that forms nice thick clumps. Heart-shaped 
leaves appear ust after flowering and are 
deciduous. Small, cup-shaped, spurred 
flowers on wiry stems appear in mid-spring. 
Prefers humus-rich, moist, slightly acidic soil. 

 gran i or  ila ee’  #A11551
PS/SH, Apr-May, H8-12", W12"+, Z 4-9
Lavender-violet flowers. Maroon young 
leaflets mature to green. ompact and very  
floriferous. BR
1 5 3  13 5 each
  r r   #A1155

PS/SH, Apr-May, H10-12", W12"+, Z 4-9
Red flowers with yellow spurs are followed 
by green leaves tinged red, turning copper, 
red, and yellow in fall. BR
13 5 3  1 5 each

r ngi ✂ ~ o
(Sea Holly) one-shaped or rounded flowers 
are surrounded by sti , spiny, petal-like 
structures called bracts and are excellent 
for floral arrangements. Leave the stalks to 
dry on the plant as they provide wonderful 
winter interest as well as seed for birds. 
Drought and salt tolerant plants seldom need 
division and grow in any well-drained soil. 

  l e ack o ’  #A11601
S, Jul-Aug, H24-32", W20-28", Z 4-7
Deep blue flowers surrounded by very large, 
frilled blue bracts are larger than the species. 
Strong, well-branched stems are also blue 
near the top. BR
13 5 3  1 5 each
 lan  l e li er’  #A1161

S, Jul-Aug, H36-40", W18-20", Z 4-8
One of the fastest varieties to mature, 
blooming in its first year. Masses of spiky, 
intense blue flowers are held above clump-
forming green foliage. PP
1 5 3  11 5 each
 a elii ig l e’  #A11600

S, Jun-Aug, H28-32", W24-28", Z 4-9
(P.P. 206 6) Large, 4 inch, flower heads are 
iridescent blue surrounded by finely divided, 
lacy blue bracts. Blue stems contrast with 
silvery leaves. BR
1 5 3  13 5 each

rochi ✂ ~ o
(Boneset) (a.k.a. Eupatorium) These nectar-
rich plants re uire good soil and ade uate 
moisture to reach their full potential. ut 
plants to the ground in early spring to keep 
them compact and maximi e blooming.

 r gos  Chocola e’ #A11665
S/PS/SH, Aug-Oct, H35-48", W28-34",
Z 4-9
Foliage begins dark brown in spring and 
gradually changes to dark green through 
the summer months. Starry white flowers 
present a nice contrast in the fall. Tolerates 
dry shade once established. PP
13 5 3  1 5 each

hor ia
(Spurge) Rather than true flowers, these 
perennials typically gain their bright color 
from showy leaf bracts. They are easy-care, 
long-lived, and drought tolerant. Plant in any 
average, well-drained soil.

  ar inii Asco  ain o ’  #A116 3
S/PS, May-Jun, H18-22", W18-22", Z 5-9
(P.P. 2 40 ) A lovely variegated form, grey-
green leaves have a bold, yellow edge and 
look great in the garden from spring through 
frost. n fall, the foliage becomes flushed with 
tones of red, pink, and orange. Bears uni ue 
looking, variegated floral bracts in spring. PP
13 5 3  1 5 each
 ol chro a on re’  #A116 0

S/PS, May-Jun, H12-15", W15-18", Z 5-9
(P.P. 8585) Foliage emerges green but 

uickly turns maroon-red with bla ing 
reddish-orange tips. Bright chartreuse and 
gold flowering bracts add brilliant spring 
color. PP
13 5 3  1 5 each

BONFIRE

CHOCOLATE

New 

orks grea  or eer an  ra i s

These easy-to-use re-
pellent tubes contain 
a completely organic 
formulation that uses 
highly concentrated 
garlic oil to repel deer 
and rabbits for a whole 
season, even through 
wind, rain, and snow. 
Simply break the seal 
to activate the product 
and then clip the biodegradable contain-
er to the plant, attach to a nearby fence 
or support, or lay it on the ground. Each 
tube lasts 6 to 8 months. Package of 25.
5 030– ach 5

Fend O�™
Repe�ent Od� Cli�
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erns ✂
The graceful, ornamental foliage of hardy 
ferns is especially valuable for shaded to 
partially shaded locations. They provide 
lush cover with little care. Plant in moist, 
highly organic, slightly acid soil. A mulch 
will preserve moisture.
A h ri   o illa’ #A11 1
PS/SH, H24-36", W48-72", Z 3-8
This monster is a stunning beauty in the 
shade garden. t can reach up to  feet high 
and spread to almost twice that. uite similar 
in coloration to apanese Painted Fern, its 
silvery gray-blue fronds are accented with 
green and are held on contrasting deep 
purple stems. t forms a massive mound of 
gracefully arching fronds. ntroduced by 
Plant Delights ursery. PP
1 5 3  13 5 each

RED BEAUTY DRYOPTERIS MATTEUCCIA

ARIZONA APRICOT
ARIZONA 
RED SHADES

ARIZONA SUN

ROSYJANE SPARKLE WHITE

ELKE A  

A  A  P

A h ri  ni onic  e  ea ’ 
#A11 06
PS/SH, H14-18", W24-30",  Z 4-8
Silver, red, and green fronds are similar to 
apanese Painted Fern, but with brighter 

red stems and central veins. Has a 
wonderful tricolor effect. PP
1 5 3  13 5 each
r o eris er hrosora #A11

PS/SH, H18-24", W18-24", Z 5-9
ew fronds emerge in shades of cop-

pery-bron e and transform to a bright green 
later in the season. Grows best in consistently 
moist soil and dappled shade. PP
13 5 3  1 5 each
a e ccia s r hio eris #A11 0

PS/SH, H36-60", W36-60", Z 3-8
strich Fern. Bright green, gracefully 

arching, feathery fronds. Spreads uickly. 
ill grow in full sun with ade uate 

moisture. PP
1 5 3  13 5 each

aillar ia ~ o
(Blanket Flower) A popular perennial due to 
its ease of culture, showy flowers, and all-
summer flower display. t tolerates hot, dry 
situations well. Plants form tight clumps of 
lobed, hairy foliage. Blooms held on wiry 
stems are produced continuously even 
without deadheading. Avoid overly rich 
soil. Good drainage is essential. 
ARIZONA SERIES
S, Jun-Oct, H10-12", W12-18", Z 3-10
(G. x aristata) These highly awarded 
gaillardias feature widely adapted plants 
that are compact and uniform. They flower 
abundantly with a longer bloom period than 
other blanket flowers and display vivid, 
non-fading colors. Blooms first year from 
seed. PP
Ari ona A rico ’ #A11 3
Ari ona e  ha es’ #A11 33
Ari ona n’ #A11 3
PRICE OF ARIZONA SERIES:
1 5 3  11 5 each

a ra  ~ o
( andflower) A tough, adaptable, .S. 
native plant that tolerates drought and high 
humidity. t has a graceful habit with arching 
stems, bearing many buds which open a few 
flowers at a time. t blooms continuously all 
summer without deadheading.

 lin hei eri elle a  ark Pink’ 
#A11
S/PS, Jun-Sep, H12-18", W18-24", Z 6-9
Plants have an airy texture and shorter 
flower stems. Blossoms are dark pink. PP
1 5 3  11 5 each
 lin hei eri os ane’ #A11 60

S, Jul-Oct, H18-24", W18-24", Z 5-9
( Harrosy  P.P. 222 0) A lovely variety from 
England producing uni ue bicolor flowers 
of white edged with cherry-pink. isually 
stunning  PP
1 5 3  11 5 each
 lin hei eri arkle hi e’ #A11

S/PS, Jun-Sep, H10-24", W14-20", Z 5-9
Plants produce masses of white blossoms 
earlier in the season than other varieties. 
20 4 AAS Bedding Plant Award inner. PP
1 5 3  11 5 each

erani  ~
( ranesbill) Hardy perennial geraniums are 
long-lived, pest resistant and come in a won-
derful array of colors, types, and si es. They 
are easy to grow, their only re uirements 
being moist, well-drained soil. Most benefit 
from a good shearing after initial flowering 
to encourage new foliage and rebloom.

 ra ense o le e el’  #A11 3
S/PS, May-Aug, H15-18", W18-24", Z 5-8
(PPAF) The uni ue, large and double flow-
ers of this Meadow ranesbill are white with 
lavender-purple hearts. Finely cut foliage is 
intense dark green. BR
16 5 3  15 5 each
 sang ine  lke’  #A11

S/PS, May-Oct, H6-8", W12-18", Z 3-8
Hot pink flowers have bright white edges 
and centers. Blooms all summer with the 
heaviest flush in early summer. Finely cut 
green foliage forms attractive mounds, 
turning red in fall. BR
1 5 3  11 5 each 
  sang ine  a  rei’  #A11 5

S/PS, May-Jun, H6-12", W12-24", Z 3-8
Dark green, deeply lobed leaves nicely o set 
the reddish-purple, single blooms. PP
13 5 3  1 5 each

Back
Again!

Geranium O�er
ncludes one each of Double ewel, Elke, 

and Sandrine (p. 42).
#A11 31   (a $46.85 value)  3 5

DOUBLE JEWEL

GODZILLA

r er oll ree 1 00 3 5035
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PERFECT STORM

PRETTICOATS™ PEACH

BLACKHAWKS

BOULDER BLUE

RED OCTOBER
CALAMAGROSTIS 
BRACHYTRICHA

 Per ec  or ’  #A11
S/PS, May-Jul, H10-14", W18-22", Z 5-8
Low, spreading plants have velvety, grey-
green foliage that provides an ideal backdrop
for petite, black-centered, magenta-pink 
blooms. A very floriferous selection. PP
15 5 3  1 5 each

ra ense P r le hos ’  #A11 0
S/PS, May-Aug, H18-20", W12-18", Z 4-8
(PPAF)–This deer and mildew resistant
variety has gorgeous, deep purple, heavily
lobed foliage. Soft lavender flowers are  to 2
inches across. PP
15 5 3  1 5 each

allichian  ose a’  #A11 1
S/PS, Jun-Sep, H7-10", W16-18", Z 4-8
(P.P. 0 ) Performs like Ro anne, but with 
blooms in a bright shade of pink instead of
violet-blue. The 2 inch blooms appear from
early summer until frost and look wonderful
in containers and borders. BR
15 5 3  1 5 each

 o anne’  #A11 13
S/PS, Jun-Sep, H18-20", W24-36", Z 5-8
Large, ½ to 2½ inch saucer-shaped, violet-
blue flowers top mounds of deep green 
foliage lightly marbled with chartreuse. Has 
a very long bloom period. ntroduced by 
Blooms of Bressingham. 2008 Perennial of the 
Year. PP 
1 5 3  13 5 each

 an rine’  #A11 1
S/PS, Jun-Oct, H28-32", W18-20", Z 4-8
(P.P. 850) This aromatic, spreading 
geranium features bright yellow-green 
young leaves that mature to green and turn 
red in the fall. The large flower heads are 
deep purple with black centers. Makes an 
excellent ground cover. BR
16 5 3  15 5 each

GUNSMOKE

Geum ✂ ~ o
(Avens) Plants form low clumps of coarse, 
glossy green leaves from which emerge 
branching stems holding ½ inch round 
flowers. Deadheading will encourage more 
blooms and pruning back after flowering 
re uvenates the foliage. Grow in rich, moist, 
well-drained soil.

 Pre icoa s  Peach’  #A11
S, Apr-Sep, H10-12", W18-22", Z 5-9
( T GE PP  P.P. 208) A reblooming va-
riety that will produce flowers all summer 
long. The semi-double flowers are a refresh-
ing shade of peach. ntroduced by Terra 

ova ursery. PP
15 5 3  1 5 each

Ornamental Grasses
rnamental grasses add structure and 

texture to perennial plantings. Generally 
they are easy maintenance plants re uiring 
only an annual shearing before spring 
growth starts. Allow 2 to  years for them to 
grow to their full potential. 
An ro ogon gerar ii lackha ks’  
#A1 105
S, Aug-Sep, H48-60", W12-24", Z 3-9
(P.P. 27 4 ) Big Bluestem. A seedling of Red 

ctober , spring foliage emerges deep green 
to dark purple, and transitions to near black 
when night temperatures cool in the fall. 
Tiny seed heads provide winter interest and 
food for birds. Ideal for erosion control and 
naturali ing. PP
15 5 3  1 5 each

An ro ogon gerar ii e  c o er’  
#A1 100
S, Aug-Sep, H60-72", W24-30", Z 3-8
(P.P. 2628 ) Big Bluestem. Red tipped green 
leaves emerge in spring, later darkening 
to deep purple and then a bright scarlet in 
autumn. Scarlet-red flower heads adorn this 
beauty in autumn adding to its ornamental 
appeal. PP
15 5 3  1 5 each

Cala agros is rach richa   #A1 111
S/PS, Aug-Sep, H46-50", W34-38", Z 4-9

orean Feather Reed Grass. Glossy green, 
½ inch, arching leaves form large, upright 
clumps that are uite impressive. A warm 
season grass, plants bear fluffy, bottlebrush 
plumes in late summer. Although it s one 
of the few grasses that will bloom in partial 
shade, flowering is best in full sun. PP
13 5 3  1 5 each
es ca gla ca o l er l e’ #A11 1

S, Jul, H6-8", W8-12", Z 4-8
Blue Fescue. Dainty, wheat-like flower 
stalks become bu -colored as they age. Fo-
liage is blue. deal for edgings and accents 
in hot, dry situations. PP
1 5 3  11 5 each
iscan h s sinensis i le iss’  

#A1 1 3
S, Jul-Oct, H24-36", W24-30", Z 4-9
A miniature fountain grass. Leaves emerge 
green but increasingly develop red-purple 
coloration in summer and fall. Reddish 
flowers in summer change to tan and persist 
into winter. Good for containers and the 
landscape. PP
15 5 3  1 5 each

Panic  irga  ns oke’  
#A1 156
S, Aug-Sep, H48-54", W36-40", Z 4-9
(P.P. 2 7 ) pright, bluish-green foliage 
bears airy seedheads that billow atop the fo-
liage beginning in late summer, adding won-
derful movement to the fall and winter land-
scape. A widely adaptable, vigorous grower. 
A North American native selection.  PP
15 5 3  1 5 each

PURPLE GHOST ROSETTA ROZANNE SANDRINE

Geranium continued

New 

LITTLE MISS
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SHENANDOAH BURGUNDY BUNNY DESERT PLAINSHUSH PUPPY™

LEMON SQUEEZE

TWILIGHT ZONE

INDIAN STEEL
SPOROBOLUS
HETEROLEPIS

THE BLUES

Patina Herons
A  his ea i l 

a ar  A ongs  all rasses
This elegantly crafted statuary adds some whimsy and style 
to the landscape. The gorgeous bron e patina on these birds 
make them a distinctive focal point in any garden, and they 
look right at home when placed near water features or tall 
grasses. A 4 inch stake is included with each heron to secure 
it to the ground.
# 105   Pa ina Heron 5
# 106  5  Preening Pa ina Heron 5

Patina Heron

Preening 
Patina Heron

Panic  irga  henan oah’ 
#A1 13
S, Jul-Aug, H36-48", W24-36", Z 4-9
Red Switch Grass. This selection from Ger-
many is unmatched for burgundy fall color. 
Green in early summer, the leaves take on 
dark red hues by uly, turning wine-colored 
by September. Reddish flower heads appear 
in midsummer. PP
13 5 3  1 5 each

Pennise  alo ec roi es 
rg n  nn ’  #A1 1 0

S, Jul-Aug, H12-16", W15-18", Z 5-9
(P.P. 2 7) Miniature Fountain Grass. A 
cute grass for containers and garden accents. 
The green foliage begins to turn red in 
summer heat, becoming bla ing red by fall 
and holding color until frost. ream flower 
plumes appear in late summer, lasting over 
 months. PP
1 5 3  13 5 each 

Pennise  alo ec roi es 
H sh P   #A1 15
S, Jul-Oct, H28-32", W12-24", Z 5-9
( Tift PA5  P.P. 027) Fountain Grass. Adds 
wonderful movement to the landscape. 

lumps of slender, rich green foliage bear 
long-lasting brownish pink plumes begin-
ning in midsummer. Sterile and non-inva-
sive. PP
15 5 3  1 5 each

PRAIRIE WINDS® SERIES
These grasses add wonderful texture and 
movement to the landscape. All have been 
thoroughly tested by alters Gardens and 
proven themselves to be deer resistant. PP
Pennise  alo ec roi es 

eser  Plains’  #A1 1 3
S, Aug-Oct, H36-48", W36-48", Z 5-9
(P.P. 2075 ) Fountain Grass. arrow, 
arching, green leaves form an attractive 
vase-shaped clump topped with showy, 5 
inch bottlebrush plumes of smoky purple 
that age to tan. Foliage takes on red, orange, 
and gold highlights in fall. 
Pennise  alo ec roi es 

e on ee e’  #A1 15
S, Jul-Sep, H36-40", W48-54", Z 5-9
(PPAF) Fountain Grass. Arching foliage is a 
bold, eye-catching shade of chartreuse that 
adds wonderful contrast to the landscape. 

onsiderably more vigorous than other 
gold-leafed Pennisetums. oppery seed-
heads appear in midsummer adding nice 
depth and texture.  PP
PRICE OF PRAIRIE WINDS® SERIES:
15 5 3  1 5 each

chi ach ri  sco ari  he l es’ 
#A1 161
S, Aug-Oct, H24-48", W18-24", Z 3-9
Little Bluestem. ery upright clumps of 
foliage have a lovely blue tint that turns to 
tones of burgundy-red in fall. Bears purplish 
flowers in late summer. onderful for 
vertical accents. PP

1 5 3  13 5 each
chi ach ri  sco ari  

iligh  one’  #A1 0 0
S, Oct, H48-60", W22-26", Z 3-9
(P.P. 274 2) Little Bluestem. The eerily 
iridescent foliage of this grass shimmers in 
the landscape. t has a silvery-mauve cast 
that appears in midsummer and lasts until 
fall when bright purple tones appear. PP
15 5 3  1 5 each
orghas r  n ans n ian eel’  

#A11
S, Jul-Nov, H48-72", W12-24", Z 3-10
This plant is typically found in prairies and 
open woodland areas. Metallic-blue foliage 
forms attractive clumps. Reddish brown 
flower heads with yellow anthers bloom in 
midsummer and last until frost. PP
13 5 3  1 5 each

oro ol s he erole is  #A1 1 0
S, Aug-Oct, H24-36", W24-36", Z 3-9
Prairie Dropseed. arrow, green blades form 
soft-looking, cascading mounds of foliage 
that turn shades of gold to deep orange in 
fall. Bears pale pink flowers in late summer. 
Although seed heads follow the flowers, this 
species is not known to be invasive. PP
13 5 3  1 5 each

New 
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DOUBLE TROUBLE RUBRUM

LORAINE SUNSHINE

RED SHADES

HONEYMOON® 
SANDY SHORES

HONEYMOON® 
TROPICAL SUNSET

HONEYMOON®
FRENCH KISS

HONEYMOON® 
ROMANTIC GETAWAY

TUSCAN GOLD™

HONEYMOON® 
SPANISH FLARE

MARIACHI™ FUEGO MOERHEIM BEAUTY AUTUMN GOLD ASAHI

Helenium ✂ ~ o
(Snee eweed) Also called Helen s Flower. 
This easily grown, floriferous orth 
American native provides bright color 
in late summer and fall. Plants produce 
abundant, small flowers and lance-shaped 
foliage. Plant in any well-drained soil.
H   o le ro le’  #A1 033
S, Jul-Oct, H28-34", W24-36",  Z 4-8
(P.P. 8206) Sunny yellow, double flowers 
with deep yellow central cones are held atop 
strong stems on compact, bushy plants. BR
11 5 3  10 5 each

H  a nale ariachi  ego’  
#A1 03
S, Jul-Oct, H18-22", W20-24", Z 3-9
(P.P. 25 77) Fiery orange-red and yellow 
bicolor flowers with brown centers. 

ompact, well-branched plants bloom all 
summer. From Plants ouveau. PP
13 5 3  1 5 each

H   oerhei  ea ’  #A1 0 6
S, Jul-Oct, H36-48", W24-36", Z 3-8
Petals in varying shades of orange-red 
surround prominent, velvety reddish-brown 
centers. BR
11 5 3  10 5 each

Helianthus ✂ o 
(Sunflower) A genus that encompasses both 
annual and perennial species in a wide vari-
ety of heights and bloom types. The variety 
o ered here is a perennial and will return 
year after year. Most prefer humus-rich, 
well-drained soil and full sun. 
H  salici oli s A n ol ’  #A1 056
S, Sep-Nov, H24-26", W20-24", Z 5-10
(P.P. 0 7) This selection of native willow-
leafed sunflower makes a fantastic display 
in fall. ompact, mounded plants with long, 
drooping leaves become completely covered 
with golden flowers that last past the first 
frost  An excellent butterfly plant. PP
13 5 3  1 5 each

Heliopsis ✂ ~ o
(False Sunflower) These bright, cheerful 
plants are perfect for mid-to-late summer 
color when you would expect the perennial 
border to be at its riotous best. Drought 
tolerant and easy to grow in well-drained soil. 
H  helian hoi es Asahi’  #A1 06
S, Jul-Oct, H28-30", W18-24", Z 3-9
A fully double variety with sturdy stems 
that do not re uire staking. Deadhead plants 
as flowers fade to maximi e blooming. 
The name is apanese for morning sun  
in reference to the warm shine the flowers 
provide in the garden. BR
1 5 3  11 5 each

Helle or s ✂ ~
These unusual perennials bloom in 
midwinter in mild climates and late winter 
or early spring in areas where the ground 
free es hard. All re uire moist, highly 
organic, well-draining alkaline soil. They are 
sometimes slow to establish but are long-
lived, preferring not to be disturbed.

HONEYMOON® SERIES
S/PS, Mar-Apr, H18-24", W24", Z 4-9
Like their double-flowered counterparts, 
this single-flowered series was bred by Hans 
Hansen of alters Gardens, nc. arieties 
were chosen for their vigor, rich flower color, 
and abundant, showy flowers. PP

rench iss’  #A1 05
hite blooms are veined with deep pink 

that intensifies toward the center. Each 
flower measures  to ½ inches across. 

o an ic e a a ’  #A1 0
hite,  inch flowers have a bold, red 

patterned center. ery eye-catching.
an  hores’  #A1 053

Apricot blossoms are 2½ to  inches in 
diameter and blushed with rosy pink at the 
edges. enters are dark pink and the reverse 
is also blushed with pink.

anish lare’  #A1 1
Attractive,  inch blooms are light yellow 
with maroon centers.

ro ical nse ’  #A1 0 6
reamy yellow,  inch flowers are streaked 

with burgundy red veins and edged in a 
matching color.
PRICE OF HONEYMOON® SERIES: 
1 5 3  16 5 each

H  helian hoi es oraine nshine’  
#A1 065
S, Jul-Sep, H24-30", W18-24", Z 3-9
The foliage of this plant is spectacular. 

hite leaves have crisp green veins that 
turn darker late in the season. Large, yellow, 
daisy-like flowers appear all summer on 
well-branched plants. BR
1 5 3  13 5 each

H   e  ha es’  #A1 060
S, Jul-Sep, H24-26", W18-22", Z 4-9
Soft red, 2 inch flowers shade toward orange 
at the edge of the petals and have brown, 
central cones. Sti  stems hold the blooms 
upright. Dark green foliage is tinted with 
dark chocolate brown. BR
13 5 3  1 5 each

H  helian hoi es scan ol  
#A1 06
S/PS, Jul-Sep, H24-32", W20-24", Z 3-9
( nhelsodor  P.P. 2 8 ) ompact plants 
sport golden yellow, daisy-like flowers and 
dark green foliage that is mildew resistant. 
BR
1 5 3  13 5 each
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WEDDING PARTY® 
FLOWER GIRL

WEDDING PARTY® 
MAID OF HONOR

WEDDING PARTY®
WEDDING BELLS

WEDDING PARTY® 
WEDDING CRASHER APPLETINI

BERRY SMOOTHIE

BLACK TAFFETA

CHERRY COLA FIRE ALARM

FOREVER® PURPLE

CARNIVAL
WATERMELON

FRILLY

BERRY TIMELESS

New 

WEDDING PARTY® SERIES
S/PS, Mar-Apr, H18-24", W22-26", Z 4-9

alters Gardens, nc. hybridi er Hans 
Hansen has put together this festive 
collection in order to honor members of 
wedding parties. Fitting, since these plants 
are some of the first to bloom in spring, and 
can symboli e new beginnings. PP

lo er irl’  #A1 0 1
Sweet, ruffled blossoms of white to light pink 
blushed with deep rose at the edges. Double 
blooms are 2½ to  inches in diameter. 

ai  o  Honor’  #A1 0
Double, 2 to  inch blossoms range from light 
to dark pink. Some show tinges of white 
toward the edges or deep pink speckling.

e ing ells’  #A1 0 3
Ruffled, clear white blooms are infused 
with lime green toward the centers. Double 
blossoms measure 2 to 2½ inches across.

e ing Crasher’  #A1 0
Soft pink,  inch blooms are heavily 
speckled with darker pink. Lends an exotic 
look to the early spring landscape.
PRICE OF WEDDING PARTY® SERIES:
1 5 3  1 5 each

Heuchera ✂ ~
( oral Bells) oral Bells o er an incredible 
variety of foliage si es and colors. All have 
ivy-shaped leaves topped by airy sprays 
of small, bell-like flowers. Plant in humus-
rich, moist, well-drained soil. Shear old top 
growth in spring. Mulch after the ground 
free es to prevent heaving. 
H   olce  A le ini’  #A1 316
PS/SH, July-Aug, H8-10", W24-30", Z 4-9
(P.P. 2 6) A refreshing blast of color for the 
landscape. Bright lime green leaves have an 
attractive silvery overlay, but the flowers are 
the true star of the show. A vibrant shade of 
ruby red, the flowers provide a striking con-
trast to the foliage. PP
1 5 3  13 5 each

H   err  oo hie’  #A1 16
PS/SH, May-Jun, H15-18", W15-18", Z 4-9
(P.P. 2 87 ) The large, lobed leaves display 
colors from purple-rose to rose-pink. Adapts 
well to hot, humid conditions. From Terra 

ova urseries. PP
15 5 3  1 5 each 

H   err  i eless’  #A1 10
S/PS/SH, Jun-Sep, H6-10", W18-20", Z 4-9
(P.P. 26 57) Seemingly non-stop blooms 
of light pink maturing to deep red are 
produced on 8 to 20 inch scapes starting 
early summer and continuing on into 
early fall. Foliage is green overlaid with an 
attractive silvery pattern. PP
15 5 3  1 5 each

H   lack a e a’  #A1 5
S/PS, May-Jun, H12-15", W14-16", Z 4-9
(P.P. 26 62) Elegantly ruffled, large black 
leaves are glossy with an attractive purple-
pink reverse. Mound-forming plants add 
luxurious texture to the perennial shade 
garden and hold up well in sunnier locations 
as well. From Terra ova urseries. PP
15 5 3  1 5 each

H   Carni al a er elon’  #A1 3 3
PS/SH, May-Jun, H10-12", W12-14", Z 4-9
(P.P. 2480 ) Foliage emerges burgundy 
red with a silver overlay and transitions to 
silvery green, creating a wonderful multi-
color display. Bears white flowers. Exhibits 
excellent tolerance to heat and humidity. PP
1 5 3  13 5 each

H   Cherr  Cola’  #A1
S/PS, May-Jun, H16-18", W12-16", Z 4-9
(P.P. 22 67) Part of the Soda  series intro-
duced by Terra ova urseries. Mounds of 
gently lobed leaves in a beautiful shade of 
rusty reddish brown display stems bearing 
bright, cherry-red flowers. PP
15 5 3  1 5 each

H   ire Alar ’  #A1 03
S/PS/SH, Jun-Aug, H10-14", W12-16", Z 4-9
(P.P. 24525) Leathery foliage emerges bright, 
fire-engine red in spring, transitions to deep 
red in summer, and turns back to bright red 
in fall. ntroduced by Terra ova urseries. 
PP
15 5 3  1 5 each

H   rill   #A1 3
S/PS/SH, Jul-Aug, H12-14", W12-14", Z 4-9
( Alchefril  PPAF) Looking almost more like 
coral than a oral Bell, these dense plants of-
fer a very di erent look in the landscape and 
containers. Heavily ruffled leaves emerge  
in tones of red before transitioning to deep 
caramel and tan. Bears pale pink flowers. PP
15 5 3  1 5 each

H   ore er  P r le’  #A1
S/PS/SH, Jun-Aug, H12-15", W20-24",Z 4-9
( T HE FP  P.P. 26 58) igorous mound-
forming plants have intense purple, ruffled 
leaves that keep their color through the 
winter for four seasons of interest. ery short, 
purple-pink flower spikes adorn this plant 
in the summer and attract butterflies and 
other pollinators. ntroduced by Terra ova 

urseries. PP
15 5 3  1 5 each

H   ore er  e ’  #A1 1 5
S/PS/SH, Aug-Sep, H7-14", W12-16", Z 4-9
( T HE FR  P.P. 2 644) The lightly ruffled, 
deeply cut foliage is intense red in spring and 
fall when temperatures are the coolest, and 
somewhat more muted during the summer. 
Fast-growing, vigorous plants bear short 
spikes with white flowers in mid to late 
summer. From Terra ova urseries. PP
15 5 3  1 5 each

New 

FOREVER® RED
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RED LIGHTNING

STAINLESS STEEL TIMELESS NIGHT

SPELLBOUND

CITRONELLE

CATCHING FIRE

GLITTER MIDNIGHT ROSE PAPRIKA PARIS

H   eorgia Peach’  #A1 3 3
S/PS, Jun-Jul, H12-15", W18-24", Z 4-9
(P.P. 75) Big leaves up to 8 inches across 
emerge brilliant peachy-orange in spring 
with a silvery overlay, turning to rose by 
summer and taking on burgundy hues 
with a frosted veil in the fall. Bears dainty, 
creamy-white flowers on 0 inch spikes. PP
15 5 3  1 5 each

H   li er’  #A1 0
S/PS/SH, Jun-Sep, H10-16", W12-16", Z 4-9
(P.P. 250 ) The silver foliage of this variety is 
unmistakable in the landscape. ontrasting 
black veins, soft violet undersides and 
bright fuchsia flowers give it extra glit  and 
glam . A true show-stopper. PP
15 5 3  1 5 each

H   i nigh  ose’  #A1 335
S/PS, May-Jun, H10-12", W14-18", Z 4-9
(P.P. 855 ) Deep purple, near black leaves 
are speckled with bright pink. The spots 
expand as the leaves grow into a rounded, 
vigorous mound of foliage. PP
15 5 3  1 5 each

H   Pa rika’  #A1
S/PS/SH, May-Jun, H8-12", W14-18", Z 4-9
(P.P. 24575) Large foliage is an eye-catching 
shade of glowing coral-orange. ompact 
plants are well-behaved and add a tropical 
appeal to the landscape. PP
15 5 3  1 5 each

H   Paris’  #A1 0
PS, May-Sep, H7-10", W12-14", Z 4-9
(P.P. 888 ) A minty selection from Terra 
Nova with striking silver-veiled green leaves 
forming tight mounds. ontinuous columns 
of large, rose-colored flowers are produced 
repeatedly until frost. A single bloom stem 
can last up to 2 months. PP
1 5 3  13 5 each

H   e  igh ning’  #A1 3
PS/SH, Jun-Aug, H10-12", W14-18", Z 4-9
(P.P. 27767) Shocking red veins cut through 
the lime green leaves of this fantastic 
specimen. Add it to the shade garden for an 
electrifying burst of color. PP
15 5 3  1 5 each

H   ell o n ’  #A1
S/PS, May-Sep, H9-16", W12-16", Z 4-9
(P.P. 24 0 ) Da ling silver leaves have 
purple undersides and fuchsia purple tones 
in spring and fall. The silver color is more 
apparent in shaded locations. Large, dense, 
fast-growing plants bear white flowers on 6 
inch scapes. PP
15 5 3  1 5 each

H   ainless eel’  #A1 30
PS/SH, Jun-Aug, H8-12", W18-24", Z 4-9
(P.P. 2 4 ) ewly emerging foliage is 
almost pure silver, progressing to display 
deep purple veins and purple undersides 
on leaves that are silvery-green. Bears rather 
large, white flowers. ery heat and humidity 
tolerant. A tough, sturdy grower. PP
1 5 3  13 5 each

H   i eless igh ’  #A1 1
S/PS/SH, Jun-Aug, H8-10", W16-18", Z 4-9
(PPAF) Mounded, compact plants have 
dramatic, deep black-purple foliage. Dark, 
6 to 8 inch scapes hold rosy pink florets. 

Plants rebloom throughout the summer. PP
15 5 3  1 5 each

H   o a  a ’  #A1 3
S/PS, Jul-Oct, H8-12", W10-14", Z 4-9
(P.P. 2 54) A color-changing variety, lobed 
leaves transition from honey topa  to gold 
and finally lime green, all with a heavy 
white overlay. reamy yellow flowers top 
the foliage in summer. n winter, some red-
dish undertones appear and the white veil 
becomes even more opa ue.  PP
15 5 3  1 5 each

H  illosa Cara el’  #A1 3 0
S/PS/SH, Aug-Oct, H8-12", W15-24", Z 4-9
(P.P. 6560) Large leaves of bright golden-
caramel with orange highlights and red 
undersides. Dainty, cream colored, bell-
shaped flowers are produced on 2 foot 
stems in mid-to-late summer above the large 
mound of colorful foliage. PP
1 5 3  13 5 each

H  illosa Ci ronelle’  #A1 336
PS/SH, Aug-Oct, H10-12", W15-18", Z 4-9
(P.P. 7 4) This H. villosa hybrid is citron 
yellow to chartreuse with silvered undersides. 
An exceptionally strong grower for this color. 

ream flowers are produced much later in 
the season than most varieties. Prefers more 
shade than other H. villosa types. PP
1 5 3  13 5 each

H   i er’  #A1 0
S/PS/SH, Jul-Oct, H8-18", W10-14", Z 4-9
(P.P. 25428) Large, glossy foliage displays 
orange tones in spring and fall, golden 
amber in summer and winter, and is always 
backed with bright magenta. A heavily 
ruffled, undulating leaf form allows the 
bright backside color to really pop. PP
15 5 3  1 5 each

Heucherella ✂ ~ o
(Foamy Bells) Heucherella is a hybrid of 
Heuchera and Tiarella. All forms are sterile 
and are thus profuse and repeat bloomers. 
They thrive in dappled shade and moist, 
fertile soil. 
H   Ca ching ire’  #A1 1
S/PS/SH, May-Jun, H8-10", W16-20", Z 4-9
(P.P. 605) Refined, brilliant lime-green 
leaves are centered with deep red, flame-
like markings that deepen as the season 
progresses. Bears cream flowers on 6 to 20 
inch scapes. PP
15 5 3  1 5 each

H   ol  e ra’  #A1 360
PS/SH, May-Jul, H10-12", W12-15", Z 4-9
(P.P. 22 04) Scalloped, feathery leaves are 
bright yellow boldly marked with dark red 
centers. The variegation is very stable and 
looks great from spring to fall. From Terra 

ova urseries. PP
15 5 3  1 5 each 

Heuchera continued

PA  A

New 

GEORGIA PEACH

CARAMEL

ZIPPER

GOLD ZEBRA
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PINK FIZZ SOLAR ECLIPSE MIDNIGHT MARVEL
SUMMERIFIC® 
BALLET SLIPPERS

SUMMERIFIC® 
BERRY AWESOME

GOLD RUSH

SNOWFLAKE

PYROMANIA™ 
C ’  

RED GLARE

PYROMANIA™ 
ORANGE 
BLAZE

SUMMERIFIC®
PERFECT STORM

H   Pink i ’  #A1 356
S/PS/SH, May-Jul, H10-13", W16-20", Z 4-9
(P.P. 26 47) lumps of 8 inch tall, deeply 
lobed leaves with prominent red-purple vein-
ing are graced with spikes of pink flowers for 
added enjoyment. A great variety for borders, 
woodland gardens, and even containers. PP
15 5 3  1 5 each

H   olar cli se’  #A1 353
S/PS/SH, Apr-Jun, H10-16", W12-16", Z 4-9
(P.P. 2 647) The foliage has broadly scalloped 
lime green borders and centers of dark 
reddish-brown. Holds its color all season. A 
Terra ova urseries introduction. PP
1 5 3  13 5 each

Hi isc s
(Rose Mallow) These H. moscheutos hybrids 
bear huge, saucer-si e flowers on shrub-like 
plants. Since they re slow to break dormancy 
in the spring, mark their location well. They 
like moist, well-drained soil.
H   i nigh  ar el’  #A1 3
S/PS, Jul-Sep, H36-48", W36-48", Z 4-9
(P.P. 2407 ) Scarlet-red, 8 to  inch flowers 
have shocking brilliance displayed against 
the deep wine-purple, maple-like foliage 
that fills these bushy plants from top to 
bottom. This selection has a very long 
flowering period. BR
15 5 3  1 5 each

SUMMERIFIC® SERIES
Developed by alters Gardens, these cultivars 
were selected for their very long bloom time 
due to indeterminate bud production. Each 
o ers something uni ue. BR

alle  li ers’  #A1 0
S/PS, Jul-Sep, H48-60", W60-72", Z 4-9
(P.P. 2 8 6) Bright green foliage forms a 
sophisticated looking, mounded clump. 
Giant, 7 inch blooms cover this shrub-like 
plant from top to bottom. Blossoms have a 
delicate, ballerina air to them, adding class 
and whimsy to the landscape. Ruffled white 
petals are blushed pink at the edges and are 
grounded by a red central eye. 

err  A eso e’  #A1 3 1
S/PS, Jul-Sep, H36-48", W60-72", Z 4-9
(P.P. 27 6) Enormous, 7 to 8 inch, lavender-
pink blooms with a red eye appear all over 
this heavily blooming, shrub-like perennial. 
Leaves are a deep midnight green and form 
attractive mounds of foliage. Plant in full 
sun for best flower production. Makes uite 
a statement in the landscape.  
Per ec  or ’  #A1 3 3

S/PS, Jun-Sep, H30-36", W54-60", Z 4-9
(P.P. 27880) A very eye-catching selection 
featuring dark purple leaves and 7 to 8 inch 
white flowers with pink highlights and red 
eyes. Ideal for smaller spaces and containers, 
it packs a visual punch over a long season. 
PRICE OF SUMMERIFIC® SERIES:
15 5 3  1 5 each

eris ✂ ~ o
( andytuft) Few plants brighten the 
landscape as e ectively as candytuft. The 
flowers can last well over two months with 
sporadic rebloom thereafter. Narrow, dark 
green and glossy evergreen leaves look 
like they ve been dipped in wax. Drought 
tolerant. Re uires well-drained soil.
 se er irens no ake’  #A1 510

S, May-Jun, H8-10", W12-24", Z 3-9
ers greater consistency in height and 

habit when compared with older varieties. 
lusters of white blooms blanket the low 

mounded plants making them look like 
drifts of snow in the landscape. BR
1 5 3  11 5 each

Iris ensata ✂
S, Jun, H30-36", W24-36", Z 4-9
( apanese ris) The flowers of apanese iris 
are the largest of any iris, often 8 inches or 
more in diameter. The blooms resemble 
huge orchids with their rich colors, unusual 
markings and crepe-like texture. They 
are delightful for cut flowers and are eye-
catchers in the garden. e ve assembled 
a mix of outstanding named varieties in a 
wide color range that s sure to please. BR
#A1 5 0 3 or 1 5 6 or 3 5
  1  or 5 5  or 10 5

ni ho a ~ o
(Red Hot Poker) Grass-like clumps of leaves 
send up sturdy,  to 4 foot stems bearing 
poker-shaped flower heads covered with 
tightly massed tubular flowers. Prefers 
fertile, humus-rich, moist but well-drained 
soil. Mulch plants the first year to o er extra 
protection. 

  ol  sh’  #A1 1
S, Jun-Aug, H48-54", W30-36", Z 6-9
(P.P. 2262) ibrant yellow, poker-like 
blooms. igorous plants uickly form large 
clumps of blue-green foliage. BR
1 5 3  13 5 each

K. x P ro ania  ocke ’s e  lare’  
#A1 1
S, Jun-Aug, H30-36", W18-24", Z 6-9
(P.P. 0772) Bright red buds open to creamy 
peach florets. igorous plants o er good 
rebloom, extending wonderful color late 
into the season. BR
1 5 3  13 5 each

K. x P ro ania  range la e’ 
#A1 15
S, Jun-Aug, H24-30", W18-24", Z 5-9
(P.P. 545) Bla ing orange, tightly packed 
florets. ne of the most compact varieties in 
the series. BR
1 5 3  13 5 each

GLITTER

APA   
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ESSENCE PURPLE LILAFEE RUBRUM

BETSY

LUNA

WHOOPS-A-DAISY

SPICATA

MT. HOOD

FIONA COGHILL

SPICATA ALBA

PHENOMENAL™
SENSATIONAL!® (RIGHT)
VS. PHENOMENAL™ (LEFT) SUPER BLUE

BANANA CREAM II

a an la ✂ ~ o
(Lavender) Lavender is known for the 
wonderful fragrance of its flowers and 
aromatic, gray-green, needle-like foliage. 
t s ideal for lining borders and walkways 

with its bushy, neat, shrub-like form. Plant 
in well-drained, neutral to slightly alkaline 
soil. 

 ang s i olia ssence P r le’  
#A1 6
S, Jun-Sep, H16-20", W18-24", Z 5-9
Trialled thoroughly at alters Gardens in 
Michigan and found to be one of the best for 
landscape performance. Rounded clumps 
of foliage produce a profusion of blooms 
for many weeks and maintain a nice habit 
throughout the season. BR
1 5 3  11 5 each
  in er e ia Pheno enal   #A1

S, Jul-Sep, H24-32", W24-32", Z 5-9
( iko  P.P. 24 ) Phenomenal in every 
way  Plants have a superb mounding habit 
and an outstanding tolerance to extreme 
heat, humidity, root rot, and foliar diseases. 
Aromatic mounds of silvery foliage support 
graceful, deep purple flowers. BR
13 5 3  1 5 each
a an la  in er e ia ensa ional   

#A1 66
S, Jun-Aug, H24-30", W30-36", Z 5-9
( Tesseract  P.P. 786) An improved 
selection of Phenomenal  with stronger 
stems and a deeper flower color. Silvery 
foliage is topped with large, thick, 
inflorescences of a lovely, deep purple. Has 
a really nice, floral aroma. PP

13 5 3  1 5 each
 ang s i olia er l e’  #A1 6

S, Jun-Aug, H10-12", W10-12", Z 5-8
(P.P. 24 2 ) ompact mounds of gray-green, 
fragrant foliage and dense spikes of deep 
blue-purple flowers on short stems. A very 
floriferous selection that tolerates heat and 
humidity well. PP
13 5 3  1 5 each

New 

New 

New 

Leucanthemum ✂ ~ o
(Shasta Daisy) A perennial garden wouldn t 
be complete without Shasta Daisies. Give 
them humus-rich, moist, well-drained soil 
and deadhead for continuous bloom. Divide 
every 2 to  years. 

 s er  A a ing aisies  anana 
Crea  ’  #A11063
S, Jun-Aug, H20-24", W20-22", Z 5-9
(PPAF)–An improved version of ‘Banana 

ream  which has a more appealing habit 
and better, earlier blooming. Plus, the 
flowers hold their color longer. The blooms 
open lemon yellow and gradually lighten 
to creamy white. Grown side-by-side with 
Banana ream , this new cultivar will whip 

its competition every time. PP
1 5 3  13 5 each

  s er  e s ’  #A1106
S, Jun-Sep, H24-30", W18-24", Z 4-9
Boasts the largest flowers of a shasta daisy 
so far. Day-length neutral plants re uire 
no vernali ation to produce their huge 5 to 
7 inch, white blooms. Stems are nice and 
sturdy. PP
13 5 3  1 5 each
  s er  iona Coghill’  

#A110 0
S/PS, Jun-Sep, H24-30", W18-24", Z 4-9
Large, creamy-white, pompon style blos-
soms open from yellow buds, revealing 
small greenish-yellow centers. Plants have 
sti  stems, abundant flowers, and clean fo-
liage. PP
1 5 3  13 5 each
  s er  na’  #A110 0

S, Jun-Sep, H15-22", W18-22", Z 5-9
(P.P. 270 7) Pompon type double flowers 
start out soft yellow, gradually transform to 
two-toned white and yellow before finishing 
white. Plants are a dense upright mound 
of green foliage. ntroduced by Terra ova 

urseries. PP
11 5 3  10 5 each
  s er   Hoo ’ #A110

S, Jun-Aug, H16-20", W14-18", Z 4-10
(PPAF)–Frilly white blossoms have ice 
crystal-like petals and creamy yellow 
centers. A vigorous selection, floriferous 
plants rebloom well, with each new layer of 
blooms covering the previous bloom cycle. 
Mounded plants are ideal for both borders 
and containers. PP
1 5 3  11 5 each
  s er  hoo s A ais ’ 

#A110
S/PS, Jun-Aug, H14-16", W20-22", Z 5-9
(P.P. 2725 ) ompact plants form a nearly 
perfect mound of dark green foliage. n 
early summer the plant becomes completely 
covered with white, daisy-like,  to 4 inch 
blooms, making a powerful statement in the 
garden or in any container. PP
13 5 3  1 5 each

Liatris ✂ ~ o
(Bla ing Star, Gayfeather) This North 
American native features basal clumps of 
foliage topped with flower spikes that open 
from the top down. They prefer a site with 
moist, well-drained soil and can sometimes 
be susceptible to slug damage.

 s ica a  #A6 3
S, Jul-Aug, H24-48", W12-18", Z 3-8
Rigid stems hold purple flower heads. PP
1 5 3  11 5 each
 s ica a al a  #A6

S, Jul-Aug, H24-48", W12-18", Z 3-8
Tall, floral stems bear white florets. PP
1 5 3  11 5 each
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BOTTLE ROCKET PANDORA THE ROCKET CARDINALIS

LEWISII

GALLERY RED

GALLERY YELLOW

GALLERY BLUE

ig laria ✂ ~ o
(Golden-Ray) These shade plants all possess 
lovely, lush foliage that makes a bold accent 
along with flowers in shades of yellow and 
orange. They re uire fertile, humus-rich 
soil with good moisture retention. deal for 
shady, moist borders or alongside water. 

  o le ocke ’  #A1305
PS, Jul-Aug, H28-34", W24-28", Z 4-9
(P.P. 24486) Tall, golden yellow flowers look 
perfectly proportioned to the rich, dark 
green, toothed foliage. More floriferous than 
its parent Little Rocket . PP
16 5 3  15 5 each 
ig laria en a a Pan ora’  #A130

S/PS, Jul-Aug, H12-16", W14-20", Z 4-9
(PPAF) Broadly rounded, glossy leaves are 
rich shades of wine red to chocolate brown 
and are evergreen in warmer regions. Dense 
clumps of foliage bear golden yellow, dai-
sy-like flowers in summer. onderful for 
contrasting with lighter foliaged plants. BR
13 5 3  1 5 each
 s enoce hala he ocke ’  #A13050

PS/SH, Jul-Aug, H48-60", W36-48", Z 4-9
Huge, toothed, arrowhead-shaped leaves 
are green with purple-tinted undersides. 
The mounded plants are topped by spires of 
yellow flowers held on dark purplish-black 
stems. BR
11 5 3  10 5 each

o elia o
( ardinal Flower) This native wetlands 
plant boasts bright red racemes on easy-care 
plants. t does well in shady, moist areas but 
also has some drought resistance. Attracts 
pollinators and spectators alike. 

 car inalis  #A130
S/PS, Jul-Sep, H30-40", W18-24", Z 3-9
Few plants can match the intense red color 
of this native prairie plant. ut of basal ro-
settes of deep bron e-green, lance-shaped 
leaves shoot purplish stems bearing spiked 
clusters holding brilliant red, ½ inch, two-
lipped flowers. For best color, locate in 
morning sun only. PP
1 5 3  11 5 each

Linum ~
(Blue Flax) Native to western North 
America and typically found on ridges and 
dry slopes, prairies, and meadows. Highly 
drought tolerant.
L. lewisii  #A130 3
S, May-Jul, H24-26", W18-24", Z 3-8

ase-shaped plants have green, needle-like 
foliage and a wonderful, airy form that adds 
nice texture and movement to landscapes. 
Round, denim blue flowers top the foliage 
beginning in late spring. PP
1 5 3  11 5 each

Lupinus ✂ ~ o
(Lupine) Long flower spikes filled with 
sweet pea-like blossoms highlight beds and 
borders in late spring and early summer. 
Bright green, lobed foliage is attractive too. 
Plant in rich, acidic soil with good drainage 
and even moisture. 
GALLERY HYBRID SERIES
S/PS, Jun-Jul, H16-20", W15-18", Z 4-8
These shorter lupines have large, thick flow-
er spikes in bright colors. PP

l e’  #A1313
e ’  #A131 0
ello ’  #A131 1

PRICE OF GALLERY HYBRID SERIES:
1 5 3  11 5 each
  i r i  i e  Colors  #A13155 

S/PS, Jun-Jul, H36-40", W18-24", Z 4-8
Features thick, tall spikes in a broad range 
of solid and bicolor flowers, many in color 
combinations not seen before. ncludes 
shades of red, orange, yellow, cream, blue, 
rose and purple. PP
11 5 3  10 5 each

chnis ✂
(Maltese ross) Plants in this genus are uite 
diverse in habit. All grow in any moderately 
fertile, well-drained soil.

 ark righ ii range no e’  #A13160
S, Jun-Jul, H12-15", W10-14", Z 3-9
Attractive foliage is dark green with purple-
bron e shading. Provides a wonderful 
backdrop to the vibrant, long-lasting, 
orange-scarlet blooms. PP
1 5 3  11 5 each

Malva ~ o
(Mallow) Related to hibiscus and hollyhocks, 
these branching plants produce flowers that 
run up and down the stems. Plant in rich, 
well drained soil and deadhead to prolong 
bloom.

 s l es ris e rina’  #A13
S/PS, Jul-Oct, H24-36", W15-20", Z 4-8
Bears 2 to  inch, single, lavender-pink to 
white blooms veined with purple. Reseeds 
readily. PP
1 5 3  11 5 each

TUTTI FRUTTI™

ZEBRINAORANGE GNOME

New 
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LILAFEE

RUBRUM

CA ’  

A ’  

P   P

LITTLE TRUDY®

KRINKLED WHITE

GRAND™ MUM
SUGAR BUZZ® 
BLUE MOON

SUGAR BUZZ®
CHERRY POPS

SUGAR BUZZ®
GRAPE GUMBALL

 i a ire all’  #A13 51
S/PS, Jul-Aug, H15-18", W15-18", Z 4-8
(P.P. 42 5) A shorter mildew-resistant bee 
balm producing masses of deep raspberry-
red flower heads. Dark green foliage. PP
13 5 3  1 5 each
 i a ran  ’  #A13 1

S/PS, Jul-Sep, H14-18", W12-24", Z 3-8
( M mum  P.P. 22 6) Large, shaggy 
blooms are mauve-pink and look almost 
like chrysanthemums. ompact, mounded 
plants have rich green foliage that is uite 
mildew resistant. PP
13 5 3  1 5 each

SUGAR BUZZ® SERIES
S/PS, Jun-Aug, H18-24", W16-18", Z 4-9
These plants form compact mounds of dark 
green foliage. They are vigorous and mildew 
resistant, becoming covered in bright 
blossoms starting in midsummer. PP

l e oon’  #A13 (P.P. 2 54 )
Cherr  Po s’  #A13 (P.P. 276 8)

ra e all’  #A13 (P.P. 274 8)
PRICE OF SUGAR BUZZ® SERIES: 
1 5 3  13 5 each

Nepeta (Catmint) ✂ ~ o
Gray-green minty scented foliage clothes 
wiry stems crowned with clusters of tubular 
flowers. Forms nice clumps and is rarely 
bothered by pests or disease. deal as a filler 
plant. These deer resistant plants are easily 
grown in any well-drained soil. 

 aassenii Ca ’s eo ’  #A13
S/PS, Jun-Aug, H24-36", W12-18",  Z 3-8
(P.P. 24472) This best-selling catmint has 
strong stems that stand tall and resist 
flopping. ibrant blue-purple blooms line 
the upright stems all summer long. Dense 
and compact in habit, this plant is an 
excellent performer. PP
13 5 3  1 5 each
  i le r   #A1330

S/PS, Jul-Sep, H8-10", W12-16", Z 4-8
( Psfike  P.P. 8 04) This compact cultivar 
thrives in xeric conditions. It has distinctly 
serrated, silvery foliage and bears masses of 
lavender blooms that nearly cover the plant 
from early summer until frost. PP
1 5 3  11 5 each

rigan
(Ornamental Oregano) Although related to 
the herb oregano that you might find in your 
kitchen, we o er selections that were bred for 
ornamental purposes. Their fragrant foliage 
and flowers are sure to be an interesting 
addition to containers and flower gardens. 
They tolerate poor, dry soils with ease. 

  ro s o  i er’ #A133
S, Jul-Sep, H22-26", W30-36", Z 4-9
(P.P. 67) hartreuse yellow, fragrant 
foliage is nice on its own, but this plant 
really shines when its mauve pink flowers 
appear in midsummer. Although the leaves 
are edible, their flavor is not strong like the 
oregano typically used in cooking. Attracts 
bees and butterflies. PP
1 5 3  13 5 each
  en  ea ’  #A133 3

S, Jun-Sep, H6-8", W12-18", Z 6-9
This trailing plant bears clusters of hop-like, 
pendant bracts in a blend of green, cream, 
and pink. The abundant flowers nearly hide 
the heart-shaped, fragrant, powdery blue 
foliage. Good drainage is critical for this 
plant. Ideal for containers. PP
1 5 3  11 5 each

Paeonia ✂ o
(Peony) These clump-forming, herbaceous 
perennials are grown most often for their 
colorful blooms that appear beginning in 
mid to late spring. Blossoms take several 
di erent forms and many o er wonderful 
fragrance. Foliage is typically green and 
stays attractive all through the summer. 
Peonies prefer fertile, humus-rich, moist but 
well-drained soil. Remove flowers when 
blooming has finished and cut foliage to the 
ground in fall. 
P   el a ’s lorio s’  #A13 6
S, May-Jun, H36-40", W30-34", Z 3-8
Elegant, creamy white, double blooms open 
with a hint of blush pink, are very large, and 
emit a wonderful rose-like fragrance. Strong-
stemmed and uite floriferous. BR
1 5 3  16 5 each

P   rinkle  hi e’  #A13 3
S, May-Jun, H28-36", W30-36", Z 3-8
Single blooms are pristine white with a 
charming, ruffled form and a crinkled texture 
on the petals. A center of bright golden 
stamens adds a nice shot of color. Strong 
stems are great for cutting. BR
1 5 3  16 5 each

New New 

onar a ✂ ~ o
(Bee Balm) Also called Bergamot, these 
ornamental members of the mint family 
have whorled flower heads of tightly 
packed, tubular flowers above colored leafy 
bracts. Green foliage has the shape and 
aroma of mint. Blooms heavily all summer 
and spreads uickly. Plant in rich, moisture-
retentive soil.

  ee o  ee ree’  #A13 6
S, Jun-Aug, H15-18", W12-15", Z 4-9
( Mon00 2BFR  P.P. 2 0 2) Deep maroon 
buds open to vibrant purple flowers. Excep-
tional mildew resistance.  PP
13 5 3  1 5 each

BEE-YOU® BEE-FREE

  e ne’  #A13 5
S/PS, May-Sep, H8-12", W8-10", Z 3-9
( Bikratune  P.P. 2 556) A true dwarf catmint 
with a clump-forming habit that won t take 
over your garden. ompact plants produce 
an abundance of large blue flowers. PP
1 5 3  11 5 each

KENT BEAUTY

FIREBALL

NEPTUNE
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HARLEM HEARTBEAT LITTLE DANCING GIRL

KING KONG PLACE PIGALLE

SNOW GOOSE

RED RIDING HOOD PRAIRIE DUSK

CHERRY SPARKS

LACEY BLUE

  AC

Papaver ✂
(Poppy) Plants form rosettes of green to 
gray-green foliage and send up stems 
holding cup-shaped blooms with a delicate 
appearance. Most poppies go dormant after 
flowering and prefer deep, fertile, well-
drained soil in a full sun location. hoose 
your site carefully as established plants do 
not like to be disturbed. 
P  orien alis Harle ’  #A1353
S, May-Jun, H28-30", W18-24", Z 3-8
Large, burgundy rose blooms have black 
centers. Occasionally reblooms in fall. BR
13 5 3  1 5 each

P  orien alis Hear ea ’  #A13551
S, May-Jun, H27-29", W18-23", Z 3-8
(P.P. 20 02) Part of the Super Poppy series 
which boasts stronger, thicker petals that 
stand up better to weather. Deep maroon 
flowers have a double layer of petals. 
Plants may rebloom in locations with 
cooler summer weather. BR
13 5 3  1 5 each

P  orien alis i le ancing irl  #A135 6
S, May-Jun, H18-20", W12-18",  Z 3-8
Soft pink flowers are accented with dark, 
maroon-purple spots. BR
1 5 3  11 5 each

P  orien alis ing ong’  #A1355
S, May-Jun, H38-42", W15-18", Z 3-8

elvety red flowers with a black base. Stems 
are uite tall, but very wind resistant. BR
13 5 3  1 5 each

P  orien alis Place Pigalle’  #A135
S, May-Jun, H18-20", W12-18",  Z 3-8
(PPAF)–A bicolor selection. Single, white 
blooms have a salmon red edge. BR
13 5 3  1 5 each

P  orien alis no  oose’  #A1355
S, May-Jun, H20-24", W13-15", Z 3-8
Semi-double, ruffled blooms are o  white 
with a dark purple blotch at the base of each 
petal. BR
1 5 3  11 5 each

Penstemon ✂ ~ o
(Beardtongue) A large group of hybrid crosses 
all created from native North American 
species. All bear tubular flowers held closely 
to their stems. They are easily grown in any 
well-draining soil. Deadheading or light 
shearing will promote rebloom.
P   Cherr  arks’  #A13603
S, May-Sep, H18-20", W14-16",  Z 5-8
(P.P. 2886 ) A fantastic penstemon with 
large, red flowers  Excellent heat and cold 
tolerance, and the flowers are sterile for an 
extended bloom season. A true winner and a 
magnet for hummingbirds. PP
1 5 3  11 5 each

P   e  i ing Hoo ’  #A1360
S, Jun-Jul, H18-24", W18-24",  Z 5-8
(P.P. 8 50) This hybrid bears multitudes 
of extra large, bright red flowers with white 
throats on compact, upright plants with 
dark blue-green tufts of basal foliage. ery 
long flowering. PP
11 5 3  10 5 each

P   Prairie sk’  #A13606
S, Jun, H24-30", W15-18", Z 3-8
Rosy purple, trumpet-shaped blooms born 
on thin, floral spikes. PP
13 5 3  1 5 each

Pero skia ✂ ~ o
(Russian Sage) A shrubby, branching 
perennial with cloud-like spires of violet-
blue flowers, aromatic downy-green, finely 
dissected foliage and silvery stems. Provides 
landscape interest right through the winter. 
Drought tolerant and low maintenance. ut 
back each spring. Plant in well-drained soil. 
P  a ri lici olia eni  n ace’  
#A13631
S, Jul-Sep, H28-32", W34-38",  Z 4-9
(P.P. 28445) Adds wonderful, airy texture to 
landscapes and borders. ery similar to the 
species, but this cultivar has stronger stems, 
closer placed calyxes, and a more upright 
habit making it a definite improvement. This 
plant needs very little care to thrive. BR
1 5 3  13 5 each

P  a ri lici olia ace  l e’  #A136
S, Jun-Sep, H18-24", W18-24",  Z 4-9
( Lisslitt  P.P. 20845) A true dwarf selection, 
about one-half the si e and bearing larger 
flowers than other Russian sages. Lacy, 
silvery foliage. PP
13 5 3  1 5 each

P   r  ’  #A13 5
S, Jun, H26-32", W26-32", Z 3-8
Fully double, bomb-type blooms are typical-
ly light blush pink, but may occasionally be 
white, dark pink, or some combination in be-
tween. Multiple colors can be present on the 
plant at one time making for a very interest-
ing display. BR
15 5 3  1 5 each 

P   e  Char ’  #A13 6
S, May, H34-36", W36-48", Z 3-8

ne of the best, true red cultivars available. 
Double, bomb-type blooms are filled with 
narrow, deep red petals and surrounded by 
large, waxy guard petals. American Peony 
Society Gold Medal inner. BR
15 5 3  1 5 each

RED CHARM

New 

MR. ED
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CHATTAHOOCHEE LILAFEE

RED RIDING HOOD

SUPER KA-POW™
LAVENDER

HA  P  A

SUPER KA-POW™ 
CORAL

NORTH HILLS

BLUE PARADISE CLEOPATRA DAVID

LUMINARY™ 
OPALESCENCE

New 

New 

Phlox ✂ ~ o
Summer or Garden Phlox. Popular for the 
bright colors and fragrance of their flowers. 
Deadheading will prolong bloom. Plant in 
moist, rich soil. Give plants space for good 
air circulation to help prevent mildew.
Phlo  i arica a Cha ahoochee’  
#A136
PS, May-Jun, H8-15", W12-18"+, Z 3-9

ild or oodland Phlox. These carefree 
bloomers are ideal for partially shaded areas. 
Spreading plants with semi-evergreen, dark 
green leaves become covered with loose 
clusters of fragrant, ¾ inch, violet-blue 
flowers with dark violet-rose eyes. Plants 
prefer humus-rich, moist soil. PP
1 5 3  11 5 each

P  anic la a l e Para ise’  #A13 13
S/PS, Jul-Sep, H24-36", W12-24", Z 4-8
Lavender-blue flowers with white centers 
and small red eyes are very fragrant. Plants 
have excellent branching and are remarkably 
mildew resistant. The best blue phlox. PP
13 5 3  1 5 each

P  anic la a Cleo a ra’  #A136 3
S/PS, Jul-Sep, H20-24", W18-24", Z 4-8
(PPAF)–Awe-inspiring, rich, cherry-pink 
blossoms are star shaped with an extra lay-
er of petals which gives them a semi-double 
appearance. Fragrant blooms are long lasting 
and plants have nice, deep green foliage. BR

11 5 3  10 5 each
P  anic la a a i ’  #A13 1
S/PS, Jul-Sep, H20-48", W24-36", Z 3-8
The best white phlox. Huge flower heads. 
bloom on mildew-resistant plants. 2002 
Perennial Plant of the Year. PP
1 5  3  11 5 each

P  anic la a inar  
alescence’  #A13 01

S/PS, Jul-Sep, H30-32", W24-28", Z 3-8
(P.P. 2 5) Light pink flowers have a showy 
pink eye and contrast wonderfully with very 
dark green leaves. n field trials at alters 
Gardens, this selection was observed as the 
most resistant to mildew. BR
1 5 3  11 5 each

P  anic la a e  i ing Hoo ’  
#A13 33
S/PS, Jul-Sep, H18-24", W12-18", Z 4-8

ne of our favorites due to its extra-long 
bloom season. herry red flowers. PP

1 5  3  11 5 each
SUPER KA-POW™ SERIES
S, Jun-Sep, H18-20", W16-18", Z 4-9
Featuring super-si ed blooms on a compact 
habit, plus exceptional powdery mildew 
resistance, this series is destined for super-
star status. Excellent branching ensures an 
abundance of blooms all summer long. PP
Coral  #A13 0 ( Balsukaco  PPAF) 

a en er  #A13 1
( Balsukalav  P.P. 022) 
PRICE OF SUPER KA-POW™ SERIES:
13 5 3  1 5 each

P  anic la a hai Pink a e’  #A13 51
S, Jun-Aug, H24-30", W24-30", Z 3-8
(P.P. 22 6 ) Soft, cherry pink blossoms 
exude a sweet fragrance. Deep green, glossy 
foliage exhibits a high level of mildew 
resistance. A prolific bloomer. PP
13 5 3  1 5 each

P  s la a e ha o ’  #A13 6
S, May-Jun, H4-6", W18-20", Z 2-9
(P.P. 6 ) A ground cover type phlox. 
Blooms are rosy purple with a darker eye. BR
1 5 3  11 5 each

P  s la a or h Hills’  #A13 6
S, May-Jun, H4-6", W12-18", Z 2-9

hite blooms with a violet-purple eye 
blanket this ground cover phlox in spring. 

ill rebloom in fall in some locations. BR
1 5 3  11 5 each

Pla co on ✂ ~
(Balloon Flower) The buds of these 
interesting looking plants resemble balloons, 
opening midsummer to reveal star-shaped 
blossoms. The plants prefer evenly moist 
soil and do not tolerate wet feet or drought.
P  gran i or s As ra hi e’  #A13 0
S/PS, Jul-Aug, H8-10", W12-16", Z 4-8
Perfect for containers, rock gardens, and 
other small spaces. Attractive, white, 
balloon-like flowers are showy and plants 
are low maintenance. PP
11 5 3  10 5 each

Pro i es o al lan  
protection.

an be used as both a 
foliar spray or a drench 
for soil where it will 
coloni e on root hairs 
and prevent disease-causing bacteria 
and fungi from establishing. deal for 
preventing mildew as well as many 
other listed diseases. Great for organic 
gardening. Active ingredient is Bacillus 
amyloliquefaciens strain D747.
#500   3  o  rea  o se 15 5

Revitalize®
Biofungicide

New 

Phl� O�er
ncludes one each of Blue Paradise, 
leopatra, David, and palescence.

#A136   (a $51.80 value)  3 5

ASTRA WHITE

EYE SHADOW
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Polemonium ✂ ~
( acob s Ladder)  A plant easily recogni ed 
by its basal clumps of divided leaves 
arranged along the stems in ladder-like 
fashion. Plant in rich, moist, well-drained 
soil in a location protected from afternoon 
sun. ut back after flowering to encourage 
rebloom.
P   Hea en cen ’  #A13 3
S/PS, May-Jun, H18-24", W15-18", Z 3-7
(P.P. 202 4) Green, fern-like foliage is 
gently highlighted with purple tones. Loose 
clusters of blue flowers appear above the 
foliage in spring. A great companion for 
hostas.  PP
15 5 3  1 5 each

SHRIMPS ON THE BARBIE SPOT ON TREVI FOUNTAIN TWINKLE TOES

RUBRA RED MIDGET

BRONZE PEACOCK

GLITTERS LIKE GOLD

YELLOW

PRAIRIE GLOW

LITTLE GOLDSTAR

Pulmonaria ~
(Lungwort) This genus for shade is identified 
by its silvery spotted foliage and clusters 
of funnel-shaped flowers. Plants form tidy 
spreading clumps. Foliage may be semi-
evergreen in mild climates. They like humus-
rich, moist soil, but are very adaptable.
P   hri s n he ar ie’  #A13 3
PS/SH, Apr-May, H8-12", W22-26", Z 4-9
Green leaves are spotted with white and 
topped with deep pink blooms. Plants fill in 
spaces uickly. A Terra ova urseries in-
troduction. PP

15 5 3  1 5 each
P   o  n’  #A13
PS/SH, Apr-May, H14-16", W18-20", Z 4-9
(P.P. 06 ) Green leaves are heavily spot-
ted with silver. Blossoms open deep salmon 
pink and mature to rich blue. PP
15 5 3  1 5 each

P   re i o n ain’  #A13
PS/SH, Apr-May, H12-15", W18-24", Z 4-9
Silver-spotted, elongated leaves form beau-
tiful clumps from which rise profuse clusters 
of large, cobalt-blue flowers. A Terra ova 

urseries introduction. PP
15 5 3  1 5 each

P   inkle oes’  #A13 5
PS/SH, Apr-May, H12-14", W16-18", Z 3-9
(P.P. 0258) Periwinkle blue flowers pair 
with dark green, silver spotted foliage. PP
1 5 3  13 5 each

Pulsatilla
(Pas ue Flower) An underused genus that is 
certain to attract lots of attention. Grow in 
fertile, well-drained soil. Prefers not to be 
moved once planted.
P  lgaris ra’  #A13 51
S/PS, Apr-May, H8-10", W9-12", Z 4-8
Plants emerge as compact clumps of lacy, 
fern-like green leaves that soon produce 
wine-red, nodding, bell-shaped flowers. PP
1 5 3  11 5 each

a i i a ✂ ~ o
(Prairie oneflower) A lovely plant useful 
for borders and naturali ing in sunny lo-
cations. Plants prefer dry, well-drained soil 
and can tolerate drought, light shade, and 
poor soils. Best planted en masse. 

 col ni era e  i ge ’  #A13 0
S/PS, Jun-Oct, H18-24", W12-18", Z 3-8
This dwarf selection of a native prairie plant 
bears flowers with long cones and wide 
reflexed petals of reddish-brown, orange, 
and yellow. PP
13 5 3  1 5 each
 col ni era ello ’  #A13

S, Jun-Oct, H12-36", W14-16", Z 3-8
Sunny yellow flowers resemble a sombrero, 
which is why this plant is sometimes called 
a Mexican Hat. Blossoms flutter above 
delicate, green foliage. PP
13 5 3  1 5 each

o gersia ✂
(Rodger s Flower) A spectacular perennial 
with bold, attractive foliage that resem-
bles the leaves of a horse chestnut tree. Tall 
spikes of flu y flower clusters are held high 
above the foliage. Plants prefer permanently 
moist soil, but won t tolerate standing water. 

 inna a ron e Peacock’  #A13 1
PS, Jun, H22-30", W26-30", Z 5-8
(P.P. 24780) n spring, giant palmate leaves 
emerge dark bron e before taking on green 
tones in summer. The flower stalks that 
support bright pink blossoms can reach up 
to 50 inches in height. se as a specimen 
plant or edging in your woodland garden. 
ntroduced by Terra ova urseries. PP
1 5 3  16 5 each

eckia ✂ ~ o
( oneflower) These popular perennials 
provide loads of color when planted in 
masses or in sunny borders. Plants have no 
major disease or pest problems and the seed 
heads provide winter interest and bird food. 
Grow in fertile, well-draining soil. 

  li ers ike ol ’  #A13
S, Jul-Sep, H24-36", W12-24",  Z 3-9
(P.P. 0 ) An improved selection of classic 
Goldsturm  with large,  inch, golden yel-

low blossoms. Resists septoria leaf spot. PP
15 5 3  1 5 each
 lgi a ar  s lli an ii 
i le ol s ar’  #A13 3

S/PS, Jul-Sep, H12-15", W15-20", Z 3-9
(P.P 22 7) Grows shorter than the well-
known Goldsturm  with a tighter habit, 
better branching, and better flower 
production. PP
15 5 3  1 5 each
 rilo a Prairie lo ’  #A13

S, Jul-Sep, H40-48", W15-20", Z 3-10
Giant, 5 inch blossoms are a stunning red-
orange with golden-yellow tips and are 
butterfly magnets. Stems are sturdy and 
dark colored. PP
1 5 3  11 5 each

HEAVEN SCENT
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COLOR SPIRES®
AZURE SNOW LILAFEE RUBRUM

LITTLE ANGEL

SUNSPARKLER®
DAZZLEBERRY

A   
DIAMOND

C    
TIRAMISU

SUNSPARKLER®
DREAM DAZZLER

PEACH PEARLS

ATLANTIS™

COLOR SPIRES®
BACK TO 
THE FUCHSIA

COLOR SPIRES®
CRYSTAL BLUE

COLOR SPIRES®
VIOLET RIOT BUMBLEBERRY

New 

New 

New 

Salvia ✂ ~ o
(Sage) These attractive plants add vertical 
interest to flower borders with their showy 
flower spikes. Foliage is usually gray-green 
and aromatic. They have no major disease 
or pest problems and are drought-tolerant. 
Give them rich, loose soil and a sunny, well-
drained location. Regular deadheading will 
encourage rebloom. 
COLOR SPIRES® SERIES
S, Jun-Jul, H16-22", W24-26", Z 3-8
This series features varieties chosen for 
their strong flowering, vibrant colors, and 
compact habits. All form well-branched 
mounds of aromatic blue-green foliage. 
ntroduced by alters Gardens.
A re no ’  #A1 060 (P.P. 05 4) BR

ack o he chsia’  #A1 0
(PPAF) BR
Cr s al l e’  #A1 00 (P.P. 26 44) BR

iole  io ’  #A1 003 (P.P. 2627 ) PP
PRICE OF COLOR SPIRES® SERIES:
13 5 3  1 5 each
 ne orosa le err ’  #A1 056

S, Jun-Aug, H18-24", W15-20", Z 3-8
(P.P. 602) A combination of dark fuchsia 
pink flowers with dark purple calyxes 
provides a vivid display that makes other 
pink-flowered varieties pale in comparison. 
Has a tidy, compact habit ideal for massed 
plantings, borders, and containers. PP 
13 5 3  1 5 each

ang isor a ✂
(Burnet) Leaves are crimped along the edges 
as if trimmed with pinking shears. Dense, 
bottlebrush-like flower spikes on wiry stems 
have no petals, but instead are covered in 
fu y-looking stamens. Give them a gener-
ous amount of mulch to keep their roots cool 
and moist. 

 o cinalis ar  icroce hala 
i le Angel’  #A1 033

S/PS, Jul-Aug, H8-10", W10-12", Z 4-8
ariegated green and white foliage is topped 

with deep, rosy red flower spikes that 
resemble large matchsticks. BR
13 5 3  1 5 each

e ~ o
(Stonecrop) These easy-to-grow perennials 
are drought-tolerant with thick, succulent, 
waxy leaves and fleshy stems. Their starry 
flowers are borne in domed or flat clusters. 
Spent flowers provide nice winter interest. 

ut back early each spring. 
 akesi ense A lan is   #A1 1

S, Jul-Aug, H4-6", W10-12", Z 4-9
( onsitnal  P.P. 27454) A beautifully 
variegated cultivar featuring green leaves 
with very wide cream margins. In fall when 
the temperatures cool, the cream margin 
takes on a pink blush. Bears small, yellow 
flowers. PP
13 5 3  1 5 each

  o a e e els  ia on ’  
#A1 15
S, Aug-Sep, H12-15", W18-20", Z 3-9
ewel-toned, rosy pink flowers sit atop 

reddish-green foliage, which takes on 
deeper tones of red with increased sun 
exposure. Strong, robust stems remain 
upright all season. PP
15 5 3  1 5 each
 ca icola i akense’  #A1 11

S, Aug-Sep, H2-4", W8-12", Z 3-9
Rounded foliage is blue-gray tinged purple 
on the edges. Pink flowers age to carmine-
red, appearing in early fall ust above the 
foliage. PP
11 5 3  10 5 each
 ele hi  Peach Pearls  #A1 1 1

S, Aug-Sep, H14-20", W22-26", Z 4-9 
( T SEDPP  PPAF) A vigorous variety. 

pright plants bear rose-gold flowers in late 
summer and early fall. Dark, burgundy red, 
clumping foliage provides nice contrast. PP
1 5 3  13 5 each

C    
S, Aug-Sep, H16-18", W26-28", Z 3-9
f you re tired of old-fashioned sedums 

that flop over in the landscape, then get 
ready to be blown away by the rock-
steady performance of this series. The 
vigorous plants do not lodge, or fall open 
in the middle, but maintain an upright form 
throughout the season.  
Coral a e’  #A1 1 6

(PPAF) Rich green foliage sets the stage for 
an outstanding flower show. itron green 
buds open into soft, coral pink flowers, with 
both colors present at once. PP

ira is ’  #A1 1
(PPAF) Greenish-bron e foliage is topped 
with blush pink buds that open to creamy 
flowers. Blooms age to brilliant brick red. BR
PRIC   C    
1 5 3  13 5 each
  ell o n ’  #A1 1 5

S, Aug-Sep, H18-20", W30-32", Z 3-9
(PPAF) Soft pink buds open to cream flowers 
that sit ust above the gray-green foliage, 
appearing to bubble and froth all over the 
plant. Has a nice, mounded habit with strong 
stems that won t flop over. PP
13 5 3  1 5 each

SUNSPARKLER® SERIES
These varieties bred by hris Hansen bear 
large clusters of long-lasting flowers and 
have colorful foliage all season. PP

a le err ’  #A1 16
S, Aug-Oct, H8-10", W12-18", Z 3-9
(P.P. 22457) Raspberry-red flowers in fall top 
blue-gray foliage that ages to dark purple.

rea  a ler’  #A1 1
S, Aug-Oct, H15", W16-18", Z 4-9
(P.P. 227) n spring, foliage emerges a 
combination of pink, white, and purple. n 
full sun, the foliage will turn deep purple 
with hot pink margins. Bears magenta pink 
flowers.
Pricing for above two sedums on page 55.

SPELLBOUND

C   
C A A

LIDAKENSE
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SUNSPARKLER®
LIME TWISTER

SUNSPARKLER® 
WILDFIRE BLACK

CHICK CHARMS®
GOLD NUGGET ODDITY

PEGGY

RUBY HEART

DIVINITY

SUPERSEMPS® RUBY

HUMMELO

HONEYSONG PURPLE

SPLENDIDE

NIMBUS™ WHITE

i e is er’  #A1 1
S, Aug-Oct, H8-10", W16-18", Z 4-9
(P.P. 268 5) This sport of Lime inger  
has bright green leaves with cream-colored 
margins. Hot pink flowers begin to appear 
in late summer.

il re’  #A1 1
S, Aug-Sep, H4-6", W14-18", Z 4-9
(P.P. 2862 ) lump forming plants have 
small, thumbnail-si ed, shiny foliage that is 
cherry red with pink variegated edges. Bears 
rose-pink flowers beginning in late summer. 
PRICE OF SUNSPARKLER® SERIES:
1 5 3  13 5 each

Sempervivum 
(Hen  hicks) These succulent plants are 
very heat and drought tolerant and make 
excellent additions to rock gardens and  
hot, dry areas that other plants cannot tol-
erate. Leaves are arranged in a rosette and 
the main hen  will usually produce several 
baby chicks  in a growing season. These 
smaller o shoots can be left to help fill out 
the main plant or planted separately to pro-
duce another plant. 

 lack’  #A1 01
S, Jul-Aug, H4-6", W6-8", Z 3-8
Leaves are dark, black red at the tips and  
glowing green toward the center. PP
13 5 3  1 5 each
 Chick Char s  ol  gge ’  

#A1 00
S, Aug-Sep, H3-4", W6-8", Z 4-9
(P.P. 28284) Gold leaves are edged with a 
red picotee in spring, turning to lime green 
in the summer. n autumn, they return to a 
deeper gold and red before turning vibrant 
red in winter. PP
1 5 3  13 5 each
 i ’  #A1 13

S, Jun-Aug, H4-6", W6-8", Z 3-8
Tube-shaped, lime green foliage is accented 
with rose tips. Adds refreshing variation to 
group plantings. PP
13 5 3  1 5 each
 Pegg ’  #A1 06

S, Jul-Aug, H4-6", W6-8", Z 3-8
Leaves begin purple in spring, transition to 
deep red in summer, and turn to shades of 
mahogany and brown in winter. PP
13 5 3  1 5 each
 er e s  ’  #A1 3

S, Jul-Aug, H2-8", W4-8", Z 4-8
Extra-large, 8 inch rosettes of dark maroon 
with green highlights. PP
1 5 3  13 5 each
  Hear ’  #A1 1

S, Aug-Sep, H3-4", W6-8", Z 3-9
This low-growing succulent does very well 
as a ground cover, in rock gardens and can 
also survive in drought conditions. t forms 
large rosettes of blue-green leaves with a 
bright ruby red center. PP
1 5 3  11 5 each

ach s ✂
(Betony) These easy-care perennials spread 
slowly by underground rhi omes and need 
to be divided occasionally to maintain vigor. 
Grow in well-drained, fertile soil. 

 onieri H elo’  #A1 33
S/PS, Jun-Aug, H18-20", W18-23", Z 4-9
20  Perennial Plant of the ear  lumps of 
long, narrow, textured green leaves support 
spikes of lavender-rose, long-blooming 
flowers. PP
1 5 3  11 5 each

okesia ✂ ~ o
(Stoke s Aster) Mounded plants have 
fringed, Aster-like flowers and broad, deep 
green, strap-like leaves. They have excellent 
heat tolerance, so are widely grown in the 
south. Plant in rich, moist soil that s well-
drained. 

 lae is i ini ’  #A1 3 1
S/PS, Jul-Sep, H12-14", W12-18", Z 5-9
(P.P. 26 64) Large, long-lasting flowers open 
with a hint of yellow, then uickly mature 
to white. ntroduced by Emerald oast 
Growers. PP
1 5 3  11 5 each
 lae is Hone song P r le’  #A1 3

S, Jul-Sep, H12-16", W12-15", Z 5-9
The perfect foil for a fall-blooming yellow 
mum. The royal purple blossoms have red 
tones toward the center and measure  
inches across. PP
13 5 3  1 5 each

Thalictrum ✂ ~
(Meadow Rue) These large, airy plants are 
charming at the middle or rear of a flower 
border, creating a nice background for flow-
ers or bold foliage plants. Grow them in 
moist, humus-rich soil.
T.  len i e’  #A1 3
S/PS, May-Jul, H48-72", W36-48", Z 4-7
A tall, heavy-blooming variety with strong, 
crimson stems that support abundant, del-
icate purple flowers in early summer. This 
hybrid of T. delavayi and T. elegans creates an 
upright, grass-like e ect in the border. BR
16 5 3  15 5 each
 a ilegi oli  i s  hi e  

#A1 3
S/PS, May-Jul, H26-30", W16-18", Z 5-9

hite flowers fade to showy, lavender pink 
seed heads. ill bloom the first year plant-
ed. PP
15 5 3  1 5 each

2019
PERENNIAL 
Plant OF 
THE YEAR

New 
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ELFIN RUBRUM

SWEET KATE

SUGAR PLUM ROYALTY

NEW MOON

MIYAZAKI HYBRIDS

SUGAR & SPICE OCEAN BLUE

PINK CHABLIS

h s ~ o
(Thyme) Familiar as a fragrant kitchen herb, 
these plants also make a wonderful addition 
to perennial gardens. ut back plants in 
early spring and trim lightly after flowering 
to refresh growth. 

 raeco  l n’  #A1 3 5
S, May-Jul, H1-2", W6-8",  Z 4-9
A dwarf creeping thyme with tiny gray-
green leaves that are fragrant, but rarely 
used for cooking, nearly smothered with soft 
pink flowers in early summer. An excellent 
ground cover and fantastic for planting 
among paving stones. PP
11 5 3  10 5 each

Tiarella (Foam Flower) ✂ ~ o
These dainty, carefree perennials bear foamy 
sprays of fragrant, star-shaped flowers 
above heart-shaped leaves. They are ex ui-
site ground covers for a cool, shady spot. 
Foliage remains evergreen even in the North 
with good early snow cover. Plant in hu-
mus-rich, evenly moist soil.

  gar  ice’  #A1 0
PS/SH, May-Jun, H8-10", W8-12", Z 3-8
(P.P. 67 8) Deeply dissected leaves with 
dramatic dark centers are so shiny they ap-
pear lac uered. Bears pink and white, light-
ly fragrant flowers. From Terra ova. PP
1 5 3  13 5 each

ra escan ia  ~
(Spiderwort) (T. x andersoniana) These vigor-
ous plants form compact clumps of narrow, 
rush-like foliage. From early summer until 
fall they produce clusters of showy, one inch, 

-petaled flowers that dissolve neatly away 
by the end of the day. Adapts well to sun, 
shade, moist, and dry conditions.

  cean l e’  #A1
S/PS, Jun-Sep, H30-32", W28-30", Z 3-9
Sky blue blooms are 50  larger than other 
Tradescantia varieties. Fast-growing, tall and 
bushy plants maintain an upright habit. BR
1 5 3  11 5 each
  Pink Cha lis’  #A1 3

S/PS, Jun-Sep, H12-18", W18-24", Z 3-9
(P.P. 5 7 ) Soft pink blooms have a ruffled 
edge that fades to white. After flowering 
finishes, trim back hard to encourage fresh 
foliage and repeat blooming. BR
1 5 3  11 5 each
  ee  a e’  #A1 33

PS/SH, Jun-Sep, H12-18", W15-18", Z 3-9
Blue flowers contrast with bright gold 
foliage. PP
13 5 3  1 5 each 

ric r is  ✂
(Toad Lily) Loose cymes of orchid-like 
blooms are borne on these shade-loving 
plants for several weeks in late summer and 
fall. Semi-clasping, pointed, leathery leaves 
appear almost waxy and are arranged in 
ladder-like  fashion along arching stems. 

Plants form nice colonies. Plant in rich, 
moist, organic soil. Mulch in colder areas. 

 hir a i a aki H ri s’ #A1 5
PS/SH, Aug-Sep, H34-38", W16-20", Z 4-8
Purple-spotted, white flowers. PP
1 5 3  11 5 each

Trollius ~
These showy, early-season perennials are 
ideal for moist or even wet, boggy areas. 
Their bowl-shaped waxy blooms have no 
petals, but instead have petal-like sepals. 
Dark green foliage is deeply divided. Long-
lived plants form clumps from slow-creep-
ing roots. Plant in moist, humus-rich soil. 

ut back after flowering to encourage a new 
flush of leaves. 

 chinensis ol en een’ #A1 6
S/PS, May-Jul, H24-36", W18-24", Z 3-7
Large, 2 to  inch, bowl-shaped blooms are 
golden orange. ontrasts wonderfully with 
dark green foliage. BR

11 5 3  10 5 each
  c l or  e  oon’ #A1 6

S/PS, May-Jul, H22-26", W12-14", Z 3-7
igorous plants have large, creamy-yellow, 

double blossoms held on sturdy stems. BR
11 5 3  10 5 each
 e ro ae s er s’ #A1 60

PS, May-Jul, H18-24", W18-24", Z 3-7
A robust and profuse flowering selection 
with huge, yellow, buttercup-like blooms. BR
11 5 3  10 5 each 

er asc  ✂ ~ o
(Mullein) These plants feature spires of 
flowers that open from the bottom of the 
spike, providing bloom for weeks. Felted, 
gray-green foliage forms a large rosette 
at the base. Ideal for the garden or border. 
Plant in lean, somewhat sandy, well drained 
soil. Deer resistant.

  gar Pl ’  #A1
S, Jun-Aug, H8-18", W10-14", Z 5-9
(P.P. 6224)-Bou uets of lavender-plum 
flowers rise above green rosettes of foliage. 

ery free-flowering. PP
13 5 3  1 5 each
  o al ’  #A1 5

S, Jun-Aug, H6-10", W8-12", Z 5-9
(P.P. 78 )- ompact plants with green, 
fu y foliage produce short spikes of red-
purple flowers all summer. PP
13 5 3  1 5 each

New 

SUPERBUS

GOLDEN QUEEN
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’  C  P

BLUE SKYWALKER

ROYAL REMBRANDT SNOWMASS®

PERFECTLY PICASSO

VERNIQUE® RASPBERRY

ILLUMINATION

RED ARROWS

COLOR GUARD

Veronica ~ o
(Speedwell) Speedwells are a large, diverse 
group valued for their easy culture and long 
bloom period. Grow in poor to moderately 
fertile, well-drained soil. Ideal for rock gar-
dens and borders.

  ergen’s l e’ #A1 503
S/PS, Jun-Aug, H6-8", W15-24", Z 3-9
This low-growing ground cover bears clus-
ters of cobalt-bue flowers with white eyes. 
Lance-shaped green foliage. PP

1 5 3  11 5 each
  icolor losion’  #A1 5 1

S/PS, Jun-Aug, H15-18", W15-20", Z 4-8
(P.P. 25 24) Stunning two-tone flowers are 
lavender-violet streaked with violet-blue. 
The dense plumes explode with masses of 
upright spikes. ery long-blooming. PP
13 5 3  1 5 each
  l e k alker’  #A1 5

S/PS, Jul-Aug, H28-30", W18-20", Z 4-8
(P.P. 2 406) hile this variety does not 
spread much, it is uite tall with lavender 
blue flower spikes covering the entire top 
half. The dark green foliage has a full, dense 
habit to support the flower stalks. Great for 
adding vertical height to mixed beds. PP
13 5 3  1 5 each
  Per ec l  Picasso’  #A1 556

S/PS, Jul-Sep, H22-26", W22-24", Z 4-9
(P.P. 2 720) hite buds open to reveal me-
dium-pink spikes, giving this plant a pretty 
bicolor look. The rounded habit and attrac-
tive medium-green leaves make this peren-
nial an excellent addition to the middle of 
the border. PP
1 5 3  11 5 each
  o al e ran ’  #A1 55

S/PS, Jun-Aug, H18-20", W18-20", Z 4-9
(P.P. 2 77) Mesmeri ing, violet-blue flower 
spikes cover the top portion of this ravishing 
plant, allowing the dark green foliage 
beneath to shine. The compact nature of this 
Veronica makes it perfect for containers or 
for the edge of the perennial border. Sheer 
back to encourage rebloom. ntroduced by 

alters Gardens. PP
1 5 3  11 5 each
  no ass   #A1 5

S/PS, May-Jun, H1-2", W16-20", Z 3-10
( P0 8S ) igorous plants uickly fill spaces, 
forming dense mats of foliage with small, 
glossy green leaves. n spring, white, blue-
eyed flowers appear providing a perfect 
accompaniment for spring-blooming bulbs 
like tulips and da odils. PP
1 5 3  11 5 each

 longi olia erni e  as err ’
#A1 5
S, Jun-Sep, H12-18", W10-12", Z 4-8
This cultivar is day-length neutral which 
means it puts out bold, raspberry-pink floral 
spikes all summer long. pright plants have 
rich green foliage which resists mildew with 
ease. PP
1 5 3  11 5 each

Veronicastrum ✂
( ulver s Root) Typically found in open 
woodlands, prairies, and meadows, this ge-
nus is excellent for adding height to borders 
and creating a naturali ed look. Tall stems 
produce  to 7 whorls of toothed foliage 
and are topped with narrow, veronica-like 
racemes. Plants prefer moderately fertile, 
humus-rich, moist soil. 

 si iric  e  Arro s’ #A1 560
S, Jul-Aug, H36-60", W24-36", Z 4-8
(PPAF) Probably named for the floral buds 
which are reddish in color before opening 
to deep, lavender purple. The green foliage 
is darker than many other Veronicastrum
cultivars. Plants have numerous mini floral 
spikes beneath the main shoot that help to 
give a greater color show. BR 
13 5 3  1 5 each

Vinca
(Periwinkle) A hardy ground cover that tol-
erates poor soil, dry conditions, and deep 
shade. Evergreen leaves have a creeping, 
spreading habit. 

 inor ll ina ion’  #A1 5 5
S/PS/SH, Apr-May, H4-6", W24-36",  Z 4-9
A truly uni ue variegated vinca. ivid 
yellow leaves have dark green edges and 
contrasting lavender blue flowers. A great 
ground cover or specimen plant. PP
11 5 3  10 5 each

Yucca
(Adam s eedle) These ama ing shrub-like 
perennials are grown for their erect, sword-
like, evergreen foliage. A strong focal point 
in the landscape. Easily grown in any well-
drained soil.

 la en osa Color ar ’  #A1 6 5
S/PS, Jul-Sep, H24-30", W36-48",  Z 4-10
Eye-catching foliage of white and cream 
edged green. Bears 6 foot spikes of fragrant, 
creamy-white flowers. PP
1 5 3  13 5 each

We would like to thank the following
for providing images:

Darwin Plants, De Vroomen, Emerald Coast 
Growers, Growing Colors, Terra Nova Nurs-

eries, Creek Hill Nursery, and 
Walters Gardens Inc.

  o hern Char ’ #A1
S, Jun-Aug, H28-36", W18-20", Z 5-9
A powerful, blooming machine with deli-
cate, sweet blossoms in pastel colors of ivory 
to mauve rose that are highlighted with a 
red star at their center. Makes an excellent 
cut flower. PP
1 5 3  11 5 each

New 

New 

SOUTHERN CHARM
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About Our Plants
PERENNIALS SHIPPED IN SPRING may be sent as dormant, top si e, bare root plants (with no soil 
around the roots) or as plants grown in pots. Symbols at the end of the plant descriptions denote whether 
the plant is potted (PP) or if the plant is sent bare root (BR). n rare occasions we may have to substitute 
an alternative si e. Plants that have been grown in pots may show little or no green growth on arrival, 
but will uickly leaf out in warm temperatures.
PERENNIALS SHIPPED IN SUMMER will all be sent as well-established potted plants.
GROWING INSTRUCTIONS are sent with each order that explain the care re uired for your plants 
from the time they arrive at your door.
A FREE SURPRISE PERENNIAL will be sent with all orders of 50 or more  e ll select it carefully for 
your growing area and make sure its mature si e won t overwhelm in the event you have a smaller yard. 

e re sure you ll be pleased with our selection.

Shipping Inf�mation
SPRING SEASON: e make every attempt to ship to your area when weather conditions are right for 
planting. e usually are unable to ship plants safely before March 5. e discontinue spring shipment 
around une 0 to prepare for summer shipping. 
SUMMER SEASON: e begin accepting orders for the summer shipping season around the beginning 
of uly. e ship plants all summer, as weather allows, and continue until early ctober. For current 
availability, call our toll-free phone number or check our website. 

our order may be sent in more than one shipment. e try to combine orders into as few shipments as 
possible. nless otherwise re uested, supplies will be shipped with plant material.

Hardine� Zone Map
This simplified plant one map issued in 20 2 is available to view in full detail online. There is an 
interactive online feature that allows you to find your hardiness one by typing in your ip code. Type 
this link into your web browser, http planthardiness.ars.usda.gov or follow the one Map link on our 
website at www.rootsrhi omes.com to find your hardiness one.

3

4

5

6

10

Hardiness ones are based on the average minimum temperatures for each one. Lower numbers indicate 
the most northerly area where plants will survive the winter and higher numbers are the most southern 
area where they will perform consistently. Recommended plant ones are meant for guidelines only. ther 
plant growth factors may a ect hardiness such as rainfall, wind, humidity, soil type, altitude, sunlight and 
cultural practices. Local climates may vary considerably. t s always best to use your instincts, observe oth-
er gardens in the area, and be willing to do some experimenting with plant locations and plant protection.

Dear Perennial Enthusiast,
elcome to the 2022 gardening season  hile you may not be able to get outside yet, this 

is the time of year to page through our catalog and start planning for the yard of your dreams. 
ou re probably sick of hearing it, but supply is uite limited on some items, so we recommend 

ordering early. hile we happily welcome all the new gardeners who took up the hobby during 
the pandemic, it does make it di cult for plant producers to keep up with demand.

ondering what s new and exciting  Take a look at page 2 for ust a few highlights, but also 
look at Lavandula Sensational  on page 48. t s an improvement over parent Phenomenal  in so 
many ways. f you like lavender, this one is not to be missed.  

As always, thank you for your loyal business. e love providing the plants that beautify 
yards and gardens, but we couldn t do it without you. Happy gardening

The Sta  of Roots  Rhi omes

Check Acceptance Policy
hen you provide a check payment, you authori e 

us to either process a one-time Electronic Funds 
Transfer (EFT), or process the payment as a check 
transaction. ou also authori e us to process credit 
ad ustments to your bank account if a refund is 
needed. f you have insu cient funds to cover your 
payment, you authori e us to collect you payment 
plus a fee of 40 from your account. Funds may be 
withdrawn from you account on the same day we 
receive your payment. f you send a paper check 
(instead of filling out the Payment Method section 
on the order form), your order will take longer to 
process and you may not receive your check back 
from your financial institution.

Our Guarant� to You
e guarantee all products in this catalog to be true 

to name and in good condition when you receive 
them. f you have any doubts about uality when 
your order arrives, notify us immediately (within 
0 days) and we will issue a credit voucher for the 

full purchase price and shipping. e reserve the 
right to re uest return of the merchandise to receive 
ad ustments. f a plant fails during the growing 
season and we are notified within one year from 
date of shipment, we will issue a one-time credit 
voucher toward future orders provided the plant 
has been planted according to the instructions 
provided and in growing ones recommended in 
our catalog. Sale items will only be issued a credit 
voucher for the purchase price.

a e o las  season a er season

Treat yourself to one of these uality hand tools. 
Made with longevity in mind, these expertly 
crafted tools will keep even the most stubborn 
vines and rose canes in check, year after year.

56 6 al  Co or  
ass Pr ner

The non-stick blade has a ¾  
cutting capacity with a compound 
lever providing added power 
while reducing cutting e ort. 

omfortGEL  grips o er superior 
comfort while reducing hand 
fatigue. Full steel chassis. oated, 
high carbon steel blade.

ach 5

56 ainless eel ni
Straight, ¾  long pointed blades 
are ideal for precision cuts in 
tight spaces. orrosion-resistant, 
stainless steel blades prevent 
rusting, are easy to clean, and 
reduce germ build-up.

ach 16 5

C�ona® Garden T��
New 
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Line 
# Item No. SIZE CODE 

OR PKG SIZE QUANTITY NAME OF ITEM WANTED PA  # PRICE

1
2
3
4
5
6

10
11
1
13
1
15
16
1

TOTAL OF ABOVE

TOTAL FROM SEPARATE SHEET

SHIPPING (see char  a  le ) Merchandise 
totals over 100 qualify for FREE Standard 
Shipping through March 31, 2022.

ORDER SUBTOTAL

A  A (see char  a  le ) If your state 
is listed, please include sales tax at your 
state rate.

e c   Cre i s i  an

TOTAL

             (PLEASE D  T SE D ASH)

❑  i  Cer i ca e  
❑  one  r er (A gift certificate will be issued for any overpayment.)
❑  Check (Processed electronically, see info on opposite page.)

Bank Name _________________________________________________

Bank Routing ______________________________________________

Account __________________________________________________

❑  Cre i  or e i  Car

ard 

Exp. Date _______________________ ard Security ode_________

Signature __________________________________________________                   

P A  A ress la el on ack o  or   A CH he a ress sho n 
on o r cre i  car  s a e en  Payment will be processed when order is placed. 

PAYMENT METHOD: 

Name _________________________________________________________                                                                                                        

Physical Address _______________________________________________
nclude street, road, fire no., etc. so our delivery carriers can locate you.

P.O. Box (if applicable) __________________________________________

ity_______________________________ State_______ ip ____________                              

SHIP TO: 

Daytime Phone (______)__________________________________________

E-Mail _____________________________________@ __________________

❑  would like to receive E-mail notices of sales and special o ers.

P  0   

SHIPPING INFORMATION:
e will notify you by email (provide above) when you order ships. our order may be sent 

in more than one shipment. 
UPGRADED SHIPPING:
This charge covers accelerated processing time and an upgraded shipping method. Plant 
material will still ship at the proper planting time for your area. Please see the chart below for 
the cost of upgrading your order.

SUBSTITUTION SERVICE: 
f there is a crop failure or we run out of an item, we may substitute a similar variety of e ual 

or greater value.

❑ MAILING LIST SERVICE: e occasionally make our mailing list available to 
carefully screened companies. f you do not want your name included, please check the 
box.

IMPORTANT - VERIFY YOUR ADDRESS. PLEASE NOTE: If you are 
paying by credit card, the address on the back of this form MUST MATCH the 
address on your credit card statement. 

cut here
cut here

cut here

an ar    13 5

SHIPPING CHARGES

*Allow 5 to 4 business days 
for transit time.

gra e    3 0

P. . B  
RA D LPH,  5 56-000

OUT OF ORDER LINES? To order more items, please continue on a separate sheet of paper 
and attach it to this form.

A  A
The following states need to pay sales tax** on their orders:

AR
CO
CT
GA
IA
IL
IN
KY

6 5

6 35
0

6 0
6 5

0
6 0

LA
MA
MD
ME
MI
MN
NC
ND

5
6 5
6 0
5 5
6 0
6 5

5
5 0

NE

NV
NY
OH
PA
RI
SD

5 5
6 6 5
6 5

0
5 5
6 0

0
5

UT
VA
VT
WA
WI
WV
WY

5
3

6 0
6 5
5 5
6 0

0

**Listed rates are approximate. Local rates may apply.
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DAYLILY SURPLUS SALE PRICING (Mix or Match): $4.95 each; 3+ $4.45 each; 6+ $3.95 each 

Artist Etching  #A14905
Tetraploid, Late, H26-30", Dor, Fra, Noc
Fragrant, 4½ inch, deep creamy pink flowers with 
green throats grace the garden in late season. 
(Rudolph 84)
Chicago Arnie’s Choice  #A15053
Tetraploid, Midseason, H26-30", Dor
Long-blooming plants bear 5½ inch blooms of 
deep lavender, almost purple. A darker plum halo 
surrounds the yellow throat. Petals are delicately 
crimped. Very hardy and vigorous.
(Marsh-Klehm 81)
Frans Hals  #A15139
Diploid, Mid-Late, H22-26", Dor
Still popular after more than 60 years, this prolific 
grower bears star-shaped, bicolor, 4½ inch blooms 
made up of deep gold sepals and bright copper-red 
petals accented with gold midribs. (Flory 55) HM 

Hall’s Pink  #A15160
Diploid, Midseason, H22-26", Dor, Re
This ‘never-fail’ daylily multiplies like crazy and in 
peak bloom the plants are coated with flowers. The 
5 inch blooms are salmon-pink with darker halos 
and yellow throats. Exceptionally hardy. (Hall 52)
Mauna Loa  #A15233
Tetraploid, Early-Mid, H22-26", Dor
Super-hot 5 inch blooms are a combination of 
amber gold and orange with a wire edge of red. 
Lightly ruffled petals. (Roberts 76) HM
Pardon Me  #A15255
Diploid, Midseason, H16-20", Dor, Re, Fra, Noc
Bright, cranberry-red, 2¾ inch blooms with yellow 
to green throats are wonderfully sunfast. Petals are 
nicely ruffled. (Apps 82) HM, DFM85, AM87

Snowy Apparition  #A15648
Tetraploid, Early-Mid, H28-32", Dor, Re, Fra
The 6½ inch blooms are near white and have 
pronounced midribs, ruffled edges and a creped 
texture. Light yellow centers deepen to green in 
the throats. An elegant addition to any landscape. 
(Childs 79) HM
Stella De Oro #A15358
Diploid, Early-Mid-Late, H12-18", Dor, Ext, Re, Fra
The most popular daylily of all time due to its long 
blooming season. Golden-yellow, 2½ inch, lightly 
creped blossoms have gently ruffled, recurved 
petals. Flowers are borne in profusion nearly all 
summer long. (Jablonski 75) HM, DFM79, AM82, 
SSM85
Zagora #A14988
Tetraploid, Midseason, H26-30", Dor
Amber-rose blends with a hint of burnt orange 
to create a hue that pulses in sunlight. A large, 
purple-black eyezone and gold edge adds drama 
to each 5 inch triangular bloom. (Pride 78)
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